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Abstract

This exploratory study assumed that instructional leadership can

positively affect school improvement in low SES junior high schools.

Two basic questions were asked throughout the study: -1) In what ways

does the principal provide instructional leadership? 2) What other

sources of leadership develop when the principal does not play an active

or directive role?

Four junior high schools located in southeastern Pennsylvania were

selected for study. Criteria for select. nn were two fold: expert

testimony that these were improving school! and improvement on test

scores. Data were gathered through ethnographic observation and

interviews of the principals over a 17 week period. Additional inter-

views were conducted with vice-principals, counselors, teachers,

students and parents. Near the end of this study two surveys were

administered to provide quantitative assessments of staff perceptions.

Tentative findings of the study suggest the following:

er principals do set academic goals, but seldom monitor them

carefully.

o principals use slogans as rallying cries around goals, but thew..

slogans seldom transform the direction of the school or the level

of staff commitment.

principals do little supervision of staff other than for

evaluation purposes.

e sustained efforts in instructional leadership were often provided

by a respected vice-principal or department chair.

o principals are centrally concerned with discipline.



In general the study suggests that for the most part principals

do not provide instructional leadership in junior high schools.

Instructional leadership seems less centralized in the principal and
.

more diffused over a variety of school roles.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

1

During recent years the perennial complaints about our "failing

schools" have been somewhat counterbalanced by studies of and interest in

"effective schools".

Unlike the research of Coleman (1966), Jensen (1967), and Jencks

(1972) which found that family background established too great a.

deficit to be overcome by instruction, more recent studies by Weber (1971),

Brookover and Lezotte (1976), Wellisch (1978), Edmonds (1979), Venesky

and Winfield (1979), and Clark (1980) indicate that students from low

SES can and do improve significantly in academic skills in school.

David Clark (1980) in a meta study of some 1200 secondary sources con-

cludes that twelve interrelated generalizations applied appropriately

"can insure success in the urban setting". Clark's generalizations

suggested that school improvement clusters around three factors--leajership,

teaching personnel, and curriculum and instruction.

Most of the studies mentioned recognized the principal's role as an

essential force in improving school performance. Clark notes that

effective principals do more: they frame goals or set standards, create

a prodUctive working environment, and obtain needed support. Weber

reported that poor children achieve. in reading in some schools where

these characteristics are present--strong leadership from the principal,

the expectation from the teachers that all children can read, an orderly

and pleasant atmosphere and an emphasis on the teaching of reading as a

primary goal of the school. Brookover and Lezotte (1977) conducted an

ethnographic study of six "improving" and two "declining" elementary
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schools in an attempt to identify significant differences. Many of

Weber's earlier findings were confirmed. Strong leadership from the

principal was emphasized: the principal was more likely to be an

instructional leader, more assertive in his (or her) instructional

leadership role, more of a disciplinarian and perhaps most of all,

assumed responsibility for the evaluation of the achievement of basic

objectives. Edmonds' research also reenforces the primacy of the

principal's role in determining the positive direction for a school's

improvement. He states categorically that "one of the most tangible

and indispensable characteristics of effective schools is strong

administrative leadership, without which the disparate elements of good

schooling can be neither brought together nor kept together" (p. 32).

Edmonds further asserts that there must be a school-wide mission with an

emphasis. on basic skills instruction which entails agreement among faculty

that instruction in basic skills takes precedence over all other

activities. Implicit in Edmonds' assertion is the belief that the

principal develops organizational structures and a sense of commitment

from the faculty so that consensus on academic goals is possible.

In an in-depth study conducted over two years of 22 elementary

schools with low SES and low achieving students, Wellisch and her

colleagues (1978) found that school success was related to "administrative

leadership in instruction, coordination of instructional programs

throughout the school, and policy regarding academic standards" (p. 211).

The kinds of administrative behaviors identified by Weber, Brookover

and Lezotte, and Edmonds depicted a strong leader reminiscent of the
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traditional bureaucrat with the line of authority arranged hierarchically

from the principal down to teachers. Wellisch's research indicated a

contrasting picture of effective leadership. She found that ". .

although instructional programs appeared to benefit from direction and

leadership, one should not infer that a policy concerning instruction

was decided without participation of teachers; it was rarely reported

that administrators made decisions with no input from teachers. This

would indicate that leadership consists of active administrative

involvement in the educational process, rather than exclusion of teachers

from decision making" (p. 211).

While this research on effective schools and the leadership role of

the principal has been of inestimable value to the profession, it perhaps

can be faulted for three important weaknesses.

First, it seems to ignore or minimize the organizational complexity

of schools. While the Wellisch research establishes that principals of

successful schools actively seek the advice and collaboration of teachers

in decision making, her evidence further suggests that there is a

tremendous amount of communication, coordiation and building of consensus

between the principal and the faculty. These findings become problematic

when viewed in relation to studies conducted by Weick (1976), Deal and

Celotti (1977), and Meyer (1977). Those researchers understand schools

to be organized in a "loose coupling" arrangement. Deal and Celotti

define loose coupling as ". . . the absence of tightly regulated linkages

within or between organizational levels" (pp. 13-14). They also find

that .there is ". . . a lack of agreement within or between levels,
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members of various units have differing, even contrary, perceptions of

the school setting and its functioning". Little consensus exists among

teachers and ". . . agreement was particularly low around areas of

instruction". The researchers believe that loose coupling presents a

rational, adaptive, organizational response designed to stave off the

various pressure groups which try to influence and control schools. They

reason that since there is almost no agreement about school goals or

the connection between instructional strategies and learning, any

attempt at coordination or evaluation would only produce more conflicts

and possibly reduce public support. Therefore their argument concludes,

strong leadership is dysfunctional in loosely coupled organizations.

This anomaly clearly suggests the need for a study which would be more

sensitive to the impact of organizational arrangements upon leadership.

The second weakness of the previous research is that it seems to

have focused solely on the elementary school--and on the special learning

tasks associated with that level of schooling. And while the findings

from the research on effective elementary schools can clearly provide

some useful directions for other levels of schooling, there are some

serious limitations. We would argue that these limitations are most

apparent in considering what "effectiveness" might mean when applied to

schools for younger adolescents. The middle or junior high school student

has very special needs that are not subsumed under the rubric of "the

basics", and requires special kinds of schools that give attention to

matters other than reading and computational skills. We do not mean to

depreciate the importance of such skills, especially for urban youth;

but we believe that other outcomes are just as important: learning to

10
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think and to reason, developing an acceptance of one's physical self,

practicing the skills of young adulthood, learning how to make contact

with one's peers, negotiating the conflict between the desire for

independence and the need for adult direction. We saw a need, therefore,

for a study which would be solely concerned with the junior high school.

The final weakness of the previous research is that it seemed to

focus unduly on the role of the principal. Now we readily admit that

the principal plays a key role in all school improvement; but once

having uttered that platitude, we see a need to move beyond it. We

found ourselves increasingly impatient with those articles which

simplistically offered this argument:

1. The principal is the only one who can provide instructional

leadership.

2. We can reduce instructional leadership to a set of simple

perceptions.

3. All principals have to adopt these new behaviors--or look for

another job.

We began the study, therefore, with a suspicion that Steven Kerr's

'theory (Kerr and Jermier, 1978) is sound: that persons other than the

principal influence the instructional process. We saw a need, therefore,

for a study which would look more broadly at the sources of instructional

leadership'.

In a sense, then, we began this study with encouragement from those

studies which suggested that some urban schools can be effective--and

with a realization that we might be able to make a contribution by

looking at issues that had not been closely examined in those previous

studies.
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The problem of the study, therefore, might best be framed somewhat

broadly in this fashion:

How does instructional leadership happen in urban junior high
schools that seem more successful than most?

And specifically we found ourselves sensitive to these issues:

1. How do principals adopt different styles of leadership
to respond to special situations and organizational constraints?

2. What other sources of leadership develop when the principal
does not play an active and directive role?

. 3. What special' features of the junior high school affect the
irole of the principal as an instructional leader?

METHODOLOGY

Selection of Participants

This study was conducted in a large urban school district located

on the east coast of the United States. The selection process was

conducted over a two month period in late spring of 1981. Two sources

of information were used in selecting the sample schools: expert opinion

and school data on student achievement. Initially we conferred with the

sys'tem's district superintendents and staff from the Office of'Research

and Evaluation to identify several efftctive inner city junior high

schools serving minority students whose families live on low incomes.

We also asked if these same schools wee managed by principals who

believed that instructional leadership was a significant part of their

responsibility. Finally, we asked these experts to identify teachers,

specialists, or administratrrs, other than the principal, who were making

major contributions to the improvement of a school's instructional

program. These opinions were cross checked and the poOl'ofcandidates

19
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expanded when we discussed our early choices with knowledgeable teachers,

administrators, district specialists and key members of several

community organizations.

We had hoped to find four inner city junior high schools in which

50% or more of the students were achieving at or above the 50th percentile

in reading. We did not find a single school which met that criterion.

Therefore we analyzed reading achievement scores over a five year period

to determine significant trends toward improvement. Schools which showed

a steady reduction in numbers of students scoring below the 16th percen-

tile in reading as well as increases in the 16th to 49th and 50th and

above percentiles on the California Achievements Tests (1970 edition)

were considered improving schools, worthy of study. The combination

of expert opinion regarding a school, its principal, and its staff and

indications of improvement on standardized tests formed the criteria for

school selection. A list of eight schools was developed. Each principal

was interviewed by the researchers to assess interest in participation

and their perceptions about instructional leadership. From this group

four principals and their schools were selected as the sample to be

studied.

Before discussing data gathering procedures we note that the

initiation of this project was delayed because of a 50 day teachers'

strike which did not conclude until the end of October 1981. The first

meetings the researchers held on the school sites commenced during the

second week in November. Data collection concluded by June 1982.
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Data Gathering Procedures

The study made use of nine data gathering processes, as follows:

1 Ethnographic observations of the principals. Principals

were observed directly over a period of seventeen weeks.

The observations were essentially ethnographic in nature; that

is, we observed the principals without preconceived ideas as

to what we would find, and attempted to use the observations

as a way of understanding the principals' world as they

see it. Initially we "shadowed" the principal for five

consecutive days recording each aspect of a day's work.

Note-taking was organized to display the duration of the

event, participants involved, and purpose or content of

the contact. Our role was that of passive participant

or spectator, not active participant.

The notes of these observations were recorded in a field-work journal.

2 Ethnographic interviews with principals. The interviews were

both informal and formal. The informal interviews occurred

during the course of the observations and were designed to

illuminate the observational data. The formal interviews

were arranged throughout the data gathering process at a

time convenient for the principal and were primarily

descriptive in nature, focusing on the issue of instructional

leadership. A draft of sample questions used in the principal

interview is located in the appendix of this document.

Other questions were used based on information derived from

our observations and the line of response emergent from the

interview. The interviews were tape-recorded whenever

possible.

3. Interviews with teachers. Eight teachers were selected at

random in two of the schools. The assistance provided by

a doctoral student allowed ten additional teachers to be

interviewed in the remaining two schools. Teachers were

interviewed by the investigators in order to ascertain

their views about these matters:

a. What doyou think is meant by "instructional leadership"

as it applies to the role of the junior high school

principal?

b. Can you tell me some stories or incidents which show how

your principal acts as an instructional leader?

c. Are there occasions when persons other than the principal

assume the role of instructional leader? Can you describe

how that happens?

14
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4. Interviews with other administrators. Principals, vice-

principals, department chairs, counselors, and reading and

math specialists were interviewed to expand our understanding

of how the school is organized. Questions for these inter-

views probed perceptions in these areas--knowledge of goals

and standards, expectations of students, feelings of

collegiality among staff, sense of support from the principal,
freedom to take initiative, etc.

5. Interviews with students. Seven students selected at random

from various grades were interviewed to learn their perceptions

of how the instructional program helps them achieve in basic

skills. Specific questions explored student perspectives on
how administrators and teachers provide an instructionally

effective program.

6. Observations of school. The school was observed informally as
the observation and interviews described above were conducted.

In addition, there were several carefully structured observa-

tions of the school--its classroom, corridors, play areas,

faculty workrooms, and offices. The purpose of these observations

was to collect evidence about the extent to which the general

educational environment seems conducive to learning and the

extent to which the principal impacted directly on that

environment.

7. Principals' log. We worked with each principal to develop a

log which enabled that principal to collect his or her own

data about use of time.

8. Records. The researcher asked that a mailbox be labelled

with his name and that all routine mail teachers receive be

automatically placed in the researcher's box. Additional

records also were requested for analysis including: results

from standardized tests; progress reports; end of the year;

reports; goal statements; teacher evaluations; and

attendance records of students, teachers, and administrators.

9. Surveys. Two surveys were administered to each faculty during

a faculty meeting. The first survey, Additional Information
Survey, probed for faculty perception of administrators' visi-

bility, overall school progress,, the principal's priorities,

etc. The second survey, Sources of Instructional Leadership,

assessed perceptions of which roles were providing or contri-

buting to the accomplishment of instructional leadership func-

tions.
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Data Analysis Procedure

The essential purpose of the data analysis is to identify what

Opler (1945) calls "cultural themes". He defines cultural themes in

this manner: "A'postulate or position, declared or implied, and usually

controlling behavior or stimulating activity, which is tacitly approved

or openly promoted in a society." The society here is the urban

junior high school, and the cultural themes which will be singled out

`7 for study are those dealing with instructional leadership.

These particular cultural themes were identified first by separate

analyses of the eight data sources described below.

1. Ethnographic observations. The notes from the field journal

were analyzed closely and coded initially in two ways:
these behaviors seem directly related to the role of
instructional leadership; these behaviors do not seem related

directly to the role of instructional leadership. These

behaviors which seem related were then further studied in

order to derive a taxonomic analysis of instructional
leadership behaviors.

2. Ethnographic interviews with the principals. The tapes of the

interviews were reviewed and closely analyzed,. The first

analysis identified those parts of the interview that relate

to the issue of instructional leadership. Those sections that

relate to instructional leadership then were further coded

as follows:

a. Metaphors the principal uses to talk about school, learning

and teaching.

b. Slogans repeated by the principal that seem an important

part of the belief system.

c. The principal's perceptions as to how he or she achieves

instructional consensus.

d. Statements about the principal's instructional priorities.

e. Statements that reveal the principal's perceptions of the

pupils.

16
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3. Interviews with the'teachers. The interview with the

teachers was reviewed and analyzed in order to ascertain

common and unique responses to the two questions posed

in the interview: whc: do the teachers conceive is meant
by "instructional leauarship of a principal"? In what

specific ways does the principal act as an instructional

leader?

4. Interviews with other administrators. Interviews with other

administrators were reviewed and analyzed to assess how the

principal delegates aspects of the school program. Deal and

Celotti note that the delegation of instructional leadership

responsibilities to second line administrators may be an

effective strategy for tightening up a loosely coupled

system and thereby insure more effective coordination

5. Interviews with students. Analysis of student interviews

focused on their perceptions and understanding of the

following issues: the purpose of school; teacher and
administrator expectations in regard to student performance

in basic skills; the rigidity or flexibility of academic

standards; sense or orderliness and safety in school;

accessibility of principal and teachers; responsiveness of

principal and teacher to student needs or concerns.

6. Observations of L;chool. The notes in the field journal

relating to the observations of the school were coded to identi-

fy, first, those aspects of the school environment that seemed

supportive of or conducive to instruction, and second, those

supportive aspects which seemed to be directly a result of

the principal's interventions.

7. Principal's log. The principal's logs were analyzed first

to determine what percentage of the principal's time was

devoted to instructional concerns. That instructional time

was then further analyzed to identify important sub-categories

as they related to instructional improvement.

8. Records. Records were organized into content categories. A

frequency count was made for each category. Analysis focused

on the emergence of recurrent themes with specific attention

to those documents that communicate about the school's

instructional progress.

9. Surveys. In addition to the use of qualitative methods of

investigation the researchers used two surveys to assess each

faculty's perception of the nature of instructional leadership

in their school. Both surveys were administered near the end

of the study. One of the surveys called the Additional

Information Survey (see Appendix p. ) asked five questions

17
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which measured the frequency of administrative observations
and evaluations of teacher performance, the visibility of

the administrators in the halls and cafeteria, the progress
the school is making, and a rank order of the principal's

priorities.

The second survey called Sources of Instrudtionai Leadership

(SOIL) was developed to display the instructional leadership
patterns by role and function in schools. Respondents were

asked to indicate the extent that carious persons perform 31

tasks related to instructional leadership. A description of
SOIL's development, an explanition of how data is analyzed,
and a sample of the survey instrument itself appear in the

appendix on page

These separate analyses were then used to develop a composite

picture of the junior high school principal as an instructional leader.

Case studies for the four schools will be presented in the following

sequence: Brown, Hoover, Lynnwood and Polisher.
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BROWN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

The Setting for the Study

The Brown Junior High School is in one of the oldest sections of the

city. It is a community where factories, trucking terminals, and retail

stores crowd the' modest row houses. Once a center for the textile

industry, parts of it are now perceived by many as a dying community;

although many of the houses have appreciated in-value many of the

factories are empty, and the few remaining stores survive on marginal

profits. It is near enough to the river and to rail facilities that it

will always have some industrial activity,. but it does not seem to have

much to offer in a post-industrial age.

It probably will survive, however, as a collection of small

residential neighborhoods. In fact, its strength probably derives from

the fact that it has traditionally been an enclave of several European

ethnic groups. There is still a strong Polish-American community, and

Irish surnames are much in evidence. Some of its streets fit the stereo-

type of the old urban ethnic communities: small houses, scrubbed steps,

clean streets, the Catholic church, the neighborhood bar--a pleasant

setting for old families with old values. But other streets suggest a

more obvious decline: abandoned houses boarded up, vacant stores,

graffiti-covered walls, and piles of trash and debris.

Always a place where Blacks were unwelcome, it has in recent years

seen a major influx of Puerto Rican families whb give the neighborhood

an Hispanic overlay. Large portions of the community are now occupied

almost totally by Puerto Ricans, and the nearby restaurants and stores

19
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announce their wares in Spanish.

But all the residents have one thing in common: their lack of

affluence. The Most prosperous families have both parents working in

blue-collar jobs, worried about how long the job will last. The least

prosperous have one parent on welfare and the other absent--and the

single parent worrying about how long the food stamps will last.

The Brown Junior High School obviously reflects in its history all

the changes of its community. When built in 1924, it must have been

considered a model school for an intact working-class community. It is

an imposing three-story brick structure, surrounded by a large paved

playground. The main entrance leads to an attractive foyer, from which

two large stairways rise to the marble corridor on the second floor,

where the main office is located. But now there are obvious signs of

decay. Broken windows are covered with plywood. Doorknobs are frequently

missing from classroom doors. Many locker doors were broken at the time

of the study; the principal reports that many have since been replaced

or repaired. The roof leaks in several places. One of the faculty

lounges seems to be a shambles. Student lavatories are so dirty that

parents complain and students avoid using them. Of the seven students

interviewed by one of the researchers, six complained--without prompting- -

about the appearance of the building: "the bathrooms are disgusting,"

"the cafeteria is dirty," "our lockers don't work," "our desks are in

bad shape," "it's a messy school." The principal later reported that

two hundred new chairs have been ordered.
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The deteriorating physical condition of the plant has prompted some

community complaints. The principal, Dr. William Lightfoot reported

that the fire marshal had stopped by and complained about hazardmis

storage conditions. A public health inspector had come by to inspect

the pupil lavatories, in response to an anonymous phone call. Lightfoot's

attitude towards such complaints seems to be, "Let them complain loud

enough and maybe I'll get some help." With some apparent justification,

Lightfoot blames the condition and appearance of the building on "downtown".

Maintenance budgets have been cut; a small handful of maintenance

personnel serve many schools. Union rules restrict the principal's

ability to make even simple changes: if a teacher's desk is to be

moved, a work-order must be submitted, and only furniture movers can

do the job - -since the custodian's union prohibits custodians from moving

furniture. And the school principal has no direct authority over the

custodian in his building; the custodian reports to a district and

central office division that supervises all custodial help.

But regardless of who is to blame, it seems evident that the

appearance and condition of the building have a negative effect upon

everyone involved. As noted before, students are vocal in their

criticism of the school's appearance. The custodian seems to respond

to the poor conditions with a cynical light-heartedness. On one

occasion, he informed the principal that he had replaced a light bulb-

and then added, "But don't tell anybody about it--they would want more

changed--and they're better off not seeing the dirt." A parent active

in the home and school association complained to the researcher that
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the toilets are so dirty that pupils avoid using them. Lightfoot seems

frustrated--bul resigned: his comments and actions.,seem to suggest

that he feels things will not get better. One teacher said to'the

researcher, "Appearances count--and the appearance of this place is

rapidly going down hill."

Its pupil population has undergone an interesting shift as well.

Once entirely white, the pupil population is now about one-third

Hispanic, and one-fifth Black. It is interesting to note from Table 1

that the percentage of pupils who are neither Black nor Hispanic has

remained relatively constant over the past nine years, while the

percentage of Hispanic students has zone up from 19.6% in 1972-73 to 33.3%

in 1980-81. Observe also that the percentage of pupils from "low-income"

families has increased. As Table 1 shows, in 1973-74, just about half

of the pupils were from low-income families; in 1980-81, about two-thirds

were from such families.

During those years of great change in the community and the school,

the overall achievement of the pupils, as measured by,standardized

achievement tests, has shown moderate improvement, in terms of the

percentage of pupils scoring in the lowest ranges. As Table 1 shows,

in 1973-74 49% of the pupils scored below the 16th percentile according

to national norms, and 38% scored in the 1.6-49 percentile. In 1980-81,

42% scored below the 16 percentile, while 44% scored in the 16-49 range.

While the percentage of pupils in the upper ranges remained relatively

constant, there was a 6% difference in the two bottom ranges. The

principal also reports a "10% increase" in achievement for 1981-82.

22
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The data on the teaching staff (see Table 2) indicate that the

most important changes are in the experience level of the instructional

staff and in its racial composition. In 1972-73, about one-fourth of

the staff had less than two years' experience; in 1980-81, only 6% had

less than two years' experience. In 1973-74, 16% of the full-time staff

were Black in 1980-01, 41.4% were Black.

One other important trend noticeable in the faculty data involves

teacher absence. In 1972-73, the absence rate of the total staff was

5.23; by 1979-80, the rate had almost doubled, to a high of 11.19,

after consistent increases in every intervening year. Note, however,

that the teacher absence rate for 1980-31 had decreased from its

1979 -SO high, returning to a rate comparable to that of school year

1978-79.

It might also be interesting to note the changes in the faculty-

student ratio over the years covered by Table 2. In 1972-73, the ratio

of instructional staff to_average enrollment was 1/23.5; by 1980-81, it

had been reduced to 1/17.9. A clearer picture of the instructional

load is perhaps yielded by comparing the number of instructional staff

with the number of pupils present, rather than the number enrolled.

Consider the year 1980-81, for example. While there were 1471 enrolled,

only 1003 students (68.2% of that figure) attended school on a typical

day. Thus, in that year the ratio of teachers to pupils in attendance

was only 1/12.2.

Perhaps this thumb-nail description might best characterize the

setting of the Brown Junior Nigh School:
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Table 1

Pupil Data; 1972 -1981, Brown Junior High School

Category 1912 -13 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-17 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81

'61

Average number enrolled 1737 1682 1644 1542 1527 1561 1519 1436 1471

Percentage average daily

attendance

Racial composition

7, Black

Hispanic

7, Other

14.4 73.2 75.3 74.8 71.5 70.6 71.3 71.2 68.2

7.9.9 23.4 21.9 20.9 20.8 21.1 20.5 1i1.5 18.8

19.6 24.4 26.0 25.5 27.3 28.9 30.6 34.2 33.3

50.5 52.2 52.1 53.6 51.9 50.0 48.9 47.3 41.9

Percentage of pupils from

low income families N/A 49.9 52,4 55.1 55.3 55,7 57.5 59.8 62.1

Percentage of pupils

scoring

85% ile

50-84 ile

16-49% ile

Below 16

No

Test

Given

2.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0

11.0 11.0 13.0 10.0 12.0 11.0 11.0 12.0

38.0 40.0 43,0 44.0 46.0 46.0 45.0 44.0

49.0 47.0 42.0 46.0 40.0 42.0 43.0 42.0
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Table 2

Faculty Data, 1972-1981, Brown Junior High School

Category

.........1
1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81

Total full-time staff IQ 103 103 135 125 135 119 126 129

Number of instructional.

staff 74 75 73 85 81 98 78 82 82

Instructional staff/

pupil ratio

Instructional staff

with less than 2 years

e;(?erience

1/23.5 1/22.4 1/22,5 1/18,1 1/18,9 1/15.9 1/19.5 1/17.5 1/17,9

24.3% 17.0% 33.0% 31.0% 26.0% 6,1% 3.8% 6,1% 6.0%

Racial composition

% Black N/A 16,2 12.5 11.0 16.0 12,2 30,8 40,2 41.4

% White N/A 83,8 85.3 87,0 82.0 85.8 66.7 57,4 57:4

Other N/A 0.0 2.2 2.0 2,0 2,0 2.5 2,4 1.2

Rate of absence, total

staff 5.23 6,87 6.89 7.20 7.68 8.77 9.97 11.19 9.72
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An old school, that was once a model of school construction,

is now in need of major repairs. It is in a neighborhood

that was once all white and is now one-third Hispanic. Its

pupils come from poor families--many more than there were
nine years ago.. Over a nine-year period, the faculty have
become more exrerienced--and a greater number of them are

Black. OVer the years administration and faculty have been
able to make a moderate improvement in pupil achievement.

On a typical day about a third of the pupils and about 10%

of the faculty are absent.

It should be noted here that the principal believes this report does

not present an accurate picture of the .ysical plant. In reviewing the

report, he indicated that he discusses building maintenance every day

with the custodian, reviews the topic at each, monthly meeting with

the union representatives, and has made consistent efforts to improve

maintenance. He reports that the building was completely cleaned over

the summer of 1982, and teachers have been encouraged to take pride in

their housekeeping.

The General Picture of Leadership at Brown Junior High School

As explained in the "methodology" section, the general leadership

climate was assessed through the instrument termed "Sources of. Instruc-

tional Leadership (SOIL)". The instrument assesses the leadership

contributions to instructional responsibilities of five roles within the

school: principal, vice-principal, department head, school-based

reading or math specialist, and teacher. For each role, it was possible

to identify five or six factors through a factor analysis of individual

items on the questionnaire. It should be noted that, in the tables

that follow, .a mean score is given for each factor within each role.

Mean scores between 1.34-2 indicate that the respondents believed that

for this factor, these holding that role are "providing leadership"; mean

2
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scores between 0.67-1.33 indicate that respondents believe that those

designated are "contributing" to that aspect of instructional leadership;

scores less than 0.67 indicate that the respondents believe that those

indicated are neither providing nor contributing to that aspect of

instructional leadership.

This section will review the results of the questionnaire survey

of the Brown faculty and administration, forty-nine of whoM submitted

usable returns. Perhaps a comment needs to be made here about the rate

of return. At the time the survey was made, there were eighty-two

staff members. Since teacher absenteeism at the school averaged about

10%, it can be assumed that probably 8-9 teachers were absent. And it

was evident when the survey was administered that several teachers

refused-to complete the survey. One teacher, upon receiving the

questionnaire, said, "According to the contract, we don't have to

complete this." He pushed aside the questionnaire and sat there with

arms folded. His refusal seemed to influence several of those sitting

around him.

Thus, about two-thirds of those present completed the questionnaire,

and it cannot be determined how those who did not respond feel about

the issues raised in the questionnaire.

As Table 3 indicates, the respondents at Brown believe that the

principal contributes to instructional leadership through four of the

five factors identified: observes and evaluates teachers, establishes

an academic, climate;' establishes goals and responsibilities, and

allocates resources. They believe that he does not provide nor contribute

2 0
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Table 3

Leadership Scores on SOIL for Brown Principal

Factor Mean Scorea

1. Coordinates and supports instruction .48

2. Observes and evaluates teachers 1.07

3. Establishes an academic climate .89

4. Establishes goals and responsibilities .96

5. Allocates resources 1.14

a 2, provides leadership; 1, contributes to leadership; 0. neither
provides nor contributes to leadership.
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to the coordination and support of instruction.

(It might be noted here that this factor "coordination and support

of instruction" is dcomposite of fourteen items on the questionnaire

which in the factorial analysis clustered together. It subsumes such

items as "helps teachers develop instructional materials," "coordinates

instruction between different grade level teachers," and "works with

teachers to improve instructional program.")

The respondents at Brown perceive the viceprincipals as playing

little or no role in instructional leadership. On only one of the

factors, "maintains an academic climate," do they perceive him or her as

making a contribution. On the other five factors, as Table 4 indicates,

the mean scores indicate that they perceive him or her as neither

providing nor contributing to instructional leadership.

The respondents believe that the department heads at Brown

contribute to two aspects of instructional leadership:"improve the

use of instructional materials," and "clarify the direction of instruction."

As Table 5 suggests, the scores on the other three factors indicate

that respondents believe that thL department heads neither provide nor

contribute to leadership by projecting an academic emphasis, securing

resources, or developing collegial relationships. The scores for the

schoolbased reading or math specialist, as can be seen in Table 6,

indicate that the respondents do not believe that these individuals

either provide or contribute to leadership in any of the six factors

identified.

It might be noted here that the principal challenged the teachefs'

31.
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perceptions when he reviewed this report. He believes that the reading

specialist does an especially effective job in providing leadership

throughout the school.

Brown respondents perceive the classroom teachers as contributing

to instructional leadership by developing a learning climate and by

relating to the direction of instruction. In the other four factors

identified, as can be seen in Table 7, they perceive the teachers as

neither providing nor contributing to leadership.

Perhaps one of the most useful ways of analyzing the returns on the

SOIL instrument is to examine the summary data for each role. Means

were computed for each of the five roles, using all the items on the

questionnaire. As Table 8 indicates, the respondents believe that the

principal is contributing to, but not providing, instructional leadership.

The data also suggest that the respondents believe that those holding

the other four roles identified neither provide nor contribute to

instructional leadership.

Another way of examining the general picture yielded by the

questionnaire returns is to recapitulate the results of the factor

analyses. If we review all the data provided in the foregoing tables,

we can make these general observations about the instructional leadership

_ _
at Brown school, as perceived by respondents:

1. No one provides instructionalleadership in any factor

designated.

2. The principal contributes to instructional leadership by
observing and evaluating teachers establishing an academic

cliMate; establishing. goal& and responsibilities, and allocating

resources.

32
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Table 4

Leadership Scores on SOIL for Brown Vice-Principals

Factor Mean Score
a

1. Directs and supports instruction .47

2. Maintains academic climate 1.07

3. Improves instruction .35

4. Organizes resources
.44

5. Observes and evaluates teachers .58

6. Communicates academic emphasis .57

a 2, provides leadership; 1, contributes to leadership;

0, neither provides nor contributes to leadership.
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Table 5

Leadership Scores on SOIL for Brown Department Heads

Factor Mean Score
a

1. Improves use of instructional materials .78

2. Projects an academic emphasis .46

3. Secures resources .47

4. Develops collegial relationships .47

5. Clarifies direction of instruction .78

a
2, provides leadership; 1, contributes to leaderShip;

0, neither provides nor contributes to leadership.
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Leadership Scores on Soil for
Brown Reading, Math Specialists

Factor Mean Score
a

1. Improves instructional materials .35

2. Improves instruction .21

3. Supports academic emphasis .40

4. Develops direction of instruction .40

5. Structures program .27

6. Supports coordination of instruction .35

a2, provides leadership; 1, contributes to leadership;
0, neither provides nor contributes to leadership.

-35
14
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Table 7

Leadership Scores ;on SOIL for Brown Teachers

Factor Mean ScOrea.

1. Develops learning climate

2. Supports colleagues

3. Organizes program

4. Relates to direction of instruction

.89

.23

.43

.67

5. Coordinates with colleagues .35

6. Develops instructional materials .41

a 2, provides leadership; 1, contributes to leadership;

0, neither provides nor contributes to leadership.
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Summary Scores for Brown Leadership Roles

Role Mean Scorea

1. Principal .91

2. Viceprincipal .58

3. Department head

4. Schoolbased reading or math specialist

5.' Teacher

.59

.33

.50.

a 2, provides leaderships 1, contributes to leadership;

0, neither provides nor contributes to leadership.
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3. The vice-principal contributes to instructional leadership

by maintaining an academic climate.

4. The department heads contribute by improving the use of

instructional materials and clarifying the direction of

instruction.

5. The teachers contribute by developing a learning climate.

Instructional leadership seems thus diffused and differentiated-,

with several parties contributing to separate aspects, but no one

providing leadership.

The Princi2a1 of Brown: Dr. William Lightfoot

The- center of our interest at the Brown Junior High School is

Dr. William Lightfoot, the principal. At the time of this study, he had

just turned fifty. He comes across in interviews and observations as, a

highly intelligent and articulate man, one who understands the Philadelphia

School System and where its sources of power are. He has been at Brown

since 1970, when he arrived from having served as a vice-principal and

teacher in other Philadelphia junior high schools.

Principal Lightfoot's office is a busy center of activity, which

seems to serve many purposes. First, it is a corridor of sorts. Located

between the vice-principal's office and the outer office, it is frequently

used by administrators, teachers, and students who are simply trying to

get from one place to the other. There is a small lavatory off in one

corner, and that lavatory is often used by students, after they have

stopped in and asked permission. Since the principal's office houses

the special education student files, anyone who needs to use those files

comes to the office, opens the files; and. examines student records.
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Off to the right hand side of the office is a small conference table,

which is often used by administrators and teachers who wish to hold

impromptu meetings. And back to the left is Principal Lightfoot's desk,

framed by four or five carefully tended house-plants.

And at the center of this activity sits Principal Lightfoot. In

actual practice, his door is almost always open. On only one occasion

was the researcher asked to remain outside while a potentially "hot"

conference enused. But for the most part the office is a place where

people seem to wander in and out at will--to see the principal, to go

from one office to the other, to use the lavatory, to check the files,

to hold a.conference. Lightfoot.seems to want it that way. He indicated

to the researcher that other observers had commented on the lack of

prD4y provided by the office, but he decided to leave things as they

are. He seems to have developed ways of tuning in and tuning out,

depending upon what is happening in the office. Thus, he will be sitting

at hls desk while the special education supervisor and the nurse talk

at the conference table about a.special education placement. He signs a

few formS, interjects a comment into the, special education dialog, looks

up to greet a teacher who has a special r -test, signs_a discipline form

for a student, makes another comment about the special education place-

ment, and answers a telephone call.

One suspects that Lightfoot enjoys this sense that his office and

he are at the center of all activity and decision-making and that the

busy-ness of this office, which others might find distracting, is for

him only Stimulating.
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How does Principal Lightfoot see himself and his school? Piecing

together his remarks made on several different occasions--and, for the

most part, using his own words--we see this picture emerging:

I'm concerned about myself as a leader. I've participated

in several studies of leadership. My work with Furness (a

leadership consultant) was very helpful. I got feedback from

the staff and used it to change my behavior. I was sending

out inconsistent signals to the staff, according to Furness.

For example, I have a sign in my office asking people not to

smoke but I let my vice-principal smoke here. The teachers

just didn't understand how important smoking is to the VP --

and they didn't realize that my not objecting to his smoking

was just a realization on my part of how much he needed to
smoke--and an appreciation of all he was doing for me.

I was also told that I didn't delegate enough. People say

that when I delegate I hold the reins too tight. That's not

really the case, I don't think. After all, I'm the person

responsible for this school. I just can't let loose completely.

I'm really committed to participatory leadership, but Furness

says I don't use the department heads enough. I tried to

re-institute meetings with them, but they turned in to gripe

sessions, so I dropped them for a while. When I wanted the

teacher corps project, I did an end run around them. I'm now

meeting with the department heads. I'm committed to team

decision making.

I've also-gotten some good feedback from a recent leadership

workshop. My scores on the FIRO-B test are especially helpful.

They showed that I'm not assertive enough; my other scores were

close to the norms for other principals.

I try to be flexible in my decision-making style. When I

need to make quick decisions, I can make them. When I need

to be more reflective, then I can. When I have to make a
decision, I look at the options, consult with people who I
think have some ideas, and then make a decision.

I think that style has produced some good results. There

is more of a meeting of the'minds of our staff, about the

direction we're headed in. We've had a lot of good staff
development work recently. 'The staff have come to realize

that I am more structured than they thought I was. In one

of the recent evaluations they did of me, the staff said,

"The administration seems more in control."
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When I think about our accomplishments, I. think I'm

proudest of three. Back in 1972, we began the criterion
reading project, a way of being sure that reading instruction
is closely correlated with reading testing. It made a very

strong impact, and now after ten years, five teachers are
still using the project. Then in 1974-75 we got involved in

the Teacher Corps project. We had a limited time to get the
proposal together; I had to push hard. Only three schools

submitted proposals, and ours was the best. The project

involved inter-disciplinary teaching. Thirteen teachers were

involved, with on-site personnel from Temple University.
Teachers wrote units involving many of the disciplines.
Unfortunately, we had a problem getting the units reproduced.
But they're still in the library, and I think teachers Still
refer to them. There was a bit of a problem with people
from the community--who thought the project really wasn't

addressing our real problems. I was also bothered because
those running the project at Temple didn't involve the

principals enough. At my insistence principals were given

a more active role. I worked with the other principals
involved in writing a handbook on the teacher corps and the

principal--but it was never printed, even though we were
promised it would be.

I think our recent involvement in mastery learning is

also important. I heard about mastery learning, visited a
school in Brooklyn where they are using it, discussed it with

some of our key teachers, and arranged for interested teachers
to attend workshops offered by the Affective Education office.

I think now about ten of our teachers use mastery learning

principles and another ten know about it. I think we would

have had much more teacher participation if I had taken a
more active role in the project.

Of course, I'm not the only one providing instructional
leadership here. The vice-principal at my urging is taking

a more active role, getting out into the building, checking
lesson plans, and visiting classes. A few of our department

heads are providing leadership. And the director from 21st

street does a good job keeping math teachers on their toes.

But we have serious problems, of course. I feel

enthusiastic about my job, but we're still not approaching
our instructional tasks with enthusiasm. We'll 6..ift into

next year, instead of moving into it. It's hard for me to

plan ahead for the next few years. There is no long-range

planning downtown. The people down there are out of touch

with the schools. They sit in their offices and issue

mandates. No one down there is paying any real attention

to us. They're all busy jockeying for position in the race
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to be the next superintendent. There's a lot of talk about
important changes, but nothing seems to be getting done.
And we don't get enough supervisory help. The district

supervisor has seventy-two schools to cover; she doesn't

have time to observe teachers. What happens if we get a

turkey?

And here in the school the department heads are not as
much help as they could be. They're just book clerks. When

I was away recently on a trip, I asked teachers to submit

lesson plans--and I knew I could not rely on all the chair-
persons to help. The strike, of course, set us all back. I

would like an uninterrupted year for a change--so we'can make

some plans. Teacher absenteeism is a problem. Teachers don't

want to stay after school or do special planning. They feel

dispirited. And we principals are bitter about our own contract.

I've had to be tough with teachers. During the past several

years I have rated five teachers as unsatisfactory. And one

case still has me upset. I rated this one teacher as unsatis-

factory. The teacher sued me. My legal costs were picked up

by the NASSP' (the national principals association), not by the

local board. The board said they would not pay my legal costs
because the teacher was a resident of New Jersey and the case
was being tried there. ..I won the case--but the teacher is

still here on the staff.

, As I look ahead, one of the things that concerns me is

the issue of school organization--whether we should have middle

or junior high schools. I suppose I have mixed feelings about

the issue. We need a consistent junior-middle school philosophy.

Right now it's a philosophy of "let a thousand flowers bloom".

There are too many magnet programs drawing off the top students.

I'm worried about what the district is planning for middle

schools--and what those plans mean for me. Our junior high

principals group should be more active--but the principal who

heads our group is too busy worrying about the politics of

the superintendency. So as a result the junior highs are getting

dumped on. If we were reorganized as a middle school, we

could reorganize the staff. But I think a lot of our teachers

are apprehensive about having to deal with 5th and 6th graders

in a middle school.

So where am I headed? I'm not sure. I have to accept

the fact that I might be destined to be a middle manager.
The more I see how the district superintendent works, the

less I am attracted to that position. I may take a sabbatical

to teach abroad. But I'm not sure. I'm starting my twelfth

year here, but I don't feel jaundiced. I've applied twice to

be a district superintendent. Each time I've finished in the

top five--but in each case the decision was made on the basis
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of political and ethnic factors. In Philadelphia schools your

ethnic identity is important when it comes to being promoted.

The district superintendents are awarded by ethnic rotation.

When Cohen got the district superintendent's job, it was
widely known throughout the city that the person to be selected

would be a member of B'nai Brith lodge (an association of

Jewish educators in Philadelphia). The last time I applied for

the district job, Marcase (the superintendent of schools) came

out to interview me--and I heard from several sources that he

was really impressed by the interview. I've put in an

application to be superintendent of schools. I really don't

think I have much chance of getting the job--but it's good to

keep reminding them that I'm here.

In reviewing later this summary of the interviews, Principal Lightfoot

made this comment about his feelings of "drifting into next year":

"It didn't work out that way. We planr:ed for it in spite of a lack of

a long-range plans." He also reported feeling more positive about the

support he was receiving from "21st Street". He seems to feel now that

channels of communication are much more open and that more help is being

provided.

The day following one of the interviews in which Lightfoot seemed

to be somewhat negative about the school's present status and its future,

he wrote the following letter to the researcher who had interviewed him.

It is included here in order to round out the picture of how Lightfoot

sees himself and the school.

Another way to round out the picture of Lightfoot is to add some

extended comments Lightfoot offered to the researchers after reviewing

a first draft of the report. (His comments are quoted verbatim below,

except for some minor changes made to preserve confidentiality.)
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PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Dr. Allan Glatthorn
University of Pennsylvania
Graduate School of Education
37th & Walnut Sts.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

Dear Dr. Glatthorn:

April 15, 1982

Yesterday's discussion of where we are headed seemed
disjointed and confused, contrary to what is actual.
There is a definite plan of where ought to be
that I see clearly. What happens in the long run may
be dictated by external forces but we are really cer-
tain that the goals for the next several years revolve
around:

1. Raising achievement levels
2. Improving attendance
3. Updating the curriculum to.meet future needs

of students; e.g.,computer literacy, basic
literacy, parenting skills

4. Renewed community involvement

These are not simply verbalizations, they will be imple-
mented by increased staff supervision, increased efforts
to bring the community into the school, and increased
efforts to improve communication among staff.

nn Thursday, April 15, the department chairmen will meet
to discuss the Annual Report due on May 12. We will meet
again' on April 30 to see where we have gone in response
to the seventeen page plan. We need to have a definite
plan by June that teachers will buy into for.,September.

hope that this clarifies my position and helps in your
research. While I feel the system is influx, I also
believe in Tolstoy's philosophy that the field commanders
and troops decide the battles despite the mechinations of
the generals. So we will go on committed to providing a
quality educational program and not let extraneous forces
divert us. Hopefully, we as a staff are not drifting nor
rudderless.

Sincerely,

Pr44ipal
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There are several areas of the document that, in my opinion, need

clarif:-ation.

The basic premise of your research is that the principal is the

instructional leader of the school and that the stronger he functions

in this role the greater the achievement of students. I will not quarrel

with this even though some recent researchis questioning this premise.

But I want you to be aware of forces that have, perhaps, led to the

anomalies of behavior that you have observed.

In 1970 the superintendent, with the help of others, developed the

Institute for Advanced Administrative Study. I chaired the planning of

the district's piece of that action. The entire thrust was that the

principal must wipe the concept of "instructional leader" from his thinking

and function as a "manager". I was appointed to the principalship at the

conclusion of that institute. By the time the new superintendent arrived

on the scene, many directors were calling for a more ordered curriculum

and a return of the principal to his former role. However, we had three

years of maintenance, cuts and a burgeoning special education population

as a result of PL94-142 and Judge Becker's intervention. In the twelve

years I have changed vice principals eight times in the one position.

O'Brien has remained constant. During all of this time I tried to focus

on curriculum but ended each year with the feeling that I hardly was

able to do enough in the classroom.

In 1981-82 after the horror of the strike I did observe more classes,

and contrary to your document, held follow-up sessions with these teachers.

I shall specify these in the body of my critique.

Though I feel strongly that Department Chairmen on the junior high

level are weak by their job definition, I value their input. We held

regular meetings throughout the Spring and agreed to present the staff

with tighter promotional and grading standards. Departments are developing

mid-term and final examinations based on'agreed upon goals. More super-

vision would be possible if Department Chairmen enjoyed a status outside

of the PFT and were given similar roster compensation to that of their

senior high colleagues.

I do ask teachers to invite me to observe and was able to respond

to 'his request at least four times in May and June. I am well aware

of the different models of supervision and intend to use some of them

this year.

As I mentioned, Brown came up by about ten points in last years

CAT testing. Our tightened standards for behavior, homework, and

attendance should aid significantly in our aim to make Brown an outstanding

school.
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Sure, I'm pOlitical. The very naturei of the job makes conciliation

skills a necessity. One can be political and still have integrity and

principles. Some on staff would like me to take-,stands simply to demon-

strate power. That can be self-defeating,\in my view.

I think it is also important to note that of the four schools you

studied only Brown has the'diversity of population. The geographic area

that it serves is also more economically diverse than any of the other

schools. These factors impinge on everyone'ls behavior. Some of the

staff who came as a result of forced integrtion from all black schools

are only now, three and four years later, beginning to accept the

differences. Many were resentful and some were afraid to be in our
neighborhood.. The principal, in such a setting, must be constantly

aware of nuances and sensitive to interactions.

While it is true that grant money has dried up, we nevertheless did

submit a proposal to Radio Shack which would have been.funded had we not

included a quote from Marcase and a description of the Division of

Instructional Services (proposals had to be blind). Another proposal

for Problem Solving via Computer will be submitted in October as well

as to seek an additional grant from the Commonwealth for computer

education.

Contrary to the perccption that I am "soured", I see each year as

a challenge. My hope is that this year I am finally on my way to running

a school in cooperation with my colleagues in a fashion that makes sense

to me. For the first time we seem to be able to act rather than react.

Can you realize the difference this makes?

Please feel free to con\tinue the dialog.
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Lightfoot's Interactions: the Observations and the L

In quantifying and analyzing the observational data, it was decided

to use the "behavioral event" as the basic unit of analysis with

Principal Lightfoot's activities. As defined by Morris and others (1981)

a behavioral event is "a piece of managerial business which, for the sake

of analysis, may be separated out from surrounding activity and examined

from a number of different standpoints" (p. 30). As we use the term, a

behavioral event is a bounded interaction between the principal and some

other individual in which both the focus and the location remain the

same.

It seemed useful to us to examine three aspects of the principal's

behavioral events: the location, or where the event took place; the

focus, or the type of concern or problem dealt with; and the other person

involved in the behavioral event.

As Table 9 indicates, most of Principal Lightfoot's events took

place in his office; almost two-thirds of the time he was observed

involved office interactions. If the events taking place in the outer

office are,added to this total, the total of office-located events rises

to three-fourths of the total. Almost all the rest of the time is

spent in the corridors, classrooms, or other centers of pupil activity.

While it seems likely that the
researchers' presence had some effect on

where Lightfoot does his business, it is perhaps fair to say that his

office is the center of his school life.

And. as Table 10 suggests, while in that office he seems most

concerned with pupils--with their discipline, their attendance, the
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academic progress, and their schedules. In fact, if the categories

including all direct involvement with pupil concerns (pupil discipline

and attendance, individual pupil concerns, pupil activity program and

assemblies, and special education) are summed, then it_is clear that

almost half of his time is spent in dealing with problems and issues in

which an individual pupil or a group of pupils is the fpcus of concern.

In a sense, then, it might be accurate to characterizeiPrincipal Lightfoot

as "pupil centered". This conclusion drawn from the aalysis of the

observational data can be illustrated by one vignette drawn from the

researcher's notes: on a busy day in April, Lightfoot spent about an

hour trying to locate and retrieve the clothing of a boy who had been
!-

injured during gym class.

As might be expected, teachers are second in genera\l importance,' in

terms of the focus of concern. About one-fifth of the interactions were

concerned with teachers' rosters, substitute coverage, of teacher super-

vision. One perhaps surprising result is the seeming unimportance of

curricular concerns. Throughout all the observations, a curricular con-

cern (the content of a given course, the substance of what was being

taught, the academic program offered the students) came up only once.

Principal Lightfoot interacted most with individual classroom

teachers or with either of the vice-principals; about one-fifth of his

time was spent with either a teacher or a vice - principal. Individual

pupils were also important, as Table 11 shows; 17% of the events involved

interactions with a pupil. (It should_be stressed hare that-Lightfoot 's

interactions with the researchers are not included_in any of the
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Location of Behavioral Events
for Principal Lightfoot

Location Number

Percentage
of Total

Principal's office 139 65.6

Corridor 21 9.9

Outer office 19 9.0

Classroom 16 7.5

Other* 17 8.0

TOTAL 212

*Other number of locatiOns: cafeteria, 5; out of

building, '.5; nurse's office, 3; roster room, 1;

discipline room, 1; vice principal's office, 1;

gym, 1.
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Table 10

Focus of Behavioral Interactions,
Principal Lightfdot

Focus Number

Percentage
of Total

Pupil discipline, pupil attendanc'e 49 23.1

Individual pupil concerns (testing,
academic progress, schedule, etc.) 28 13.2

Teacher roster, substitute coverage 22 10.4

Teacher supervision 21 9.9

Budget, plant, equipment 21 9.9

S -qucation 16 7.5

-Pupil activity prograM, assemblies 9 4.2

Parent, community relations 8 3.8

Non-instructional personnel 3 1.4

Curriculum 3. 0.4

Other* 34 16.0

TOTAL 212

*Other foci, number of: student health, 7; teaching a class, 5;
vice-principal selection, 5; personal business, 4; teacher

health, 3; payroll, 2; tokesn, 2; secretary luncheon, 2;

vice-principal duties, 2; vice-principal absence, 1;

district polities, 1.
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Table 11

Person Involved 'a Behavioral Events,
Principll Lightfoot

Person Dumber

Percentage
of Total

Teacher 45 21.2

Vice-principal 44 20.8

Pupil 36 17.0_

Non-instructional personnel
(other than secretary) 24 11.3'

Nurse or counselor 16 7.5

Department chairperson 15 7.1

Secretary 11 5.2

Parent 11. 5.2

Special education supervisor
from district 10 4.7

TOTAL 212
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foregoing analyses.)

In general, then, the analysis of the behavioral events observed by

the researchers in thirteen days of direct observation yields this'general

picture of Principal Lightfoot:

He is in his office, talking with a teacher or one of the

vice-principals about th.Q_conduct or the academic progress

of an individual pupil.

In general, the log kept by Principal Lightfoot tends, to bear out

the observational data, at least insofar as the focus of the events is

concerned. Lightfoot kept his own log on nineteen days when the researchers

were not present, noting only the focus of the event, :not the location

or the other person involved. Again pupil discipline and pupil

attendance were foremost in occupying his attention, according to his

own logs. As Table 12 indicates, slightly more than one-fifth of these

interactions were concerned With discipline and attendance. Individual

pupil concerns other than discipline and attendance were again,, important:

they were the focus of 12.7% of the events according to his log, as

compared with 13.2% in the observational data. There was a marked

difference in the amount of time devoted to supervision. According to

Lightfoot's log, he spent about 20% of the logged time on supervision;

according to the researchers' observations, about 10% of observed .time

was devoted to teacher supervision. But for the most part, Lightfoot's

logs reinforce the general impression of the observers: that this is a

principal who is primarily concerned with individual pupils.

41.
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Table 12

Focus of Lightfoot Events as Reflected in His Log

Event Number
Percentage
of Total

Pupil discipline, pupil
attendance 50 21.2

Teacher supervision 48 20.3

Budget, plant, equipment 33 14.0

Individual pupil concerns 30 12.7

Curriculum 18 7.6

Parent, community relations 12 5.1

Pupil activity program 11 4.7

(

Won- instructional personnel 3 1.3

Other* 31 13.1

TOTAL 236

*Other foci, number of: taking care of mail, 5; professional

meetings, 5; other school administrators, 5; personal
business, 5; covering classes, 4; miscellaneous, 7.
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Principal Lightfoot as the Teachers See Him

The teacher interviews were in general negative in their appraisal

of Lightfoot. Only one of the eight teachers interviewed expressed

generally positive feelings about him, characterizing him as "fair" and

"bright--almost too bright for the job". Three of the eight teachers

gave his performance mixed reviews; their negative and positive comments

seemed about equal in number. One teacher's responses could be

characterized as "negative"; the other three were strongly negative in

their tenor.

As Table 13 indicates, the negative comments expressed in the

interviews tended to fall into five categories: teacher relationships,

his supervisory behaviors, leadership style, problem-solving processes,

and student relationships. In general those who view him negatively see

him as a principal who does not have enough positive interaction and

P

communication with teachers, does not observe enough and does not give

adequate feedback after observation, is not sufficiently visible, and

is too political in his leadership style.

The same five categories were used to analyze the positive comments.

As Table 14 indicates, most of the positive comments were in the area of

"leadership style". Teachers interviewed spoke positively about his

approachability and his willingness to change and about the leadership

he previded in introducing mastery learning and team learning to the.

faculty.: Those who viewed him in positive terms saw his faculty relation-

ships as more supportive and equitable and viewed his problem-solving

style as one informed by his own brightness and openness to innovation.
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Table 13

Number of Negative Comments about
Principal Lightfoot in Teacher Interviews

Negative Comments Number of Comments

TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS

Does not help or support teachers 3

Teachers do not respect or have
confidence in him 3

Does not praise or reward teachers 2

Does not communicate enough with
teachers 2

Does not check on non-performers 1

Teachers do not trust him 1

SUPERVISORY BEHAVIORS

Does not observe enough 4

Does not give good feedback
after observing 4

LEADERSHIP STYLE

Is not visible enough 5

Shows favoritism 4

Plays politics too much 2

Gossips too much 2

Is "burnt out" 1

Too possessive of school
Doesn't care enough about school 1

PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESSES

Has wrong priorities 2

Does not clarify objectives 1

Gets poor input 1

Adopts innovatfons without analysis 1

Does not follow through 1

STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

Students feel negative about him 1

Students do not know him 1

Is afraid of students 1
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Table 14

Number of Positive Comments about
Principal Lightfoot in Teacher Interviews

Positive Comments Number of Comments

TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS

Praises and supports teachers 2

Encourages teachers to cooperate 1

Is fair with teachers 1

Keeps teachers informed 1

Is concerned with teachers' health 1

SUPERVISORY BEHAVIORS

No positive comments expressed

LEADERSHIP STYLE

Initiated mastery and team learning 3

Is approachable 2

Covers classes for absent teachers 2

Is willing to change 2

PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESSES

Is bright 2

Is open to innovation 2

Knows the reading program well 1

STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

No positive comments expressed
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Aside from their comments about Principal Lightfoot, the teachers

in their interviews revealed other important insights about their feelings

and attitudes. First, the tenor of their comments about the school was

rather negative. Of the eight teachers interviewed, only one expressed

mixed feelings about the school in general; the other seven expressed

feelings that could best be characterized as "negative" or "strongly

negative'. Perhaps surprisingly, they were also rather critical of their

colleagues. Only one of the eight teachers interviewed spoke positively

about the faculty in general; two expressed mixed feelings; the remaining

Hy; were critical of their colleagues. Such critical comments as these

were made: "too much absenteeism", "the union is too strong", "morale

is low", "teachers lack commitment", "we don't work together", "there is

too much faculty instability", "ethnic divisions among the faculty com-

plicate our relationships", "we set a poor example for our students",

"we don't communicate enough", "we're too cliquish".

Their comments also,indicated mixed perceptions about the instruc-

tional leadership in their school. Of the six who made explicit

reference to this issue, three indicated that they saw the department

chairperson as the instructional leader; one felt that the vice-principal

was the instructional leader; and two expressed the belief that there

was no instructional leader in their school.

The teachers' responses to the special questions at the end of the

survey instrument yield additional insights about the perceptions of

Lightfoot. As Table 15 indicates, about half of the teachers responding

believe that he monitors pupil behavior in the school's public spaces
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(halls and cafeteria) from one to three times each day, a perception

that is in general borne out by the researchers' observations. Their

reports also indicate that he seems to vary the intensity of supervision:

about one-fifth of the teachers responding indicated that they had been

observed more than three times during the previous academic year; about

one-fourth had been observed twice by the principal; a similar number had

been observed once; and about a third of the teachers responding indicated

that they had not been observed at all last year by the principal. (See

Table 16.) The same sort of differential treatment seems evident in their

responses to the question concerning the principal's inspection of

lesson plans. When asked about the number of times the principal had

requested their lesson plans for review during the previous academic year,

half of those responding, as Table 17 shows, reported that this had not

happened at all. More than one-fourth reported that this had happened

between 2-5 times, and fifteen percent indicated that, according to their

recollections, it had occurred only once.

According to teacher recollections, the vice-principal at Brown

is not a frequent observer of the classroom. Almost two-thirds of the

teachers responding indidated that the vice-principal had not observed

their classes at all during the previous year. (See Table 18.) These

data, along with those for the principal, suggest that there must be

many teachers at Brown who last year were not observed by any

administrator.

The teachers at Brown seem to have mixed perceptions about the

present state of their school's instructional leadership. Note in
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Teacher Perception of Principal Lightfoot's
Hall Monitoring

Number of Times Daily
Principal Monitors Pupil
Hall, Cafeteria Behavior

Number
Responding Percentage

4 or more 6 11.8

2 or 3 15 29.4

1 10 19.6

0 5 9.8

Uncertain 15 29.4

Total 51

5 9
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Table 16

Number of Times Principal Lightfoot
Observed Classroom Last Year

Number of Times
Teacher Reports Being
Observed Last Year

Number
Responding Percentage

More than 3 9 19.6

2 11 23.9

1 11 23.9

0 15 32.6

Total 46
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Number of Times Principal Lightfoot.
Requested Lesson Plans Last Year

Number of Times
Lesson Plans

Requested Last Year
Number

Responding Percentage

10 or more 1 2

6 9 2 4

2 - 5 13 28

7 15

None 23 50

Total 46
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Table 18

Number of Times Brown Teachers Report
Vice-Principal Observed Classroom

Number of Times Teachers
Report Being Observed by.
Vice-Principal Last Year

Number
Responding Percentage

More than 3 3 6.5

2 4 8.7

1 9 19.6

0 30 65.2

Total 46
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Table 19 that approximately 30% reported positive feelings (responding

either that they felt the school was making "real gains" or "some

progress"), while approximately 43% reported negative feelings ("slipping

a little" or "losing ground"). Perhaps the most important fact to be

noted here is that slightly more than twofifths of the faculty responding

indicated that they believe their school is "losing ground".

Most of the teachers at Brown believe that instructional leadership

is a low priority for Lightfoot. As Table 20 indicates, they perceive

him to be most concerned with district and central office relationships;

they believe that the business management of the school is his second

priority; and instructional leadership is fourth, higher only than

"student relations".

In sum, then, the teachers' responses to the final survey questions

indicate that in general they hold this picture of their principal and

school:

Instructional leadership ,is a low priority for our principal,
and we feel we are slipping a little or losing ground when it

comes to instructional leadership. He supervises us with
varying degrees of intensity; some of us are not observed

at all and our lesson plans are not checked; a few of us are

observed frequently and our lesson plans checked often.
Two or three times a day he is in the corridors or cafeteria

checking on pupil behavior.

Lightfoot and the Students

Lightfoot's relationships with students seem complex and somewhat

ambiguous. On the one hand; there are many indications that he takes a

special and positive interest in students. As the analysis of both the

observational data,a4d his own logs indicate, he spends much of his time
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Table 19

Brown Teachers' Perceptions of Present State

of Instructional Leadership

Teacher Perception Number Percentage

Making real gains 4 8.2

Making some progress 10 20.4

Don't, know 14 28.6

Slipping a little 1 24-0

Losing ground 20 //0.8

Total 49
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Teacher Perceptions of Lightfoot Priorities

Area Mean Rankinga

1. School district relations 2.2

2. Business management 2.8

3. Instructional leadership 3.2

4. Schoolcommunity relations 3.3

5. Student relations 0 3.4

a
1 = highest priority; = lowest priority

(35
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dealing with individual students and their problems. He seems to take

a particular interest in special education students. While other junior

high principals assign the overseeing of special education to the

vice-principal, Lightfoot makes it his concern. On one occasion the

researcher observed him spend at least an hour, consulting with the

mother, the father, and a new pupil being admitted, taking special pains

to find the best teacher and the best group of classmates for a boy who

needed special help. On another occasion he spent an hour trying to

locate and retrieve the clothing of a boy who had been injured in gym

class. And five of the seven students interviewed made positive comments

about him: "he's nice", "he understands my problems", "he tries to help",

"he seems concerned".

On the other hand, there are some indications his student relation-

ships are not positive. His interactions with students in the corridors

were almost entirely negative, on those days when he was observed by

the researchers: he admonished, scolded, criticized in tones that often

seemed curt and peremptory. Five of the students interviewed also made

negative comments about him: "he's mean to kid§", "he doesn't hear our

side", "he changes the schedule of assemblies and activities without

notifying us", "he doesn't care about our academic success". In both

his corridor interactions and his classroom stints, he seemed to be

talking over their heads, in metaphors they did not understand.

Several of his comments suggest that he may be overly sensitive

to matters of race in his interactions with Black students. Here are

several comments he made to Black students that illustrate this
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hypersensitivity:

"Get to class, without the shuffling, without the head bobbing."

"Drop that Pearl Bailey attitude."
"Those days of slavery are over."
"Cut out that stroll."

This ambiguity may obviously be an inevitable consequence of his

role. His is a large junior high school--with a current enrollment of

1308 pupils. He sees a small number of the "best" students--those earning

honors and getting elected to office. And he sees a large number of

students who come to the office to be disciplined. And his corridor

tours inevitably focus his attention on those causing trouble--and acting

as if they are thinking about causing trouble. One of the researchers,
1

who himself was a high school principal, sees him as a man with a basic

liking for students--who has been soured by the daytoday stresses of

administering a large urban junior high school, where racial conflict

seems to be a..continuing threat.

In reviewing this report, Lightfoot commented, "I'm sorry you see

me as 'soured'. I don't feel tlat way. I do want kids to shape up and

I do push children to avoid mannerisms that give off defiance as their

message."

Lightfoot and Instructional Leadership

One of the central issues of this study, obviously, is that of

instructional leadership: in what ways and with what approaches does

the principal particularly use to assist the faculty in achieving its

instructional objectives? While in a sense all of this study is somewhat

concerned with this issue, it might be useful at this juncture to examine
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it more sharply from several perspectives.

First of all, how does Lightfoot see his instructional leadership?

These comments from the interviews seem especially apposite:

I'm concerned about myself as leader. I've participated

in several studies of leadership. My work with (a leadership

consult) was very helpful....I was also told that I didn't

delegate enough. People say that when I delegate I hold the

reins too tight. That's not really the case, I don't think....

I'm really committed to participatory leadership, but (the

leadership consultant) says I don't use department heads

enough....Wben I wanted the teacher corps project, I did an end

'run around them....I'm committed to team decision making....

My scores (on a leadership self-assessment measure) show

that I'm not assertive enough.

In his conversations with the researchers, Lightfoot seemed to be

very articulate about the issues of instructional leadership. He seems

to understand the importance of setting instructional_goals and of

closely monitoring teacher performance. He often used the public address

system to remind the pupils of the importance of academic achievement.

He espouses the importance of supervision, even he he has difficulty

arranging his schedule so that he can visit classes as often as he

wishes. He clearly perceives the need to improve the curriculum, but he

does not seem to have a clear -cut strategy for achieving that goal.

Some additional insight approach to instructional leadership

can be gained by examining two documents whi.h he prepared. (They are

attached here as Figures 1 and 2, with identifying information removed.)

The organizational chart and the liting of duties for the admini-

strve staff both indicate that Lightt perceives himself as the

instructional leader. Note that he is :1rectiy and solely respoisible

for these instruction-related responsibilities: curriculum development,
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reading program, department chairmen, Teacher Corps, and the

Committee for Academic Excellence. He shares responsibility for

supervision, according to the duty list, with the two vice-principals.

The organization chart, reproduced here as received by the

researchers, suggests perhaps some, of the ambiguity Lightfoot feels about

the department chairpersons. The chart was received as a mimeo-graphed

document; but the box "department chairmen" and the words labeling that

box were drawn in ink, indicating that they had been omitted in the

original reproduction. One other anomaly is apparent here. The chart

has lines drawn in ink from the boxes representing the two vice-principals,

suggesting that the vice-principals are responsible for working with the

chairpersons; but the principal lists "department chairmen" in his list

of responsibilitiesand they are not listed in either of the

vice-principal's list of duties. (Lightfoot later noted that the chart

does not reflect ambiguity--just careless editing; the 1982-83 chart, he

notes, lists department chairpersons under each vice-principal.)

His statement of goals for 1981-82, reproduced as Figure 2, empha-

sizes three goals: the improvement of staff and student attendance;

raising achievement levels; and school image. How will these goals be

achieved? The goal of improved attendance will be achieved through

administrative monitoring of teacher attendance, and teacher monitoring

of pupil aiLendance, with a student council committee assisting with

the latter. The improvement of achievement will come about through these

methods: direct instruction; the use of mastery learning by those trained

in it; and the "honing" of curriculum units in special areas--by teachers

G)
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Figure 1
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

GOALS FOR 1981-1982

1. IMPROVEMENT OF STUDENT AND STAFF ATTENDANCE

The most effective learning takes place when there is an inter-

action between teacher and learner. The direct link between teacher

and pupil bears directly on the quality of student. achievement. Meth-

ods must be sought to encourage staff and student attendance to forge

these links.

The administration will monitor both the attendance and the timely

arrival of staff.

Teachers should make every effort to call parents (where possible),

send out postcards, and refer chronic latecomers to the counselors

and the disciplinarian. Charts that track daily attendance could be

posted in the homeroom and made a project for the students to design,

track and compute. Student'Council will be encouraged to form an

attendance committee to monitor student attendance and to devise ways

to improve it.

2. RAISING ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS

Dr. Marcase states in the Introduction to the Blueprint for Aca-

demic Achievement

"We must accelerate the rate of achievement of our

students and we must intensify our instructional

efforts to achieve that goal . . . We must continue

to press forward for the greatest achievement gains

possible for the students in our care."

The Blueprint goes on to list certain basic tenets.

1. Most students are capable of learning the knowledge

and skills necessary for significant achievement

growth. Teacher expecting is a self-fulfilling

prophecy.
2. Positive, high expectations of central office staff,

district superintendents, principals and teachers,

as well.as those of parents and students, are
fundamental to the process of eliminating low

achievement.
3. School District personnel must define those learn-

ings which students should achieve and enable most

to learn them.
4. Direct, uninterrupted instructional time is a pre-

requisite for achievement.
51 Low achievement stems from a variety of complex

factors and these factors must be researched.

Simplistic answers and solutions merely avoid the'

problem.

P*1'1
(1.
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6. The responsibility for raising achievement levels
must be assumed by all parties.

Direct instruction must take place. This means actively explain-
ing,.clarifying, demonstrating, and involving the students in all

aspects of the learning process. Classrooms should be organized to

take care of management responsibilities as quickly,and efficiently

as possible.

Those staff members who have been trained in Mastery Learning will

be expected to be teaching in a mastery mode. Preliminary research

points to the validity of this method.

In a similar fashion, teachers involved in previous staff devel-

opments7'such as Teacher Corps, Pre-parenthood education, Nutrition,

and the like, should cbntinue to refine their units to hone them to

replicable form.

Enthusiasm is still another factor related to positive achievement.

The Greek derivation suggests "possessed by a God". Stimulating,

animated, energetic are appropriate adjectives. Gestures, eye-contact,

and varied voice modulations convey the feeling the teacher possesses'

for his subject.

3. SCHOOL IMAGE

Each of us must work to improve the image of our school. Comments

that are damaging, even in jest, should not be made to outsiders.

They have a way of boomeranging. We will attempt to get as many posi-

tive stories out to the papers as possible.

Our biggest challenge is to get the parents of our students invol-

ved. The Home and School Association cannot remain dormant. All of

us must work to encourage participation and reach out positively to

our community. Volunteers will be sought to help in reading, math,

and the I.M.C. Recent press articles indicate the depth of the prob-

lems we face. We must join together to change the minds of a public

that seems disenchanted with public education and its practitioners.
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who have been involved in the related projects. School image will be

improved by positive stories to the press, by the revitalization of the

Home and School Association, by the use of volunteers.

An analysis of his approach to instructional leadership suggests

that there have been some important changes. With the three projects

he himself identified as being the most significant, he seems to have

played an active role in initiating the project, but then played a less

active role in implementation and evaluation of the project. His

attention now seems to have shifted to working with individual pupils and

supervising closely a small number of less competent teachers.

The teachers seem to have perceived those'changes. The teachers who

were interviewed praised him for the active role he played in mastery

and team learning; they see him as approachable and open to innovation

and change. On the other hand the teachers interviewed criticized him

for not supervising closely enough, for not communicating enough, for

not analyzing innovations sufficiently before implementing them, and

for not following through. Another useful source of information about

teacher perceptions is the answers to the final question on the teacher

survey instrument: "What additional comments can you make that will

further describe how instructional leadership tasks are performed in your

school?" Eleven of the teachers from Brown chose to respond to this

openended question. Table 21 summarized the general nature of their

responses. (The total number of comments is larger than the number

responding, since some made more than one comment.) Observe that all the

comments are negative ones, even though the form of the question did not

7
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Table 21

Teacher Comments Concerning Instructional Leadership

at Brown Junior High School

Comment Category

Number
Making Comment

a

1. Principal does not provide leadership 3

in pupil discipline.

2. There is too much latitude given to
teachers. 2

3. Chairpersons are not effective. 2

4. Ineffective teachers are not supervised

closely enough. 1

5. Instructional leadership is subject to
change, depending upon pressure from .
district or central office. 1

6. School administrative does not have

clear objectives. '1

7. There is no curriculum leadership.

8. Leadership in general is poor.

9. The principal is biased.

1

a
n = 11 responding to item

I
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predispose respondents to take a negative position. Observe also that

most of the comments suggest that the principal does not play a role in

instructional leadership that is sufficiently active, according to the

percept is of those who responded.

This general perception reported by the eleven respondents is

supported by the results to the item on the questionnaire asking about

the principal's priorities. As Table 20 indicates, the teachers at

Brown for the most part believe that instructional leadership for their

principal has a low priorityfourth out of five possible priorities

suggested.

To summarize, we might make these tentative generalizations about

Lightfoot and his role as an instructional leader:

1. He perceives himself as the instructional leader of the school

and has organized the administrative staff so that he has
chief responsibility for functions relating to instructional

leadership.

2. His typical pattern of innovating is to introduce a new
project, play an active role in its initial stages, and then

"delegate to others the responsibility for carrying through and
evaluating.

3. He tends not to make systematic use of the department chair-

persons because he gets mixed signals from some of them about

their roles.

4. He is able to set clear instructional goals for the school but

does not present to the faculty a detailed plan for achieving

those goals.

5. In the day -to -day carrying out of his administrative responsi-

bilities, he focuses his attention on individual pupils.
Often to his dissatisfaction, his time in general is not used

to advance the instructional goals he has set.

In reviewing these observations, Lightfoot offered this observation,

which deserves: to be quoted at length:
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Your obgervation about my not devoting time to instructional

goals is not exactly precise. After conversations with another
principal who received detailed scores and goals from his

teachers, I had :'a conference with central office staff involved

with mastery learning. I found that once again the system was
unwittingly designed to bypass the °principal. Scores and

units were turned into the Affective Education office, but the

principal was not copied.. Therefore, I asked the teachers to

invite me in to share °their lessons with me. I am determined

this year that .I will be kept abreast of what is happening.

Similar situations occurred with Teacher Corps projects. All

admihistrators who were not actively involved as participants

had to.keep reminding the Airectors to keep us informed.
Unless the individual teacher came to us or unless I initiated

the contact, I was often unaware of projects being developed.

It washardly that I'm inaccessible; as you have noted, I am

always accessible to teachers.

One of the crucial aspects of instrucEional'leadership, obviously,

is teacher supervision, which in this report is defined as "monitoring

the planning and teaching of the instructional staff." How does
, -

Principal Lightfoot carry out the supervisory aspects of his role?

To begin with, supervision seem: to have a high priority in his

theory of leadership. He- considers himself an excellent teacher and a

perceptive classroom observer. is comments to the researchers suggest

that he is sincerely concer d about the need to supervise instruction

more closely. On three separate occasions, he announced to the research(

The answer is a complex one.

"I planned to do slime-observing today--but more pressing matters are

interfering." On one of those days, he devoted his time instead to

attempting to get a hazardous playground condition corrected. On anothe:

occasion he took the time to concentrate on a building maintenance

problem. On the third occasion lie decided to watch a local television

show on which several of his students made a brief appearance.

alp
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In reviewing this section of the report, Lightfoot indicated that

he thought his choices in each instance were wise ones. He noted that

building maintenance must have a higher priority than even supervision,

since he is primarily responsible for the health and safety of pupils.

He also feels that he made the right decision in watching the television

show. He pointed out, "The children were really happy that I had seen

them," He also noted that the activity was "directly tied to the

instructional program in those classes and was not a frivolous gesture".

Both his own log and the observations of the researchers indicate

that, although he seems to consider supervision an important function,

he is not able to give it most of his attention. As Table 12 indicates,

about 20%-of his logged events involved teacher supervision, but only

10%, of the observed events were supervisory in nature.

His checking of teacher lesson plans was similarly marked by this

discrepancy between belief and practice. His comments to the researchers

suggested that he considered the checking of written plans a useful means

of monitoring the planning function. Yet, in the year during which thiS

study was conducted,lesson plans were not requested until March; he took

a vacation, and during his absence the vice-principal for the first time

that year asked teachers to turn in their lesson plan books. The

vice-principal, in an interview with one of the researchers, seemed to

imply that the checking of the planbooks was his (the vice-principal's)

idea; the principal at a later point commented to the researcher,'"I have
.1'

asked the vice-principal to take a more active role in supervisidn; at

my direction he called in lesson plans when I went on my trip."

7?
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The teachers''responses to the concluding questionnaire items

suggest that he supervises with differential intensity. As Table 16

indicates, about one-fifth of the teachers indicate that they had been

observed more than three times during the previous academic year; about

one-fourth had been observed twice; a similar number, once; and about a

third of the teachers reported that they had not been observed at all.

last year by the principal. The same sort of differential treatment is

apparent,4n their responses to the principal's inspection of their lesson

plans. About one-fourth reported that the principal had checked their

planbooks between 2 and 5 times; about 15% indicated that such checking

had happened only once; and about half said it had not happened at all

the previous year. (Sec Table 17.)

In his review of this report, Lightfoot commented, "It is simply

amazing that half the staff did not remember turning in Tlans'since at

least one member of the administration has reviewed plans each year."

When he does supervise, what processes and approaches does he use?

Two examples might be useful here, both of which took place on the same

day, when one of the researchers was observing. We quote in each in-

stance from the researcher's observational notes:

1. We stop in to visit Title I reading class. There are thirteen

students present. Most seem inattentive. There is' a spelling list on

'the board, including the word pliable. The.teacher has written on the

board thirteen questions to be answered:in a book report- All the

questions deal with factual recall of book title, author's name,

characters' names, plot events. We stand in the back of the room observi
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The teacher asks the pupils to write their answers to the questions on

the bbard. A few make an effort; the rest seem inattentive and unoccupied.

The principal moves around the room, checking on the pupils' work. The

teacher from time to time asks the class a question. Their answers seem

to suggest that they do not understand the book or the terms used to

describe it. She asks them about the meaning of conflict; no one seems

to know the term, She says, "We'll get to it next week."

From my point of view (the researcher notes) this is a very poor

lesson. Not. much learning is taking place. The students seemed in-

attentive and uninvolved. Most of their time was spent in copying

questions they did not understand. The questionsasked.about the work

are the wrong ones to ask; there is no concern-with their personal

response to the work', the meaning they found in it.

After about ten minutes, the principal indicates that he is ready

to leave. Lie writes a note to the teacher and drops it on her desk as

we leave.

Later on, while we are sitting together in his office, he shows me

the report he has written on the class we observed. The evaluation

seems to be a balanced one. He praises the teacher for setting objectives

clearly. He commends her for using her voice effectively. He criticizes

her deferring the teaching' of the concept of conflict and for her

"grammar"--she used "more deeper", rather than "deeper". He indicates

that there will be no follow-up conference, since the lsson was

satisfactory. The teacher will get a copy of his written evaluation
~c:;

report and will be able to discuss it if she wishes.
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(He noted later that a follow-up conference of a half-hour duration

was held, and many elements of the lesson and her teaching were discussed.

He commented, "The teachers are always offered the opportunity to

discuss the lesson. If the lesson is unsatisfactory, a conference is

mandated.")

2. We stop in to visit a social studies class. The teacher is

showing a rather dated film about the USSR. As we arei.e the film is

just about concluding. The teacher begins to ask questions about thc

film. All the questions deal with the pupils' recollection of factual

material in the film. The pupils seem unresponsive; their answers are

desultory at best--and usually incorrect. After about five minutes of

this question asking, the principal without warning takes over the class.

The teacher stands at the side of the room while Lightfoot moves to the

center. The teacher seems to be seething inside, but says nothing.

Lightfoot tries to teach the students the concept of communism by focusing

on the word itself--asking about the meaning of the prefix coin-. The

pupils seem confused. Lightfoot has to answer most of his own questions.

With some seeming frustration, Lightfoot tries to move the discussion

to areas with which they are familiar; he compares communism with

democracy, and talks about the difference between democrat and republican.

The pupils seem to have only a very vague idea about the meanings of

these words as well. The period ends, and Lightfoot and I leave the

room. Lightfoot comments, "That's an example of a demonstration lesson

that wasn't asked for."

so
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As we walk through the corridors, Lightfoot complains about the

teacher we have just observed: he shows too many movies, doesn't explain

enough. Later that day, as we sit in his office, Lightfoot shows me

a copy of the evaluation report he has completed on this teacher. The

report is rather negative, calling attention to "too much passive

watching". As I read the report, Lightfoot comments, "Notice how I

tried to build vocabulary by relating the concept to what they knew and

what they had to learn." *He explains that the teacher will get a copy

of his report. He later reported that a de-briefing conference was held.

From these two examples, from the other classroom visits in which

the researchers participated, and from Lightfoot's comments we can draw

these generalizations about Lightfoot's approach to supervision:

1. Pre-observation conferences are sometimes held; most obser-
vations are made on an Unannounced basis.

2. Teachers are observed with differential intensity. Teachers

who seem to be having problems or who the principal believes
are marginal performers are more frequently observed.

. Observaqon.s.--gre of a relatively brief duration, lasting

5-15 millutes.

4. After some observations, there is a follow-up conference.
IE the principal believes the instruction observed was mani-
festly unsatisfactory, a conference is mandated, at which
time the teacher may have a union representative participate
as an advocate.

5. The principal prepares an evaluation report, using a
"no-carbon-required" commercially prepared form; the principal
keeps a copy and the teacher gets a copy.

4

6. The evaluation report does not give specific detailed
objective feedback; instead it seems to render general
judgments about such matters as pupil activity, teacher
voice, and teaching technique.
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(Lightfoot later notutdi that a reviscA evaluation form is now being used

in observing :teuding and_ma0cmatics ld,ssons; he believes these new

forms "hone is effecYively" on the structure of lessons.)

Lightfoots i,7111 Processes

One of the important aspects of a principal's leadership style is

the way he or she solves problems and makes decisions. Here, of course,

there is a disrepancy between the ideal and the reality. Specialists

in problem solving; and decisiorP-making usually recommend a process for

solving import .nt ?robi. ms _hat goes something like this:

1. Classify he problem according to its importance and

your r.: onsihiTAty to solve 'it.

2. For impotant.. problems Eor which you have a decision=Making

rrspo,Isiblity, gather as much information as you can about

the backrouno and nature of the problem.

3. Define the problem as clearly as you can, being sure to

get input fro:a those affected.

4. Develop a range of alternative solutions, getting input,

from knowledgeable people and using creative problem-solving

prorsses-again being sure'to involve those who are

affected and care about the problem.

5. Examine the possible consequences of the proposed

solution,;, getting input from subordfklates who will be

responsible for implementing solution

6. Choose a solution, develop an implementation plan and an

evaluation strategy.

7. Implement and evaluate the solution.

(See, for example, Smith, Nazzarella, and Piele, 1981.)

The research on the way principals actually solve problems and make

decisions suggests that they almost never use such a rational and

systematic approach. Studies by such researchers as Peterson (1978),
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Sproull (1977), and Martin (1980) suggest that the typical principal

makes a multitude of minor decisions, usually without much rational

analysis, and rarely does any systematic problem solving.

It might therefore be useful to examine more closely this particular

aspect of Principal Lightfoot's leadership style. How does he make

decisions and solve problems?

Let's first listen to his own words relative to this question:

I'm committed to team decision-making....I try to be
flexible in my decision-making style. When I need to

make quick decisions, I can make them. When I need to

be more reflective, then I can. When I have to make

a decision, I look at the options, and then make a decision.

How do others see Lightfoot's 'Iroblem solving processes? The two

vice-principals who were interviewed both agreed that Lightfoot was

open and receptive to new ideas, that he welcomed their input about

problems. Both also acknowledged, however, that at times they felt they

had not been consultA sufficiently when a major solution had been

developed. The teachers who were interviewed were generally critical of

Lightfoot's problem-solving processes. As can be seen in Table 13 they

criticized him for the following aspects: has wrong priorities, does not

clarify objectives, gets poor input, adopts innovations without analysis,

and does not follow through. It should,,be noted here, of course, that

there were only eight teachers interviewed, and there is no way of knowing

whether their views are representative of general faculty perceptions.

In review of report, Lightfoot took strong exception to the

criticism that innovations are adopted without analysis: "No innovation

is adopted without careful consideration of what is involved and without
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research available. I have no idea as to the reference points for

these comments."

What do the observational data suggest about his problem-solving

processes and decision-making approaches? A review of all the observa-

tional data suggests a pattern of this sort:

1. Most of the decisions involve actions taken concerning

an individual teacher or student.

2. Most of the decisions involve what the researchers

judge to be relatively minor issues; major decisions

that have a wide impact- -on school-program are not much

in evidence.

3. In most of the decisions that Lightfoot makes, he feels

governed by broad district policies, guidelines, and

contracts, but exercises some discretion in administering

those directives.

4. He tends to get input from a small number of colleagues:

the senior vice-principal, the reading department chair-

person, the social studies chairperson seem especially

influential.

5. On a typical day he makes about 10-15 conscious decisions.

6. For the most part he makes those decisions quickly, within

a minute or two of being presented with the options.

Let's examine some of the more observational data more closely in

order to particularize those generalizations. First, consider the range

and type of decisions he made on what seem to have been a typical day- -

April 19, 1982: ("Decision" in this sense is taken to mean "a conscious

choiKe of an action to be. taken, when more than one option presents

itself.")

1. Assigns teachers to cover particular classes for absentees.

2. Reinstates a student who had been suspended.

3. Classifies a teacher absence, following district guidelines.
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4. Classifies a student absence as truancy.

5. Tries to secure additional help for a stt.Jent experiencing

problems.

6. Permits student to leave early.

7. After consultation with vice-principal, agrees to have a
student arrested, if it is determined that student was
guilty of damaging the school organ.

8. Sends encyclopedia to alternative school.

9. Covers a class for an absent teacher.

10. Gives a student tokens.

11. Tells a group of students that they should bring parents
in to school if they are unhappy with a particular teacher.

Durin,4 the thirty-two days during which he was either observed

directly or he kept his own log of activities, he was involved in

twentytwo L.72etings. (See Table 21a.) ("Meeting" is used here to mean

any scheduled discussion involving the principal and three or more

iuividuals) Almost half of those meetings involved special education

concerns; Lightfoot at one point commented that special education occupied

"40% of (his) initiating the meeting or detelemining the agenda--the

home-and-school meetings, the meeting with the organizing committee,

and the staff development meeting.

And the processes he used in solving a problem of report card

distribution seems to shed some light on his approach. One of the,

recurring concerns for junior high principals2murban schools is how

to get pupil report cards to parents in a constructive fashion. Before

the first report cards were to be distributed during 1981-82 school

year, Lightfoot considered the options he had for getting the report
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Table 21a

Analysis of Meetings Attended by Lightfoot

Nature of Meeting Number Focus and Concern of Meeting

Special education

Executive academy

District

9 Developing a program and a
schedule for special education
student or determining a
schedule for a special educa-
tion t:eacher.

3 Attending training sessions
for school principals.

3 Meeting with district super-
intendent and other principals
in that district to discuss
policies and problems.

Building representatives 1 Meeting with teachers' union
representatives to hear their
concerns and deal with them.

Heme-school 2 Meeting with home and school
officers NT) discuss parent

pIrticipatickh.

''.r.ganizing committee 1 Meeting with teacher committee
to discuss school schedule.

Philadelphia Association 1 Meeting with other junior high

of School. Administrators principals to discuss ,:ommon

ncerns.

Teacher-initiated 1 Meeting with three teachers
who are having problems with
students- to air problem and
determine how to deal with

students.

Stair development 1 Developing an inservice
program for reading teachers.

Total 22
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cards to parents. lie had heard about a nearby junior high school which

had had some success:with meetings during the school day. The idea seemed

attractive to him. He broached the idea to his senior vice-principal.

The vice-principal articulated several objections during a very brief

interchange lasting perhaps five minutes. Lightfoot dropped the idea

and continued to use the system of evening meetings which they had been

using.

In retrospect, the problem seems to have been an important one,

;ince it directly impo.cts on all students, parents, and teachers.

conventional wisdom about administrative problem solving would have

probably recommended WAing 'Peting in which parent and teacher

representatives would thP options available, assessed the

present system, and ' -1(--,T! a range of alternative solutions. For

hi:.; ,
reasons, Lightfoot chose to get input only from his vice-principal--

and 10 the decision after only very limited analysis of the data

and rfie options.

In reviewing this section of the report, Lightfoot commented,

"My own reasons included a lack of parental'involvement at the time.

I also di,' rlik,!-s it after you left with the others. As we looked at

the numbers parents coming out during the days I decided to stick

with our long-standing practice."

Li htfoot: the Developmental History and the Basic Style

P?rhaps ap analysis of the developmental history of Lightfoot's

leadership at Brown would be useful at this juncture. He arrivedat.

Brown as principal in 1970, when he was thirty-eight years old. He had
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been a junior high school teacher and vice-principal in other schools

in Philadelphia and seemed to have gained a reputation at that time as

an "up and coming administrator". In .his second year as principal, he

played an active role in initiating a criterion-referenced reading

instruction and assessment' project; according to Lightfoot, the effects

of that first project are still in evidence--and it seems to be the

project about which he feels the greatest pride. About two years after

that, he again played an active initiatory role, by his own testimony,

in planning and implementing under the aegis of the Teacher Corps a%

im2r-disciplinary curriculum project. The comments mode during the

interviews suggest that he sees that project as only moderately success-

ful: materials were developed but are not widely used in the school.

Then, about re years ago, .he developed an active interest in mastery

learning, a approach which was being strongly advocated by the school.

district's AlLective Education office. Again he played an active role

in initiating his school's participation in the project; he visited a

school where it was being imimented, took training in the use of

mastery ?earning, and arrang6 for a group of his teachers to participate.

By his own admission, only ten teachers use mastery learning principles

in their teaching; and, although there are signs and posters around the

school proclaiming the virtues of mastery learning, there is little

evidence that it has made a major impact on the general instruccionai

program.

While his letter to one of the researchers speaks of "updal.ing

the curriculum...computer literacy, basic literacy, parenting skills",

the general thrust of his comments in the letter and in the interviews
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speak not of major innovations but of improving and refining: "raising

achievement levels, improving attendance, renewed community involvement."
,

During that twelve-year period when he has been principal of

Brown Junior High School, the Philadelphia School District has undergone

several crises in leadership, fiscal management, labor relations, and

community. criticism. Just a few months ago, while this study was

underway, the superinteadel.t. of schools announced his early retirement,

succumbing to intense pressure from the mayor and some members of a

sharply divided school board. Every year for the past several years,

at budget-making time the school district's fiscal administrators

announce deficits of what seem to the public to be overwhelming

proportions, and the term "bankruptcy". is used to describe in literal

terms the fiscal condition of the school district. During the years that

Lightfoot has been principal--, there have been five major teacher strikes,

the most recent one lasting almost three months and leaving in its

wake seriously damaged teacher-administrator relationships. The

divisiveness caused by the strikes has been exacerbated by frequent

changes in faculty personnel, so that Iightfoot has faced every year not

being sure of the make-up of his staff. Teachers are transferred to

effect rz3cial integration, to even out staff allocations as enrollments

decline, and to appease principals with whom they are having difficulty.

His c-.11 career aspirations seem to have changed over these past

twelve years. He first applied for the position of district super-

intendent about six years ago. He was one of the finalists but was not

finally selected. He again applied about three years ago and again

8J
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became one of five finalists, but once more was not finally chosen. Now,

at age fifty, he seems resigned to the fact that he will not be promoted

further within the school district. He speaks about two options--of

teaching abroad in a university, at least during a sabbatical year--and'

of spending the rest of his career as a "middle-level manager" (to use

IlLs term). The options for .further upward mobility seem sharply limited.

Secondary principals tend not to value "staff" positions in the central.

-Jfice, once they have had line responsibilities. With a Fuhool district

that is becoming increasingly Black and Hispanic in its student make-up,

there are very few opportunities for white males to be promoted to senior

high principalships. And the school board recently announced its

decision to eliminate one of the district offices, so the district

superintendency seems even more remote as a possibility. The facts

suggest that Lightfoot's assessment that his options are sharply limited

ts a very realistic one.

Iu summary, it could be said that the forces operating to move

Lightfoot towards innovation--his own career aspirations, the availability

of external funding, and the general support for innovation operating

within the, profession- -have all sharply diminished. And at uhe same

time, the forces operating to restrain him have increased: he no longer

seems to pursue promotion opportunities actively; external funds are

almost non-existent; he does not believe he is getting direction and

leadership at the central level; and ,,Iticators in general speak in more

conservative tones.

Sc c.
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Lightfoot seems often to be "political" in his basic orientation to

his career, if we can use that term to mean "an attitude characterized by

the calculated use of reward power to achieve one's ends". He speaks

candidly about the importance of ethnic considerations in administrative

promotions. "A few years ago when one of the district superintendent's

jobs opened up, it was known throughout the city that the appointment

would go to a member of B'nai Brith (a lodge of Jewish educators). So I

applied- -and I became one of the five finalists." He explained candidly

to one of the researchers how he had "stacked" the criteria for a

departmental appointment so that a favored candidate could be selected

over one whom Lightfoot did not approve.

His interactions with teachers often seam to have "political" over-

tones. For example, a teacher stopped in to ask for a special favor.

Lightfoot's response was, "For you -OK- -just don't tell anyone else."

One illuminating interaction occurred with the reading chairman, a

reading supervisor from the district, and Lightfoot. The district super-

visor in a discussion of her work in the school for that day indicated

that she was ready to do a demonstration lesson, implying that doing so
1

was some sort of special service. The reading chairman remonstrated

with a smile: "Don't promise him (Lightfoot). You don't promise him- -

you Lrade him" Lightfootsmiled in response. (Lightfoot later noted

that he and the reading chairman often banter and that the chairman's

comments in ::Alch contexts should not be taken too seriously.) The

comments offered by teachers in the interviews suggest that they perceive

him as "political". Four of' the teachers interviewed volunteered that
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they believed he "shows favoritism"; two indicated that he "plays

politics too much"; and two criticized him for gossiping too much.

(See Table 13.)

The Leadership Structure at Brown Junior High School

The formal leadership structur, at the Brown Junior High School is

quite clear and simple: there are one principal, two vice-principals,

and several department chairpersons, one for each instructional depart-

ment. As Figure 1 indicates, Lightfoot has most of those responsibilities

that seem directly related to curriculum and instruction: supervision,

curriculum development, reading program, special education, committee for

academic excellence, and the action program. The other two vice-principals

are expected to assist with supervision, to share the disciplinary

-usponsibilities, and to take care of a variety of managerial concerns.

It might be noted here that the vice-principals are assisted in their

disciplinary responsibilities by four part-time "disciplinarians",

classroom teachers who h .een relieved from some teaching responsi-.

bilities in order to ham. .e more routine cases of pupil misbehavior.

In the formal structure, the department chairperL,ons at the

junior high school level are perceived as playing a relatively weak

coordinating and assisting role, unlike their counterparts at the high

school level who are expected to assume more supervisory responsibilities.

The junior high chairperson is expected to order instructional materials,

make suggestions about the teaching roster,. indoctrinate substitutes,

and monitor the curriculum. The specific details of the school's schedule

are determined by a faculty ''roter ccmmittee", headed by a "roster
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chli 1-1m n ".

Whnt is the iniormal leadership structure like? Here, of course,

the answer is more difficult to determine, especially in a study of

limited duration like the present one. But by ana7yzing all the data

available, it is pos:tilile to make some tentative generalizations about

the informal :;tructure at Brown. .

First, of course, the principal does play a key role: Lightfoot is

clearly in charge. And even those teachers who seem to fault him for

his approach to : .adership do not doubt that he is in charge of the

scho,J1. Second perhaps in importance is the senior vice-principal,

John O'Brien. He was born and raised in this community that Brown

serves, did his student teaching at Brown, and projects in his comments

a genuine warmth for Brown parents and their children. He indicates

that he spends most of his time handling discipline7-the More serious

cases that require administrative action. The other important part of

his responsibilis is processing incoming and departing students--a

major job in a s',1175:,1 like Brown, where there. seems to be a great deal of

student turnove! . Th( rest of the time he seems to take care of, much of

the routine ;,usiness that has to be done in evory schOol. He admits that

lu .doesn't du rAwh icher supervision, even though lie would like to.

Ent: it is L. Hu plays an important role in the way the school

da-Lo-ay basis Lightfoot consults with him about most

td:;y ..serfs Lo l..ightfoot's office and time. And he seems

st of no -students and their families, a knowledge that probably

him very u,;cf'Ul Lo Lightfoot and very important in the running of

;;ChOt'.1.

n
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It is difficult to general. 2 about the role of the other vice-

principal in the informal leadership structure, since during the limited

time of this study, three different individuals occupied that position.

When the study began, the second'vice-principal was a young black woman

who impressed the researchers as highly competent and very articulate.

She indicated to the researchers that her responsibilities were "disci-

pline and tokens". The distribution and managed: ' of tokens for the

public transportation system did seem to occult of her time (and in

fact seems to be an important part of the 1-Ce. .cost junior high

vice-principals in Philadelphia). She left the Brown vice-principalship

in March, accepting a position as a vice-print.-'p' at a Philadelphia

high school. She was succened by an actig vice-principal whom

Lightfoot appointed until a permanent selection could be made by the

district's personnel office. The acting vice-principal was the chair-

person of the social studies department. He seemed to be a friend of

Lightfoot's, was often in the office, and often seemed to be a sounding-

board for. Lightfoot when he wanted to talk out some problem. The new

vice-principal appointed towards the end of the study came from outside

tho building; he had been a teacher and supervisor in English-as-a-second-

language programs. Of Hispanic origin, he had been appointed, according

In Lightfoot, because of the insistence of the community that Hispanics

be represented in the administrative structure. It seemed to the

researchers that the close and long relationship of Lightfoot and O'Brien

meant th;.it any outsider coming on as a vice-principal would have a

difficult time becoming centrally involved in the informal leadership
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structure.

Here again w.,old seem useful to quote verbatim Lightfoot's

reactions to this last observation: "Your perceptions need sharpening.

The new vice-pri- is very much in the center of the leadership of

the school. In fact, now worry that O'Brien will feel eclipsed. The

new vice-princi .q been crtral to strengthening the discipline

process and wori(s 0.1igently at it. He also has commented that he is

amazed that ail of those policies were pretty much in place before we

reemphasized thel!i. Thy role of the nurse in the special education

assignments is mandated by both policy and law. The medical history

of these children is a critical factor in'their.development and therapy:"-

While it has been noted that the department chairperson does not have

-
any formal authority, it is evident that the more.-assertive and competent

ones can acquire a great deal of informal influence. At Brown one of the

chairpersons t:llo !;-emed to have been most-successful in this regard is the

chairperson of the reading department. Lightfoot considers him as one

of the instroc-ional leaders in the school. He often seemed to be in the

outer office, eaucerin:! with the secretaries and teachers who came by,

talking with the roster chairman about substitute coverage. And he seemed

to be one -6i; '4',ew:'00t's-most frequent conferees.

The other rer., who seems to play a key role in getting things done

at Brown is tile school. nurse. Ordinarily, of Course, the school nurse is

the p.-riery of :lecision-making at most schools, but at Brown she seems

to be much in evidence, is often informally consulted by Lightfoot, and

makes many ciao- to -day decisions that seem to lie outside her formal scope

9 5



of authority. She seems to be a close friend, of Lightfoot's: they

speak warmly of each other. She seemed to play an 'active role in the

)

assignment and re-assignment of special education students. "

V
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The Setting

4

Hrv-"7ER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Thelloover Junl High School is in a secti ?n of the city that was

in i s earliest days considered almost "suburban ", since it lay on the,

perimeter of the rapid-ly growing city. In its prime, in fact, it was

considered a highly desirable neighborhood fcir the upwardly mobile'
-.

working claki [amines who traditionally in Philadelphia look nOrthwards\

when-they think of moving from the city. It perhAps was one of the last

sections of the city to change in its racial composition; }until the late
--

sixties ittwas stkirconsidered an. enclave of lovr-middle-class, Jgigs.
,

But now it is
1

home for working-class Black families. While there. j

are small pockets of Hispanics and while, the number of Viretnamese a d .,

(

Cambodian immigrants increases, it is oVerigh 1MIntly Black-in-its make-up.
L

. ,,,___.. .

There. aye the uriflal signg.of,a_neighborhoo whiCh has seen better days:,
..

some tores.on,the ;pain shopping thoroughfare are vacant; streets "are more

o)-,ten than not strewn with trash that was not picked up; and.th'e
1

.\

..ever-preseritvr;ifFiLi covers. the outside walls of public buildings. But "-

the observer wnlkirig or driving 'through, it still seems to be a
. .

community in which the resident'S'have not given up. 119--st--of-the-houses___

. .

seen' cared for. The Black churches in the neighborhood are considered.
0,

strong and active.

Hoover Junior High School hds changed significantly, just as its

, 4
romMtinitV has changed. Until the early seventl,es,it was considered onc-

.

.

..
61 the "better" junior. high schools - -a code7,word in Philadelphia meaning

v
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.' .. ,
1 . . f

. .

"mainly white, am: Jewish". According to the faculty members who taught

in, the school at that time, the principal was doing a competent job
(

quietly managing the school? patiently ya itin.d until he could retire.
w .

Then, In just a few... years' time,- chool changed from almost entire. y

e
, . ")

White-to prealminantly_plack, and the'whita principal seemed Unable to,
. ,

°

,
. . 7-

.

.

,-)
.

manage the transition. Discipline became worse, teacher morale.s(uffered,
I,

.1,

and the confidence of the community in its school rapidly eroded. The

" "
1'

principal decided toretire, perhaps at the urging of central administra-,

tors, and in 1976,' the present principal; Dr. 1John PerinypackerAtwas
cs c

1.

'appointed, and 45 is sugges ted elsewhere iii th s report, was instrumental

in "turning the schoolierOund".
,

`172
The physical plaut iklike most of those built in Philadelphia in

the Menties7-a three- sto}y brick structure with an,imposing maid

entrance: 'the two windingstairpisea that lead from the main doors take

the visitor,tp the centrally located marble corriddr that links theollain'A.

office with the second floor classrooms. While Hoovet suffers7frumthe
f

same neglect of all Philadelphia schoolss there is clear evidence that

some people are working hard at keeping77the,place clean and functioning:

-FloorS seem well sweptrevdry once in a while,- a/student is seen pushing
00

----a---Large-broom_down_the corridor. Throughout the bchool there are displays`

of student work. "Lavatorips are cleap, and clasprOoms svem tidier' than---;LavatorSes

most rooms in other-city schools. The entire physical appearance of the

,.1

building seems to suggest to visitors 'that both students and faculty ,clare

about it as a place, r 7

9 8 '
1
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,c u

And- Pennypay:r %t3J.ems to care about it most of ali% A5 he walk-S.-
47

.
. . . .

-1 '

through the corridors; ,he stoops again and ag4in-to Pick-up pal..e.. If a
,,.:. ..

.
, C ) . A i 4t i

1 . '' .

student, omes unprepared to grm.,elss, Pennypacker's response is,

k .1 .\ ,, .

' "Get a broom and 'sweep ' '
sc)

,,..
,.

The pupil data -for the nine-year period, 1972-1981, show-some

iAerdsting trends. ',First, there has been a 28.3%,' decline in enrollmnt.

14 .4

J.

The proportion of Black "stUdents'hait remained relatively constaUt;',around c

/
i,,,

,-. I '
6.

,,. .
,,.-

.-

three - ,fourths of the'toCal. While the percentage of "other (white,
,

$

1

obviously) pupils. has declined from 15.4% in 1972-,73.tc1 7,3% do 1980-81,t

)
, ,

,

1

_ -,,,- '\ .

the proportion of:Hispanic ettidAts_has increased, to'about the same

.
A ' . \'' 0

.

degree. Perhaps most significant change among the pupils, however,

is the percentage of pupils from low-income' families.
1

Only:slightly more
.,P.-

than a third of' the total enrollment in 1973-74, the low-income group
. \ 4

now constitutes almost two-thirds
-:

of the total'. sDuring this same period-t,
,

(

when the'propor(tion of low-income students- has just abotit Aouble4,

f''' ; :
.

achievement scores improved. in.1973-7Z,..60%of the Hoover Pupilso.
') .

.

, .
. .

-,

'scored belo\the 16Zile.on national norms; by 1980-81, only 34% were

....---7---

,4

4 -,Il
`v scoring in thAs boktom'group, with' the number scoring in the 6-49%ile

.

range showing a'cncomitant increse. I

A ,

,.
During thAt same nine -year period, the most dramatic change in the

r

faculty involves their level'Ofeierience. In 1972-73, about 16% of the \

faculty had ress than two years'.exISrienee; by 1980-81 the proportivn

had f4lien to 6.4%. \There-was a similar. decrease in the teacher-pupil\
.

ratim, which declined from 1/20.7 in/197 -73 to 1/16.7 in 1980 -81. The

t
ratio of teac.het-s 'to sOdents present in 1980-81 was 1/12.6; Using the

,J

(1
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Table 22

'Pupil Da:tai 1972-1981, Hoov.er Junior High School,

a

Category 197243 i'.973-74 ,1974-75 i976- 711)1937M78 1978-79 .197p-80 1980-81

A

Averagie number 8nrolled , 1824 1497 1541 1537 1595., r,1471 1343 .1317 o r, 1308

I

Percentage average daily, 7 t

IN t 6ndance I ' 79.8 o 76.9 77,3. 81,1

''
1

V

Racial composition

1 Blact 76.7 to 70.9 ' 81.5 ,' ',81.7 0 83.4' ,Z910 78.)7 . ,76.0 74,9 iv°

1 Hisp4ic . 7,9.1 8,4 10,0 111 11.9 10.8 15.9 ..17.5 173 "ir

i Other 15.4 ,20,7 8.5 '6.5 4.7 10.2 5,4 7t'3

%
4 0 4

77.7 77,8
'

74,8 756.0 74,9 '

if ,

Percentage of"piipils rpm

low ipcome famiges

,Percentage of Nils

scoring .\

851 lie

50-84/. ile

1,6 -49l lie

Below,16

r

ti

4

NjA 35.1 4619 50.4 53.0 56,3. 56.6

r.

'No

Test

Given

, 1

.--10' 3.0' 1,0' 1.0 1 1.0 1.0 '1,10 I 1.0

,' 7;0 14,0 9,0 ' 1.0.0, 10.0 11,0 11.0 CX2,0

,32,0 4,0.0' 42,0' 45.0, 46.0 46.3. 49.0
;o

60.0' 43,0 48.0' 44.0 43.0 1 .42.0 '39,0 344 ,,

I

1'

;
41
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Table 23

, Facultypta, 102-1981, Hoover Junior high School , .,

, I ,.

1

. ,C Category 1079-7) 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77, 1977778' 1978-79 1979-80 1980-31
ttk

Mtal full-time staff

Nuilber of instructional

11

Instructional staff/

pupil ratio -4'

I

Instructional' staff

with less that 2 y(ears,

t experience
r '

Racial cotipbsition

/ % Black

I, White

% Other

/

Rate of absence, total

1

'staff
' '

, ,, 1,1 : 4

L_-77-1.,

. A

118' 88 100 ,110 , 121 131 121 123

88,
)

/

t 4

P

'77 88 72 ' 74

41,==aNow

;

iA "1 V.

11,2017 M 1/21.7 1:(122.0 1120,5 , 1/20.7 1116. 1/18.7 1117.8 .1/16.7 ,

t , ..,

t ,

/

15.9% 18,0% 27.0% 29,0% 17,0% 10.11 , 4,1% 6.4%

N/A w31.4 J34,5 32,..2 31.9 27.3 32.0 36.4 39.7

N/A 68.6 65.5 67.8 674 71.6 66.7 62:3 6p.3

N/A 0.0 ' 0.0 id' 11.3 1,3 Q.0

18.9 7.94 8.,63 8.89 11.51'''' 11.57 12.85 .11.16 12.05,

, I

T
k t

P, ,/ 10(1 nv),1

4
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44 4,
'-; i

A 'r
)

,

f

w Y , ,

74.9 attendance percentage as e reducing factor. racial composition
r

th i t The l ii
...,

. ,,

I.

7

A
of the faculty has stayed t'the.same, approximately ts&thirds white .

.1 / .

\ ,,
.

and one-thiTdbiack. (See Table 13.)
,

.... ...--i---

I

The Principal of Hoover: Dr, John.Pennypacker:

- _The center of'inUerest here again is the principal,- . lAn

/".--
,..

ip
,

Pennypacker. He has been princal at Hoover since 1976, at a time when

,

.JC,.he school seemed to be in 9.,crisis situation.' The general perception is
A

1 41 ,. .
.

, ,,, that he "turned the school ardund, and his s.litsCess at Hopver, a6 well as
...- 6. ,..... , 9 / 7----

.. .,:

his sutcess ih previous 44MiniStrative pos;tions'in the system mark'him

.
.

..)

.,

as one of the system's acknowledged leadetg. And he acknowledges his

1 inderest in career mobility: at th ..C.onclusion of this study, he. .

. .
r

announced that he had accepted the principalship of laege Philadelphia ,

-I
"t

,'4

..---%. h4gh school.
*

.

.t .,....

.

a

(Pennypacker's office is in a sense his command center. His 'desle

.. !

occapies-a central place, turned slightly to face the door leading\ to the
v

c
.outer office. His desk seems cluttered, but hed. able to' make sense out .

.
.

t.

of the seeming disordei. Messages at must be answered .are stuck. on.a ,-

.

.'

skewer. Important correspondence lids diiectly in front of him. Less

important.papers are piled on the left and the right. Momentoes of his-.

) own career accomp)Abhments hang from the wails: photographs with visiting
.?

dignitaries, letters of congratulation, and plaques from organi4tions- of

Which he was an officer. There is.a large conference table off to the

righh ass one enters--but it seems to get little use: the action happens

in frOnt of his desk. -He Sits behind the desk, facing two chairs,in'

L) Which visitors sit:. $

/ 1 0 4
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Fdr, thp moss 011rt he caretqlly controlstacopssqto the office. . To

- . 5
. .. \

4 1 \
'reach him, a visitor is first,gieeted by a secretary.

.

And it might be.
.

noted, the secretaries at Hooveri-seem friendly and accommodating to-all

P.-
. , _ .=- .

.a
.

,
,

-. .

1., visitors. Th-e.cbeS'retary then checks with Pentypackdr. to determine if he
, V . rr'

.wishet. to See theydsitor,,Who is tiben escorted in. The-other door to

..
k ,° i . / . \

,ti'.

the principal's office leads to the. vice-Trincipalsv'.offices, and it A

.
....

seems to bp used Oniyiby the vice-principal or ii, few others who know they'.

,

J have the 'privilege, , Pennypacker seems' to have.m ade,it(clear that His
...,

I
,

mss- . ..
-,--_.

. .

. 'office' is not a corridor ra. meeting pla'efo civanceSencounters.
. i

How does Priricipal Pennylpacker see hlmself, his schools:and Ti:

)

career?, The'comments he made doring several interviews are'insructive.
4 , , ' 1 al , c W 1

' (The following statement ,is-4 collage made up of his_ comments to three.

, ... .

researchers over a period of Several weks; his own words have been

---
, .

.1
.

., .

used, only slightly paraphrased and rearranged.)
,

7 .

i
. ,.. ,

- .
. .

II.

o .1 guessin some ways I'm a conservative. I have a lot of /

old-/ashioned ideas. A lot of what the Moral Majority says I

'') can/ agree with: At example is student riihts. We had a real.

battle over the students: bill of rights - -I was opposed toit,

i, . for the mOst'paft. If kids know it all, then-we don't need ,

schools. Kids net some guidance. I'm also too Outspoken,

I guess. ,criticize peoPle.who,don't do thedob. Doing. the

right thing is not in,vogue these days. Ptople don't want to

work: Te `Chers-want_to-leave--at-threeThlcl-citk;-----:----.---

When-1 'comes to differences, I always start out with a 74'

, Win-win poliylet'S try'Co coMprobiseiso we both win: But

force me into a Win=win solution--because you'.11 lose.

I mike decisions when they have to be made. An example

' is howI'handled this snack problem. We'veialways pushed the

free'breakfast program for our kids. And 'Frye always been

concerned about cleanliness n the school and with pupil

discipline. It beeam&obvio s that the kids were eatingtoo

uctl junk ,odd-- weren't get fig'breakfast and were making a

mess in tlie'schObl. )I thought it over a lodg time. So I

decided rnstitute'this new policy- -kids could not being
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.-...
. .

1
candyor junk food into -school. I .toldthe kids'abolit it

.

before Chrtstmas at one/0 out special programs.-:"1 gave them-
some advance notice, to let the idea--sink in.. ?I'clid not

Onstait th' facta,ty7-but7I did'infprelbhbuilding. rep. 'And .....
now1 enforce the policy' myself:,' I gtand!atrnelSc&ol door

.

"\ in.tisie morning anikponfiscat,e all-the junk food'. .They.-cah.
.1

A,
... come and get,lt from me after school iqtheYstill want -it.

-....__:, ,. --.

I used the same strategy'with the'"no-coata-iti7tbe-classroom
policy".' I 'thought of...the idea'.ai a, way of ue.sbot.

intruders,. It also made -the kidsllook better, The fatuity, .

approved of the idea, : When the no -coats policy was MOunced,
I went around to every classroom taking- coats away.: They can'

get themt.-tPom the discipline' -room gter;school... I stillilo. 7
:-\ 'that every time I see students wearing 'coats in the classroom.

.

But I an delegat authority. My security man has his own
office and His own p one. The disciplinarian can suspend.without

checking with me. I spent'..a great deal of time working with the

-- diStiplinarians so they can handle the problems: NowI spend
only about 10t. of my time On.--discipline.

. ) -.

I have some lear-cut ideas on curriculum leadership. e
think ,we need a mandated curriculum. All students Should get '

the same basic program. When I started teaching, there was .

more structure, Teachers-- knew what they were expected to
,

teach. Now they have too much choice. The curriculum office
;should make its-mandates clearer, should work more with the

P) piincipals. 'Chey publish curricufUm gUides--but I have to

buy them outof my instructional budget. That's really

ridiculous.
. ' e

. I use a'Supportive type of supervision. I follow Cogan's

model. The VP is the instructional supervisor. She does 80%

f

of the observations. It I'm called in t.o observe, it usua.ly
is to &I a rating for a teacher who is having problems. I do a

--lot -of-informal-supervising-ju rby-Tg6ing-afaiiiid-the-htiliding:---

IYou have to have a collegial) elationship With teachers. And if

\ you're going to improve instruction, you have to have a plan.
Too many principals are just 'concerned with weeding out the

t

t.

incompetents.
1

r

I'think our mastery learning project is a good example
:\

*of how we get things done around here. I learned about it

from) the Affective 'Ed office. I askeckame of their staff to
conduct a workshop for our staff; their director insisted that

,administrators participate with teachers. I then ask,he%
department heads to get involved, then the teachers. -About 10%
of the faculty rally'use it; 20% are.excelleneteachers who

don't need...to use it. Fiftypercentare general competent, and

20% are marginal. If I' Met resistance with mastery learning or
. .
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any idea, I uould just, keep. pushing quietly:, I would do a

tot of coaxing. One, teacher said bout me,` ".He would just,

.beat ub down."
, .

I think we have'an.activity-orieAed school.' IbelieVe
,it's important to schdule'majo-t-activitias that the kids can

. look forward to. I plan one.big event foreacSgrade: 7th

grade has the olympics,.,8th grade ha's career day, ricd 9th

grade has "Hoover on.Review'l: Both students and teachers

need something to look fin-ward to; both the anticipation and-'.

the closure are important.'

IE's important to treat kids, with respect. If you show

'them regpect, they'll respect you: I learned tbat on the,

streets. I call t>eir7Psir", "dear", "honey'!, if I,don't

know their names. I also listen to what the other kids call
them--then 1 can use their names when I need to. Kids need

discipline. And you need sign's and symbols-to show that you

care:about discipline. Our marble hall-that is closed to -

student traffic is one such sign. >I don't make rule's Wescan't

enforce. We tryto enforce the riles we can--and dori't worry

about the rest. The discipline policy is also la crutch for

the facultyj, now they can "Dr. Iennypacker. wanes you,to do

thiS". I get .in early, usually about 8, and then begin yg

motning sounds about 8.:40. I. checkAhings'out_in the

morning--see what's. going on.: The way you begin the day is.

the way you end it.

We have a good school here--but we do have some
problems.. I worry about the drugs In the neighborhood. I

t/

Want to raise our scores even more. And faculty instability

is a real problem. Every year, since 1978 half'the staff have

gotten layoff notices. The strike caused us some real problems.

They were.the worst two months I've ever had. Four women

--teaChers--:decIded-to-cross-the-plt..41-1-imesi-the-other-tescheg---
harassed-them. I was walkinga. tight-rope. I had to put on .

combat boot's.
o

If you're Black in America, yod're 'oimg. If business ';

goes on as usual; you)re not liartof the b.siness. If I had 4

5 three Black administrators, I'dbe in trouble- -but if there

were three whitte administrators here,'there'd be complaints,
We organized the Educators Roundtable (i11 organization of

Black administrators) out of self- defense. Under Shedd's

adminiatration, there had just been tokenism,when..At came to.

promoting Blacks. These ethnic educaiEbnal groups ate a pod.

thing. They ensure that there arequal distribution of

- jobs, They don't puSh unqualified p3ople.

r_
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I'm 46 years old now. I've been teaching for 23 years.

I wante0 to be a lawyer when I was young. My family

pressured me into teaching. My father died when I was still

in college, so ,I knew law school was out of the question.

As soon as It'began teaching, I knew I had a way with kids.

The principal at. that school where I started had a big

influence on'me. -He had a marble hall that really puts mine

toshame. I've also been a counselor- -and part of my success
aslan administrator is that I counsel people, .I don't try.-to

boss them.

I'd like to be a superinte,ient of schools, but if I end

my career at Hoover, that's OK too. I run the ship here. The

money i pretty good, and there's not that much difference
betWeen our salaries and.those downtown. I think I have more

influence here. I've seeillguys.gO downtown, get a small office,

and be forgotten... Here as theprincipal, I pretty much can

',cote and go.as I want to. I would like a high school principal-

ship. We don't have a flagship school here in Philadelphia,

and I'd like to be principal of'one. The principal is like the

captain on a bqtlefield. He's visible. Prihcipals have to

learn how to manage.the contract; the contract can be worked

with.

The average age of Philadelphia junior high principals

is 45. We're all locked in. There is no upward mobility.

There is some movement at the vice-principal level. I tell

teachers who want to be administrators that the school get

involved in projects in their own building--get things done,

use your skills.

//)

Principal Pennypacker's'Interactions: the Observational Data

Again, in analyzing the observational data for' Principal Pennypacker,

r
the "behavioral event" was used as the basic unit: a bounded interaction

between the principal and some other individual in which the focus and

the location remain the same. As before, three aspects of the behavioral

event were analyzed: the location, where the event took place; the focus,

the type of concern or problem dealt with; and the other person involve-or

in the interaction.
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As Table,,23a Indicates, most of Pennypacker's events took place in

his office, almost half of the total. `But the corridor was also a place
det

of anion for Pennypacker: about ,one -fifth of his behavioral events

took place there. Abdut 15% of the events observed took place in the

classroom. Thus, like most principals, Pennypacker's action are centered

in his office - -but. the school corridor is also for him a kind of second //

office, where students are disciplined and encouraged, where teachers are

conferred with briefly, and where some minor decisions are made.

P pil'disciplite and pupil attendance were the focus of most of

/
his behavIal eventg',; almost half were concerned with this category.

./

(See' Table 24.) But teacher supervision was'also important in a relative
\

,

sense, ranking'secdnd to pupil discipline and attendance. The importance'

of the pupils as a focus cP-e-anypacker's interactions can be seen by

summing the,percentages represented by these separate pupil categories:

pupil discipline and attendance, individual pupil concerns, and pupil

activity program and assemblies: those pupil-centered events accounted

for almost two-thirds of this principal's total. The curriculUM did not

seem to occupy an important' place in his actions: only one behavioral

event in any way seemed directly related to the cotent of courses or

the program of studies.

There are perhaps some surprising findings in the analysis of whom

Pennypacker was involved with in the events observed, as Table 25 indi-
,

.1

cates. Pupils constituted the largest group, slightly more than one-third

of the total. Teachers were second most frequent; slightly more than

one-fourth of h interactions were with teachers. The vice-principal

eV' 10'3
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Table 23a

Location of Behavioral Events for
Principal Pennypacker

Location

Percentage

Number of Total

Principal's office

Corridor

Classroom

Outer office

Other*

Total

70 47.0

29 19.5

22 14.8 's

3 2.0 -

25 16.8

149

*Other number of location's: library, 11; assistant

principal, 4; out of building, .4; discipline room; 3;.

cafeteria, 3.

)
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Table 24

Focus of Behavioral Interactions,
t-Principal 1-ennypacker

FOcus Number .

Ferdentage
of Total

Pupil disCIpline, pupil attendance .66 44.3

Teacher supervision 25 16.8

Indiv.idual pupil conc0Xns (testing,
academic progress, schedule, etc.), 16 10.7

Teacher roster, substitute coverage 11 7.4'

?upil activity program, asse;blies-

Budget, plant, equipment 10, 6.7

Non-instructional personnel J 7 4.7

Parent; community relations 3 2.0

Curriculum 1 0.7

Spccial education 0 00 r

Total 149

47) a
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Table 25

Person Involved in Behavioral Events,
Principal Pennypacker

.Person Number
Percentage
9f Total

Pupil
,

Teacher'

Parent
:

A

52

42

23

34.9

28.2
-;

15.4

SecT,etary
.,

13 ., 8.7

Vice-principal 12 8.1

Non-instructional personnel
(other than secretary) 5 3.3

NurSe or counselor 1 0.7

Dep'artpentechairpersOn 1- 0.7

Special education supervisor 0 0.0

Total 149

zll 2
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and'irepartment chirpersons.were much less important than might have be\ en_\

exped: less than 10% of the interfctionswere with this assistant
;

; .

.

adpinistrator, and 'only one event observed 'involved a- department
s

. I.

.

chairperson. ,

In Oneral, then, the,observational-dalta when analyzed according to
. .

,..

location, focus,
/
and persdh invoned, suggest this picture of Principal

Pennypacker:

He is in his office mos of the
t
time, but is frequently Athe

corridor or the classroom, conferring with teachers on pupils

about matters concerning individual pupils.

Principal Pennypacker: As the Teachers See Him CvA-7 ,

The'tea_cher interviews suggest quite clea,)ly that the teachers in

general halie positive attitudes about Pennypacker. Of the sixteen

teachers interviewed, two were very positive in their,comMents, and eleven

were positive. Two manifested mixed feelings, and only one&as generally,

negative. Most of the positive comments dealt with what we have

. categorized `is "read rship style", those eatures that identify with the

i) ways he helps the faculty accomplish school goals. Observe the.large

number of comments that deal with his sense of commitment his concern,

.

and his working hard. Also, five comments noted his availability and
,-.; -,,,,

.
.

/
visibility. These comments in'general suggest that teachers perceive

him as a hard-wd_rking and committed leader, who playsia veryactive role

in impacting upon the school, The.positive comments are summarized in

Table 26.

There were also many positive comments that had `to do with his

relationships with teachers. He is generally perceived by those

113
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interviewed as one:who motivates teachers supports them in their efforts;

sets high standards or them, and is friendly and respectful. Eleven

2

comments made favorable reference to his student relationships, with most

of them dealing with-the way in which he improved student discipline.
0

Using the categories previously established, we can also note that only

a few, relatively.speaking, dealt with his supervisory beha-korsand his

problem solving processes.

There' were appreciably fewer comments that were negative, as.

Table 27 suggests. Most of thg negative comments that were made dealt

again with the broad category of "leadership style". Two.comments

indicated that tihe teachers interviewed perceived him:asmanipulative,

two saw him as overly ambitious. While there were five negative

comments dealing with his teacher relationships, there is no pattern

discernible i the comments, suggeSting\perhapsthat they represent

.particular teacher concerns rather than more general perceptions.

In sum, then, we can say thoat the sixteen teachers interviewed were

/

in general raher positive when they Spoke about their principal.''Tnty

were mostmost approving of his leadership style, perceiving him IA a

hard working committed leader who made a direct impact on the-school by
f

to

being available, visible; and action- oriented. He is:seen as a principal

who knows bow to motivate teaches and.is supportive of them. The'

negative comments, appreciably feler in number, indicated that a few

teachers see him as manipulative and overly ambitious.

The teachers who were interviewed seemed ess enthusiastic in their

comments about the school in general. Eleven teachers of the sixteen

114



'Table 26

Numb61. of Positive Comments about
Principal PennypackQr in Teacer Interviefas

ve
Positive Comments -' Number of Comments

TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS

Motivates teachers effectively 5

Supports teachers 4

Sets -high standards for eachers 2

Is friendly with teachers 1" 2

Selects personnel well 1

Encourages cooperation 1

Respects teachers 1

SUPERVISORY BEHAVIORS '

Checks on teachers
Requires, lesson plans
Makes good teacher evaluations 1

LEADERSHIP STYLE

Is committed and concerned 5

Works hard rY 4

Is available 3

Is visible 2

Is goal oriented 2

Turned things around 1

Is an e5fective.leader 1

Is fair 1

Improved achievement 1

Provided structures 1

Is comMUnity oriented 1

Is trust worthy 1

Is concerned with parents 1

Listens well 1

Delegates authority well 4

Is dynamic 1

PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESSES

Is open to suggestions 2

Brings out new ideas 2

Initiates new projects 1

es

STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

Improved student discipline 5

Provides good role,model for students 2

Offers a studrit.lc'entered activity program 2

Is well liked and respected by students 2.

115
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i Table 27

Number of, Negative Comments about
Principal4PennYpacker in Teacher Interviews 4

Negative Comments Number oi:Lomments

.TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS

Too easy on teachers.
Does not praise teacherSenough

14:)

''ii.

Can't tolerate criticism ,m teachers 1 -5---

Alienated teachers during strike ;i

-Doesn't consult teachers enough 1
....,

SUPERVISORY' BEHAVIORS

Makes poor comments on lesson plans

`'LEADERSHIP- STYLE

Is manipulative (
Is too ambitiOus
Plays favorites
Is co sistent
Avoid the tough issues
Is riot ayailable 7.,

Dcies not ,check enough on buil

Is nOt supportive

1

2

2

1

1

1

1
1

1

PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESSES

Is not always responsive to ideas,: 1

STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

Rewards bad behavior 1'.

Permits students to loiter in halls 1

X11
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interviewed made specific reference to their feelings about the school.

Six.,of them 'Were generally positive, two could be characterized as mixed,

and three were'geherally negative. They were, however, Much more positive

in their comments about,their faculty colleagues. Of the twelve who made

explicit. reference to tpir.colleagues, fight were generally positive and

' only four expressed mixed feelings. Faculty dembers,were praised for
4

being hard-working, dedicated, and cooperative. Most of the negative

comments about other faculty members were,:expressions that indicated

`the respondejas.wanted even more, cooperation arid sharing.

Other important issues were dealt with in the teacher interviews.

r'Several of the teachers coMminted about the school's use°of mastery

learning strategies. Four seemed positive about mastery learning; one.

.exp4essed,mixed feelings; two were negative, and two seemed vagup about

the'concept. The interest of the school in being an "academics plus"

center received more mixed reactions. Two of th'e. teachers were sharply
- '11 - .r

critical, commenting that they saw the school's identification as a

center of thin sort as a "joke". Two were vague about the concept. The

teacher interviews, then, might be seen as indicating that the teachers

are much less committed to masteryrlearnyig and "academics blus" than

Eheii principal, for whom thes are important ideas. Pennypacker later

observed that teachers are often unaw ?r

8
involved in.

,7
f new programs they are

The teachers interviewed also made some interesting comments about'

their p9ception the.school's instructional lea8e5vNine indliated

that the vice - principal, Andr ws, was really the instructionalpleader.

54.

l% I
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(Andrews has been absent much o this year because of illness.) Only

three identified their principa .sajet-i.le_school's instructional leader.

,

Three also identified the reading,department chairperson as playing a.

very active role in instructional leadership. PennypaOker later noted'

-
that part of his. oVerall.plan was to give the vice-principal a more

important role in supervision. "Lwanted her to supervise, not to rate-,-
t

she was to go .in in a supportive role."

In reviewing this report Pennypacker obse\ved, "The instructional
. ,

program was .a planned process extending over five years. 'Good teaching

is when the teacher's plan becomes the pupils' plan.!"

The teacheis' responses to the special questions at the end of the

survey questionnaire suggest some important' conclusions about faculty

.

.

perceptions of Pennypacker. They'see him-as frequently monitoring pupil
.

behavior in cafeteria:and halls:- more than'a third believe that he does

this four or more timeseach_day, and a slightly larger number believes

.

it happens two or three times daily.- (See Table 28.) They see him less

frequently in their classrooms: 'T.i.lable 29'indicates, almost half

reported that/`.hey had not been observed at all last year'by the principal'

note) however, in' Table 30,. that more than two-thirds of the teachers

reported that the'vice-principal had observed them two or more times

last year. It 'seems importantto note here that only one teacher reported

not being observed at all last year by the vice-principal.

Pennypacker's monitoring of teacher instruction more often takes the

form of checking on lesson plans. As Table3l indicates, more than

two-thirds of the teachers zeporting,recalled the principal inspecting

118.
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Table 28

'Teacher Perception of Principal Pennypacls.erls
Hall Mdnitoring

Number of Times Daily
Principal Monitors

Balk, Cafeteria Behavior

4 or more

2 or 3

1

0

rtain

Total

Number
Responding PercentAge

25 38.5

2,6 40.0

7 10.8

1 1.5

6 9.2

65

r

1

r
L

119(

C.)

.41
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Table 29 .

Number of Times Principal ennypacker
Observed Classrooms Las Year

Number of Times
'Teacher Reports BeingL,,,,,

Observed Last Year
Number

Responding Percentage

More tkOn 3 10 17.0

2 12 20.3

1 8 13.6

0 29 49.2

Total 59



0

Table 30.

Number of Times Brown Teachers Report
Vice-Principal Observed Classroom'

Number .of Times Tpchers
Report Being Observed by
Vice-Principal Last Year

Number
Responding Percentage

More than 3. 11 18.3

2 30 50.0

1 1$ 30.0

0 1 1.7

Total 60,

O
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Table 31

Number.of Times Principal/Lightfoot
Requested Lesson Plans Last Year

Number of Times
Lesson Plans

Requested Last Year

Number
Responding" Percentage

10 or more 18 30.0

6 - 9 22 37.7

2 - 5 12 20.0

1 8.3

0 3 5.0

Total 60
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lesson plans six or more times last year. These data taken together

give us this general picture of administrative monitoring at Hoover:

the principal is in thecorridors fhecking on pupil and teacher

behavior- -and backxin his office inspecting lesson plans, planning staff _

development, and setting the tone and emphasis for the year; the

vice7principal is in the classrorobserving teaching. .While the data

suggest a relatively intense degree of administrative monitoring, perhaps

they also suggest that the administrator checking lesson lans is not

the one observing the classroom--a situation which most experts in

supervision would find 'fault with.

In his review of the report, Pennypacker noted that he believes

his concern for supervision goes far beyond the checking of lesson, plans.

He listed these processes which he indicate he uses: (The list is as

he reported it.)

Curriculum
Yearly expectations
Vocabulary/reading/communication
Lesson plans
Informal observation
Formal observation
Formal rating
Staff development
Instructional'supervision plan
'Emphasis ror the term

The teachers in general report that they feel positive about the

state of instructional leadership in their schools. Almost two-thirds of

those responding feel that their school is either making real gains--or

is making some progress. Approximately one of every six teachers

responding indicate some negative feelings here. (Sed Tabl, 32.)

1 23
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_

Table 32

Hoover Teachers' Perceptions of Present State
of Instructional Leadership

Teacher Perception Number Percentage

Making real gains 11 17.2

0
Maki some progress 35 54.7

Don't know 8 12.5

Slipping a little 9 14.1

Losing ground 1 1.6

Total 64

124
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As Table 33 shows, the faculty feel that school coiinaunity relations

and instructional leadership are the top priorities for Pennypacker;

of the five priori4 areas listed, he seems to care least about business,

management, according to teacher perceptions.

To summarize, then, the teachers' responses to the final survey

questions give this general perception of their principal:.

He is frequently in the corridors and cafeteria,,checking

on pupil and staff behavior. Although he does not visit

classes too often, he does check frequently on lesson plans.

He places a high priority on both instructional leadership .

and school/community, relations. And,Ior the most part

teachers feel ,positive about the present state of
instructional leadership in their School.

Principal Pennypacker and the Students

Pennypacker seems to have excellent relationships with Hoover

students.. Of the even students interviewed, three were very positive In

their comments'al.dit him, two were positive, and ,onlyone was at all

negative. These comments from the interviews seem illustrative of their
ntr4

feelings about him: "he's nice, "he's concerned about us", "he wants

\\

us to graduate", "he's in to halls a lot", "he's concerned about our

health". The one student who was negative saw him as remote, afraid

of students, unavailable, and concerned only with the best students in

the school.

The two researchers who observed him were both impressed with the

manner in which he related to students. He smiled at them, greeted them

often by name, congratulated theifion their accomplishments. If hesaw

a student in the corridor gedtting angry, he would quietly put his arm

around the student, guide the student away from the scene of the conflict,

t
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Table 33

Teacher Perceptione of Pennypacker Priorities

Area Mean Ragkinia

1. School-community relations 2.1

2. Instructional leaderShip 2.5

3. School district relations 3.2

4. Student relations 3.2

5. Business Management 319

a1 = highest priority; 5 = lowest priority

`126a
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and speak in quiet, confidential tones about the'prohlem. When he saw

1' girls dallying between classes in the corridors, he would call out,

t.

"Let's get to class, ladies." If he saw.a student breaking the dress

code by wearing a coat in the classroom, he would say, "Sir, I'd like

your coat, please. You may pick it up in room 207 after school."

His instituting of the rule about "no snacks" seemed as much a

result of his concern for student health as for the school's appearance.

He saw a student carrying a bag of candy. "Why dorou buy that:junk

from that man on the streets with the dirty hands? You don't know where

those dirty hands have been. That man's dirty hands are all over your

candy. You .give that bag to me."

And.lis comments to the researchers suggested that he was genuinely

concerned about leading a school where these Black children of the poor

could escape the blight of poverty. He often spoke directly And

sincerely about his concern for them- -for helping them learn how to read

'and compute, for guiding them into useful careers, for protecting them

from the crime and violence that surrounded the school.

In a sense he was more concerned with the whole student population

than he was with individual students. He seemed to have a vision about

what the school could be for all the pupilsr-and instituted and enforced

rules that he thought-would accomplish that vision. He did not seem to

be chiefly concerned with how one-individual pupil was doing - -but with

how the entire "family" was making out.

12-7
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Principal Pennypacker .as an Instructional Leader

What can be said about the central issue of Pennypacker as an

instructional leader? The answer is a complex one and pehapscan best

be teased out by examining several different sorts of data.

To begin with, his own statements suggest some-ambiguity on his part.

On the one hand, his.pubilic statements make direct reference to the

impOrtance of instruction and the centrality of instructional leadership.

Here, for example, is a statement he wrote for an issue of the school's

newspaper:

The ultimate purpose of public secondary schools and school

systems in America is to provide eduLational opportunities

to satisfy both the common and the unique needs of the

individual pupil. Public secondary schools are responsibae

for delivering a quality education to all youth. To accomplish

this mission, Hoover Junior High makes an effort to diagnose

each pupil's needs, concerns, and cognitive and affec.tive'

stylls to design effective learning programs. The educational

philosophy of the Hoover family embraces Academic Plus and

Mastery Learning via caring, sharing, and supporting.

Also, his "faculty notices" frdquently include extended discussions

of learning principles, especially those of mastery learning. As an

example, the faculty notices for February 16, 1982, included a two-page

discussion of mastery learning. And an "exemplary school project

proposal" which he wrote includes some very specific long-range

instructional goals. Here, for example, is one such goal from the

proposal:

To increase by 15% the number of pupils on the honor roll

for academic achievement as compared to the percentage of

pupils on the honor roll at the end of the 1980-81 school

year.
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On the other hand, there,are some indicatios that he does not

perceive the supervision of instruction as his primary responsibility;

it is the responsibility instead of the vice-pri7Lpal. Notice, for

example, the organization chart shown on the attached page. The Vice

principal is clearly designated as being mainly responsible for

"supervision of instruction ". Another interesting point which can be

'observed in the chart is that, although the other vice -- principal is in

charge of "manageMent and-administration", Pennypacker,has ligted for

himself several.manaiement responsibilities: school accounts, school

busiftess management, and secretarial services.. He-later commented,

"Instruction.is my primary responsibility, even though I delegate part

ofr it."

The other interesting facet about his public statements is tha(t, they

are cogent when it comes to articulating goals but less persuasive when

it comes to specifyirig methodological strategies. For example, when

asked by the interviewer about his concept of curriculum leadership, he

limited himself to statements,about the importance of curricular mandates

sand the.weakness of the central office in providing such mandates. His

-project proposal, while clear about the goals, is less clear about how.

.
.

.,.' .

.

_ these goals will be achieved. Itsays, in essence, we will be an Academics
)

Plus school using mastery learning.

The teacheps'. responses ,seem to reflect some of that same ambiguity

which Pennypacker projects. On the one hand the teachers interviewed

commented very favorably about his leadership in general. And. all the

teachers surveyed indicated that. they believed that instructional

129
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leadership was one of his two top priorities.

On the other hand they' are some indications that teachers are

-uncertain about his instructional leadership. Observe that those(Anter-

viewed, even while praising his leadership, made.few specific references

to his skills as a supery sor. The teachers comments to the last

open-ended question on the survey instrument ("What additional comments

can you make that will fprther deperibe how/instructional leadership- ,

tasks are_performed in your school?") are also illuminating here.

Twenty teachers pk the time to,, respond to the question. Table 34

summarizes their r sponses. Note that 15 of their comments werecritical

ti

of the principal, with several criticizing what they saw as specific

weaknesses; 4 of the favorable comments made direct reference to

I, '

the principal, while 3 made specific reference to the absent Vice - principals

And itAfiight also be stressed here again that teachers' report that he

Ji
frequently checked lesson plans--ht,did not frequently supervise them

in their classroom. (In his review Pennypacker questioned the appro-

priateness of this last question.)

The observation of hi'45behavior showed some of the same ambiguity.

Teacher supervision was second highest in frequency as a focus of the

behavioral interactions--but they accounted for only 16.5% of his inter-

actions. And as is noted elsewhere, his classroom observations are

often of brief duration. In fact, his'behavior suggests that he believes

he,can provide instructional leadership by providing an environment for

teachers that is clean and orderly, rather than trying .o impact directly

through the direct supervision of teachers or through the improvement of
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Table.34

Hoover Teacber Responses to "Addlitional Comments" Question

Category of Comment, Number

CRITICAL OF PRINCIPAL

Should pay more attention to improving
instruction

Gives too, much responsibility to teachers
.Should give more attention to discipline
Should kovide a better teaching schedule

3

2

2

2

Is too critical of our curriculum 1

Is too authoritarian 1

Permits too many classroom interruptions 1

Should share instructional leadership more 1

Does not consult teachers enough 1

Over,emphasizes public relations 1.

CRITICAL OF CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION

Central administration does not provide

enough texts 2

Central administration encourages social

promotion , .7 1

School board is unprofessional 1

FAVORABLE ABOUT PRINCIPAL AND OTHERS

Principal tries to improVe instruction 2

Principal places an umphasis .on
instruction ' 2

The vice-principal has been abseht r 2

The vice-principal is really in charge 2 .1

Teachers confer with each other-
<' 1

Students seem to be improving
Instructional leadership is decentralized
Mastery learning staff development waa
very helpful 1

fi
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the curriculum. (In his review Pennypacker stresses this point again:

"If.you'don't have an environment conducive to teaching, you are not

going to have good instruction.")

Perhaps we can best understand his approach to instructional leader-

ship--and to leadership in general--if we examine the'mastery learning

project. A few years ago he learned about mastery learning from the

school district's Affective Education program. He invited a trainer from
)

that office to conduct staff.development-with-his-facuIty;-paftitting

himself as was required. He then requiredievery -eNicher to write a mastery

learning unit. He conductedf a workshop himself for the faculty, offering

to teach in their classrooms any concept they chose--and to teach that

concept using mastery' learning principles. He made several public

announcements about school's commitment to mastery learning. He

'reminded faculty again and again of the strategies and uses of mastery

learning. All of this had been accomplished with almost no teacher input

into the decision or in the implementation strategies.

Pennypacker made this observation in his revi W of this section:

"You don't have time-for indecision.- Planning time is at a premium."

Then he began to encounter some teacher resistance. The district

supetintendent had learned from him about his school's involvement with

mastery lear 1,pg and wondered if she might hold a training session at

Hoover for other principals--so that they could see mastery learning in

operation. When he announced this to Ate faculty, he found some rong

objection to the idea. He backed off a bit, indicating to the district

superintendent that a visit world probably not be appropriate at that
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time. But he indicated to the researcher that he would continue pressing

and pushing,Iquietly put persistently.

His approach to "Academics Plus" is also interesting. "Academics

Plus" is a label for Philadelphia schools w o openly espouse a "back-to-

basics" philosophy. As originally conceived, the label would be used to

identify a school that was totally committed to these six practices:

1. An emphasis on basic skills

. A strict discipline code

3. Regular required homework
0

4. A required dress code

5. Promotion through. the demonstration of competence

6. Frequent pupil progress reports r.

/

The notion was that an "academics plus" school would be one quite different

from all the rest--and that the faculty would be completely committed to
r

the plan---and that parents as well would be involved and committed.

Asar as can be determined, Pennypacker decided a few years ago- -

seemingly without much faculty or parent input--that Hoover would be an

"academics plus" school. A dress code and a discipline code were'devloped.

Teachers were reminded of the import nce of basic skills, of the need to

give homework, and of the impo nce of regular communication with the
,

home. But the program seems hot to have made much of an impact. The

pupils who were interviewed seemed completely 'unaware of the concept.

The parents at the "Principal's Advisory Committee" meeting seemed

surprised to'learn that the ,school,ga<cpat of the program. And teachers

likewise seemed vague and uninformed about the concept.
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It should be noted here that Pennypacker believes these perceptions

of the researchers are erroneous. "The Academics Plus idea was an

outgrowth-of a program in process over several years! It was an evo-

lutionary program, involving a dress code, a disLipline code, a promotion
7 ft

policy, and an emphasis on homewor

perhaps then we can reach these tentative conclusions about

Pennypacker's approacb.to_j_nstructional leadership:

1. He believes' in the power of slogans/and symbols and astutely
uses them to energize the.faculty.. He does an excellent job
of articulating basic principles and long-term goals.

2. He is concerned with creatinglirst an environment'. He tries
hard to create a "family" a.tmosphere for pupils and teachers.
He devotes much.effort to making the building Safe and clean.

3. He enthusiastically embraLes new,ideas that are consonant with
his own philosophy, which he perhaps accurately characterizes
as "conservative ". He commits the school to a new program
"of this sort, provides the faculty with training, and keeps
low-key but consistent pressure on the faculty to embrace the
idea.

4. He turns over instructional supervision to atrusted
vice-principal; When she becomes ill and is absent for a
prolonged period of time, he supervises and checks lesson plans-
but does so perhaps reluctantly.

One important note about Pennypacker's leadership is his ability to

work with the teachers' union in achieving his professional goals. The

conventional wisdom among most Philadelphia school administrators is that

good principals can't do the job they want to do because the union con-
°

tratt ties their hands. Pennypacker doesn't believe that conventional

wisdom. "You can Wrk with the - contract," he said to the researcher.

His viewpoint was supported by a union leader- -who seemed very anxioils

that he/she not be identified i Thislleaderiat.one point had

N
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been at Hoover while Pennypacker was principal. 'He/she had this to say:

Pennypacker worked with the teachers, not against them like

most principals. He tried to share authority--but always within

the bounds of the contract. And he turned the place around

because the teach-:rs were willing to work with him. In any

school it's the principal who makes a difference. The union

contract does not have to stand inthe way. I want the contract

observed, because it protects us teachers against unreasonable

administrators--but I'm willing to work with any principal

who has good educational ideas and who will make teachers

feel they are part of the decision-making process.

4

His handling of a meeting with the building representatives indicated

to the observer that he was willing to listen to teacher complaints--but

was not ready to give away his authority. Ylv was clearly in charge of

the meeting--but the representatives felt free to.air their complaints.

At one point the teachers made it clear that they would like to have a
f

faculty meeting in which teachers could air their problems and get direct

answers from the principal in a face-to-face discussion.

Pennypacker's response was very direct. "All the problems are

covered by our discipline handbook--and can be deillt with if teachers

'just decide to take those policies seriously. There is no need for one

more gripe session. All teachers have to do is read the manual. If they
_ .

want-questions answered, they can write out their questions in advance.

Then I'll answer them." . After some further discussion about thehandbook

and weak teachers, the representatives agreed to do things 'the principal's

way.

Principal Pennypacker seems to be somewhat ambiguous in his approach

to teacher supervision. His comments in the interviews seem to suggeSt

that he considers supervision important and knows contemporary theories

of supervision. He commented to the researcher, "I follow Cogan's model
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of teacher supervision." Yet his actual behavior suggests otherwise.

Although "teacher supervision" was second highest in the focus of

his behavioral events, accounting for 16.5% of his interactions, most

of these supervisory visits were of rather brief duration and did not

follow the Cogan model of clinical supervision. The researcher's notes

from one extended period of observation might make this\point more

\

forcefully:

10:40. We visit a language arts class. There are &enty -five

pupils in the room. Most seem to be working quietly. They are

writing answers to questions on the board. The questions deal
with such matters as the name of the author, the title, where
author and title can be found in the book, and what takes place

in the story. The pupils seem to be on task-but the work

seems dull and uninteresting. I borrow a book from one of the

pupils: it is a reader especially prepared for less able
pupils. It seems to contain material that would make for
excellent discussion. Pennypacker is observing intently,
making a few notes on an observation form, and from time to
time checking pupil work. As the period draws to a close,
the teacher--without explanation--interrupts the reading
lesson to pass out a map. The map seems to be the basis of

that night's homework. But the teacher makes a very confusing
explanation of what is to be done. The lesson as a whole seems
disappointing, disorganized, and without much real_ learning- -

having taken place.

Later that morning Pennypacker and I talk about the observation.

He explains that he will give the teacher a written report on
the observation, with a note indicating that conference can be

requested. He says that most don't request conferences. He

notes'that he had chosen to observe this particular teacher
because she was new. He showed me the observation,report on
the lesson we had observed. It's really an evaluation form,

not conducive to giving objective feedback. He has checked

the following as "acceptable": room is neat,.enthusiastic,

appropriate variety. He has checked as "excellent" the
teacher's discipli&and knowledge of subject matter.
Everything else anfthe checklist is evaluated as "good". He

comments to me thatc'he considered it a good class because

the discipline was good--it's a very difficult clash, he

explains.
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In reviewing the first draft of this report, Pennypacker clarified

this seeming disparity between theory and practice. He noted that he

accepts the general principles behind Cogan's approach to supervision

but does not believe that the model can be implemented in its complete

form, since time and money are not available for implementing the model

as Cogan believes it should be used. Pennypacker has developed his own

approach which he calls "supportive supervisioir, which he views as more

reinforcing and more diversified.

His approach to the checking of lesson plans reflects some of the

sate ambiguies about theory and practice. In the absence of the vice-

principal who is primarily responsible for checking lesson plans, he has

,

assumed thig task and caries it out religiously. Teachers are expected .

to submit plan books, according to a schedule based upon departmental

assignment--and Pennypacker reminds those who have not submitted them

that they muSt.get'tbem in. "You cannot have directed teaching without

planning", he observed. And he has reminded teachers again and again

about the importance of applying mastery learning principles to the planning

and delivery of instruction.

Yet his checking of the plans seems to be more of an administrative

routine thanan exercise in constructive supervision. He samps with a

happy face theplans he approves cif. When he raises questions about the

plans, they often seem to be of a superficial nature: "Have ilbb ever

tried to teach a syecific unit plan?" As he sits at his desk with a pile

of plan books in front of him, stamping happy faces and writing brief

questions, he seems like a teacher trying to get through a pile of
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homework assignments. It seems likely that his checking of the plans on

A regular basis'has a positive effect by reminding teachers that he cares
.

. .....

about planning and he checks up on performance--but one doubts that

teachers learn anything about instructional planning through his ritual

of submitting written plans. (He later noted that most teachers already

know how to plan effectively.)

The teachers' responses to the final questions in the survey form

tend to bear out these impressions. Almost half the teachers reported
-

that they were not observed at all last year by the principal--but mote

than two-thirds of those responding indicated that he had asked. to see

their lesson plans at least six times during the year.

In his comments to the researchers and in his rendering of the

school's organizational relationships, Pennypacker has made it very clear

that teacher supervision is the responsibility of the vice-principal who

has been ill for so much of this year. This fact and the data referred

to above suggest to the researchers that Pennypacker really doesn't

like to supervise--and has only a superficial knowledge of clinical

supervision--but does h4s,best to carry out the task since he knows it

must be done.

These statements might best describe teacher supervision as it is

carried out by Pennypacker:

1. SuperVision is differentially provided; new teachers and
teachers who seem to be having problems are supervised
closely--others receive little direct supervision.

2. There is never a pre-observation conference. Most visits,

in fact, are unannounced and unexpected. His review of
lesson plans takes the place of the,conference.
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3. The observation more often lasts a short period of time.

4. The principal's observations tend to be evaluative in nature,

'concerned with rating rather than with giving 'objective

--feedback;--Thevice-principalAs -observations_are,superviSory

in nature.

5. The principal spends little time analyzing the observation;

the focus tends to be on teacher-pupil interaction.

6. An evaluation checklist is Completed and sent to the

teacher; there s not postobservation conference unless one

is requested--a d such a conference is rarely requested by

the teacher.

This additional information is probably useful in rounding Ott the

picture of Pennypacker's approach to instructional leadership. After

the report had been submitted to-him for his review, Pennypacker sent-to

One of the researchers a rather comprehensive report he and two colleagues

had developed as part of their doctoral work at Nova University. They

had developed a "transportable treatment model for retained eighth grade

students", whiCh,used staff development, smaller classeS, a new compre-
,

hensive reading.kogram, self-concept counseling, and team teaching to:

improve the self - concept and academic performance of retained students:

Their assessments indicated that the model was successful in improving

reading achievement, self-image, and attendance of the target population.

Pennypacker's Problem Solving Processes

Those who espouse a creative problem-solving process in dealing with

school problems would probably find much to criticize in Pennypacker's

approaches tvolving problems. In the researchers' perspective, he

doesn't seem to do much systematic data gathering when he senses vaguely

that something is wrong; he is more likely to mull the problem over in
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his head, rather than looking for statistical evidence. ( Pennypacker

disagrees strongly with this perception, noting that he used more data.)

gathering; in the previous year- -and now has the-data he needs;) He

rarely seemed to get any group input into problem identification or

solution generation. Most of the meetingS he held during the .period

when he was observed were regularly scheduled parent and faculty meetings

at which complaints were aired. He often did not seem interested in

responding to problems that others identified, choosing instead to move

the discussion back/to his own agenda: the building representatives

wanted an open faculty discusSion of discipline; he wanted faculty to

read the handbook--and to support him in his attempts to cut down on

pupils' eating of snacks. The solutions he generated for improving the

school could hardly be termed innovative: improve discipline, implement

a dress code, uge mastery learning.

And yet on a day -to -day basis he seemed to be able to solve--or

amerliorate--the pressing problems in his own intuitive and direct way.

Two cases perhaps illustrate this.

The first case involved theipotentially explosive sitqation of a

non-teaching assistant who was suspected of selling marijuana to pupils

in the school. The problem first surfaced when he was conferring with a

parent about a pupil having discipline problems. The parent finally

exploded: "You're fussing about minor problems - -and not paying attention

to drug dealing and sexual harassment in the school." Pennypacker quietly

listened, without over-reacting or getting defensive. He noted all the

allegations the parent made and assured the parent that.an investigation
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would begin.

He then proceeded to question some of the girls who had been impli-

cated: He elicited-from-them-the.information he needed,.allthewhile

playing down the importance of the matter and not discussing it with

faculty. He then learned that some of the girls who had talked with him

were being harassed by the non-teaching.assistant charged with selling

drugs. He then informed his district superintendent of the investigation,

indicating that he had it well under control. He checked with the

school district's labor relations representative about the procedures to

use in suspending NTA's under such conditions: He followed the guide-

lines in suspending the suspected employee. He kept the local police

captain informed and requested his help in discovering how widespread

the problem was. And he kept careful records of everything he had done.

At the time ofthe researcher's last visit to the school, the problem

had not been completely resolved, but there was a clear sense that it

would be. Throughout this entire crisis, he remained calM, followed

procedures, followed his hunches, and seemed to be able to defuse a

potentially explosive situation..

The second case is tlie problem of pupil snacks, previously alluded

to. Several months ago he became concerned about 'the problem. Pupils

were not eating breakfast at home,.were not eating the breakfaft provided

by the school, but were buying candy and other snacks from street vendors

on the way to school. They would then eat the snacks at school during

the day, making a mess with the snacks and wrappers. He was concerned

about their nutrition--and their making his scriool dirty. He decided to

1 4 -)
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take action: no snacks would be allowed. He informed the building

representative. He warned the students at an assembly that the new

policy would go into effect after the holidairs. And he implemented the

policy himself He He would station himseat the school door in the

morning. If he saw a pupil bringing snacks into the school, he would

politely say, "Sir, I'd like your bag of_potato chips. You know we have

a new policy. You may get your chipg from my office after school today.

Does your mother know you're wasting your money on that junk?"

His,approach to problem solving might be described then ir. this

fashion:

1. He has a vision of what the school can be.

2. He is very sensitive to any developments that suggest/that

vision is imperiled. He gtays on top of problems by being

highly visible and in close contact with pupils and teachers.

3. He mulls over major problems and worries about them until he

-senses it is time to act.

4. He relies upon his intuitive judgment t( guide 'aim; he sees

himself asi"street smart".

5. He involves the faculty only to the extent that he thinks

they should be involved.

6. Hevtakes direct action: he takes the coats from coat-wearers;

he confiscates the snacks from snack-eaters.

Pennypacker: the Developmental History and the Basic Style

His career path says a great deal about what he is as a person. He

begonas a classroom teacher in Philadelphia, after realizing that family

circumstances would not permit him to fulfill his original ambition to

become a lawyer. He seems to have been \a. very effective teacher, came

under the influence of an excellent Black principal, and decided that he
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would not remain a teacher. He took graduate work as a counselor and

._served_as: a...guidance counselor for -a-short period ofq,Ime.:--H -then

served a stint as a junior high school vice-principal. During the late

sixties when there was a great deal of racial tension in the schools, he

was selected as a field agent working in the Oftice of Community-Affairs,

conducting training sessions for principals and working with community

organizations. By this time he already seems% to have acquired a reputa-

7

tion in the district as oAe of the leading Black administrators, one

marked for greater things.

He came to,Hoover in 1976, at a time when the school was experiencing

several different kinds 0 stress. A weak principal had, just left. The

community was changing in its complexion. Teacher morale was low, and

discipline was poor. Immediately upon arrival,\Pennypacker announced

that things would be different: thebuilding'would be clean; there would

be good discipline;. there would,ibe a strong emphasis on the basics; and

\,

there would be a family spirit, where all worked together for the common

A faculty hungry for leadersfiip seemed to respond eagerly to his

very direct style. They coalesced behind him and worked together to

enforce the rules which he had made. He treated them with. respect, gave

them a sense of pride, and created a new image of the school in the

community. He knew he had accomplished his first goal--of creating'a

better environment--but he als10 knew.that the school had not made the

great progress in pupil achievement that he hoped it would. He saw that

as the. second phase ofhis overall plan.
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But he made it clear to his superiors and his colleagues that he was
\

still` upwardly mobile in a professional sense. He'V/OdMe'Very-attive-in---.

the junior high principals group. He took a leadership position in an

organization of Black school adminis ratoi.s. He played an active role

in several community organizations.. d he talkecrcandidly to the

researchers about his ambitions of being high school principal or a

superintendent.

And then a few months after this study had been formally concluded
\

it was announced that he had been appointed principal of one of the large

high schools in the city.

It would be unfair to say that his professional ambitions alone

drove him in his pursuit of excellence at Hoover. There were several

indications that he was sincerely motivated by a genuine concern for

Black pupils especially; part of the reason he drove himself so hard was

to make life better for them. He himself noted to one of the researchers

that his interest in career mobility was motivated by a desire to make

an impact on the largest possible number of pupils.

Pennypacker's basic orientation to his Job seems to be a paternal-

istic one--and that term is not used here as a pejorative. In many ways

he acts like a father with his students. He worries about their diet.

He nags about their appearance. He reminds them of the importance of

-studying hard. He listens patiently to their problems and disciplines

them with a firm but not unkind hand. In some ways he seems to see these

pupils as children, not as young adolescents: they need to be told what

to do. As he notes in the interview, he was opposed to the student bill
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of rights that was passed by the school board in the late sixties - -and

that opposition stemmed from his belief that theSe children needed firm

direction and control, not a bill of rights. Yet with all this firmness

and desire td control; there is a genuine basic respect in his attitudes

...towards all the pupils that seams genuine and sincere. To them he is the

caring but demanding father: notice in the student interviews (see page

how often the terms "caring" and concerned" are used by the students,in

talking about him.

His fatherly concern for the appearance of the pupils can kp best

illustrated by the dress code he developed and Oftulgated, Here, for

example, are the items of clothing proscribed for boys: (

IT Prohibited Dress (NO!)

Shirts without sleeves, undershirts, sweaters worn as

substitutes for shirts, gym sweat shirts or unbuttoned

shirts.
.

B. Soiled or dirty,duhrees, slacks, khakis, trousers, and

homemade Bermuda shorts.

(
C. Flip flops or bare feet.

D. Plaited hair, toothpicks or matchsticks in the mouth or

tucked on the ear or unbuckled belts.

E. Hats, caps, outdoor coats or jackets in the classroom.

(From the Hoover Pupil Dress Code)

He ev n slightly paternalistic towards the faculty. The meta-

phor lie uses most often in talking about the school and its personnel is

"the Hoover fam4ly"--and he usually adds the familial descriptors "caring

and sharing with each other". And it was noted in reviewing; the trans-

cripts of the teacher interviews that even the two teachers who mocked
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the rhetoric talked about their colleagues in terms that suggested that

.they too were concerned with the "family" aspects of their relationships.

As he notes in his own remarks to the intervi,?wers, he most often makes

a major decision (like the no-snack and the no-coats decision somew

unilaterally--and then tells the faculty what he has decided. Observe

that two of the sixteen teachers interviewed characterized him as

"manipulative", suggesting that some at least view his paternalistic

direction in negative terms.

The complete text (except for' identifying information which has

been deleted) of a typical set of "Faculty Notices" is,included in the

following pages to illustrate some of Pennypacker's approaches to his

staff. The notices usually begin with a quotation, often of an

inspirational sort. Then Pennypacker continues by congratulating the

"family" who are "true professionals". The "informational" section

includes notices about two members of the "family", one who i and_ _____

one who-is-reCiring--and five recommended readings. The first

"administrative /professional" note is a scolying about the anti-social

behavior of a few members of the "family=' -its tone sharply in contrast

to that of the opening commendation. The notices then co3 inue with a
o

reminder about keeping the school clean. Several routine an uncements

follow, and then towards the end of the notices is one other that has the

tone of a stern chiding: get the rules straight, it seems to say--and

follow them.

Inspiring quotations, commendations for the good members of'the family,

personal notes about family members who are ill or are retiring, scolding
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Junior High School
Street

Philadelphia;-PA

Principal
Vice. PrincipalS

Faculty Notices
December 1, 1981

"Some people confuse principles with rules.

A principle is inside one; a rule is an out -..,

ward restrictor: to obey a principle you

have to use your mental and moral powers;
to obey a rule you have only to do what the

rule says."

I would like to thank the members of the " Family" who have

shown they have principles and are true professionals. The life,-pro-

grams and activities of the school are functioning because they care

and are willing to share of themselves to have a good school'. Our

instructional program is progressing positively, extra curricular

activities are in high gear, educational trips are under consideration,

and plans are in progress for a holiday show. I like to see everyone

contributing to the success of the school. You can do it. You will

find rou will be happiest,- and this school will_be a better place to

work when you mal:e. a positive contribution.

I. Informational

A. Get well wishes: Barbara is home sick. She would

appreciate your cards.

B. Innen retirement from her position as noon-time

aide after 17 years-of-service-here-at Jr: High.

wish her a long life and happiness.

1

C. School District opportunity:

1.' Child Care Center Teacher (12 months)... App. deadline 12/18.

2. Teacher-Coordinator... CLEC Program, High School...

application deadline 12/9/81.

D. Recommended readings:

1. Pennsylvania Education 4. Citizen's Business

2. Education Week 5. Oakes' Newsletter

3. Resources for Youth

II. Administrative/Professioal

A. Anti-Social Behavior: Regretfully, I have to remind the entire

staff that because of anti-social behavior of a few, that

defacing pr destroying school/personal property shall incur

the full force -of administrative and legal action. I recognize

people's feeings, but will not tolepate -.anti- social behavior.

We are all professional and expect professional behavior.
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Faculty Notices
December 1, 1981

B. The Learning Environment: The school's general appearance

and individual classroom appearance contributes to the

learning environment. Currently decorated and clean rooms,

along with good classroom management, enhances learning.

I would like to extend my congratulations to the teachers

who were recognized by Ms. , Vice Principal, in the

Nov. 30, 1981 Dailygram.
F.4

C. Instruction: Your administrators are generally pleased with

the level of instruc on they have observed thus far thig

school year. Please member and do the following,, and you

will have continued su ess:

1. Be persistent and consistent,

2. Plan your lessons each week and review plans daily.

3. Give, collect and mark homework.

4. Give a quiz at least once a week.

5. Give special assignments or repor_ts,to individuals or

the class.
6. Give a major test every IO school days,

7. Give pupils opportunities to improve their grades.

D. The Advisory Period: All staff members,.lespecially advisors,

are to review Ms. memo of Nov. 25, 1981 Concerning

the advisory/homeroom period.

E. Fire Drill: Last ,week% fire drill was satisfactory for-

our first fire drill of the school year. We will, have an

unannounced fire drill this week. Please review the direc-

tions from your class'rooms. ReMember:
-,

1. Have pupils stop talking and ready fo listen and follow

directions,
2. lineup pupils,
3. tell pupils which stairs they are to use,

4. have sections move only the/distance you can su ervise,

5. sections that exit to the sides of the building should

go across the street,
6. wait for signal to return to the building.

F. Student Council Elections: -The nominating speeches and

elections will take place next week. Special instructions

and a schedule for assembly programs and elections. will be

given out later. Please encourage good students to run

for school office. Our school officers` represent our,school,

and we want the best.

G. Communication: There are, several important communique

organsthat are must reading for the entire staff. Ignor-.

ance of information or content is no excuse for performing

duties or responsibilities once published in official school
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Faculty Notices December 1, 1981

organs:

1. Dailygram....READ EVERYDAY!
2. Faculty Notices....read and keep for future reference.

3. Building Committee Meeting Minutes.
4. Special memos.

H. Class trips:

1. Please review trip procedures.
2. Obtain trip request form from Mrs. in the office.

3. Complete request form and return to the Roster Room.

4. Final_ approval for all trips will be given by
5. You must give three weeks notice for all trips.

I. Instructional Leadership Surirey: This is a research project
conducted by the University of Pennsylvania under the direc-

tion of Dr. Glatthorn and Dr. Newberg. You will help eval-

uate the administration's performance as it relates to in-

structional leadership.

15O
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for those who have not been good, recommendations about professional
0

reading, a reminder about the importance of keeping the "home" clean,

and a stern'reminder to know and follow the rules--the notices, it seems

to us, are the words of a caring and concerned father.

And his relationships with parents and community members seem to

have that same paternalistic flavor. His meeting with the "Principal's

Advisory Committee" on January 18, 1982, is perhaps illustrative of this

basic approach. Prior to the meeting with this group of community

representatives, he made this comment to the researcher: "My hidden

agenda with this group is just to get them into the school--so they can

see we have a good school." The meeting was ostensibly chaired by the

home and school coordinator--but two minutes after the meeting began,

Pennypacker took over and remained in charge until the end' of the meeting.

His style here in this meeting is to announce the topic under discussion,

make an .extended statement about his position on the topic, ask for

questions, briefly acknowledge any response from those in attendance, and

then pass on to the next,subject. The researcher observing the meeting

had the impression that Pennypacker wasn't really listening to members'

suggestions or concerns but seemed concerned only with his own agenda.

At one point towards the end of the meeting, this exchange occurred.

Pennypacker had been talking about some serious community problems

involving drug pushing and harassment of the pupils. He said to the

group, p, "Let me ask you for advice. If the superintendent offered to send

ndercover agent into the school (to identify drug pushers); would

it )e a good idea?" All the members who spoke agreed that it might
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be a good idea. Then Pennypacker continued: "Well, the superintendent

his offered to- do just that - -arid I have agreed. I just. to get

your opinion.

The entire meeting seemed to provide an occasion for Pennypacker to

inform the group about what he was doing, to impress them with the

accomplishments of the school, and to indicate that he was on top of

problems. Even on the occasions when members asked what they could do

to help, Pennypacker seemed to make only-:)half-hearted response which
ft

sugge'sted to the observer that the help really wasn't desired. The

researcher's notes concluded with this observation: "An excellent job of

how-and-tell."

The Leadership Structure at Hoover Junior High School

The formal leadership structure at Hoover is obviously similar to

that at Brown: a principal, two vice-principals, department chairpersons.

And the informal structure has some surprising similarities: a strong

principal, a key vice-principal, and a smal.1, number of influential

department chairpersons. In this instance, the key vice-principaltis a

woman, one who has been absent for a prolonged period of time because of

illness. Turing the course of this stud he was in attendance only for
7

a few days and was unavailable for inter -<_, s. But her influence is

still strongly felt. Teachers speak of her with admiration--even with

a bit of awe at times. And the principal acknowledges that he very much

misses her. In her absence he has tried to take over the supervisory

functions that she performed so well. Those who spoke about her convey

this picture of her: a very strong person, quite direct in style, who
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supervised closely and kept teachers on their toes.

The other vice-principal seems to play a much less active role, even

in the absence of the aforementioned colleague. He described his duties

as primarily administrative: "I'm in charge of maintenance, repair,

equipment, and requisitions." He has been at the schopl for fourteen

years and seems to have the respect of the faculty as a conscientious

administrator who takes care of the "nuts and bolts" of the school's

operations.

Again there seem to be a few key department chairpersons who have

chosen to exercise influence beyond the scope of their formal authority.

The principal and several of the teachers interviewed see the reading

chairperson as playing a key role in instructional improvement. And the '

chairperson of the industrial arts department was so wel4 regarded by

the principal and his colleagues that he was appointed as an acting

vice-principal when it seemed uncertain whether the vice-principal who

was ill would be able to return to the job. The principal indicated to

the researcher, "When I announced his appointment as an acting

vice-principal, the rest of the faculty applauded." He is seen as a

dynamic and concerned teacher, who is well liked by the students and

much respected by his colleagues.
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Lynnwood Junior High School

Description of the Community

Lynnwood is located in a semi-industrial section of a large a

northeastern city. Approaching the school's community from the west

moving east on one of the cit'y's main arteries, you notice a large

factory employing several thousand'workers, a ball bearing works, and a
'0

major bakery. Private homes are hedged in by some of the larger

industrial plants. On most street corners small businesses provide food,

entertainment, appliance and automotive repairs.and services for neigh-

borhood residents and transients. Two blocks east of the ahool is a

meandering street cutting the, city,on a bias which houses a concentration

of small and middle sized businesses. These businesses flourish and

decline rapidly, leaving shells of a more prosperous time plainly evident.

The housing pattern in this area reflects the income levels of its

g7

residents. Several streets, including the block that butts perpendicular.

to the southside of the school, are neat, clean and well kept. These

row houses are freshly painted or renovated with aluminum siding. Flower

boxes and small gardens give one street near the school a pleasant,

comfortable atmosphere. Town watch signs warn neighbors to be on guard

for reach others property and personal safety. Other'streets are more

'scarred showing evidence of neglect and poverty. This is a working-class

blue collar community. Some residents who are employed own homes and

cars. Others lefortunate have few or none of those resources.

Most of the residents finished high school; approximately oge-third

did not. Some of these drop outs completed 'their education in G.E.D.
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programs. A few parents finished one or two years of college. Most of

the parents we interviewed believed that education is important: "It can

lead to a better job, to an easier life."

In those households with two parents it is common for both to

work. The principal of the school couldn't Offer a reliable statistic,

but she sensed th't many of the households were headed by single parents.

A department chair at Lynnwood recently asked 31 students from a "top

section" if they lived with one or two parents. A few children stated

they lived with both parents. Parental involvement in the school is

limited by their day time work obligations. While individual parents do

come to school when called to discuss their child's behavior or academic

progress, most cannot afford to take the time. Lynnwood like Polisher,

t.

Junior High has found out that large numbers 1---nts will come to

school if the principal makes it a requirement r the release of their .

children's report cards. Report card distribution days also become a day

parents can use to visit teachers and get acquainted with the school's

goals and programs. Among the parents we interviewed opinions ranged

about the school: "It's as good a school as any in thesystem" to "If

I could I'd send him to a private school."

General Characteristics of the School .

Lynnwood built in 1927 looks like many of the junior high schools

constructed in the twenties. (Polisher, a short ten minute drive

southwest of Lynnwood is almost a reproduction.) A well

established story in the school district states that the business manager

during ,that era did not believe in individualizing school architecture. ,
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Supposedly he had drawn one master plan for each level of school

organization and hired builders to replicate the model throughout the

city.

Lynnwood is a laite four story building reflecting a 1920's version

of moorish/crusader architecture. On the exterior face sets of rectangu-

lar windows are framed by ornamental Gothic arches. -Walking up the

steps into the reception hall we -'.see a low slung arch that connects two

stairwells leading to the second floor trophy display cases. Stepping

off the second floor marble hall we see the more ordinary cement floors

that run throughout the building.

The elegant front is deceptive. Lynnwood is a decrepit building.

The walls are devoid of graffiti. AllarliSimmons, the principal prior

to its current head, cleaned the walls and floors and established a code

of respect for property. While some of the building's disrepair can be

blamed on students, most of its problems are functions of age and neglect.

Rain comes through a leaky roof on the fourth floor classrooms, cracAcing

plaster and warping floors. The warped floors let the water run through

to the third floor and so it goes down through the building. The Board

of Education cannot afford to re air the roof. When it rains, several

classes move into the cafeteria for instruction. The damage is, unsightly,

and on rainy days it is demoralizing. The elevators are-frequently out

of order, adding aggravation to the several asthmatic students who climb

the stairs instead. Hand, rails are missing in the stairwells. Interior

window panes are seldom replaced. The system has two:glaziers for the

city's schools. The faculty, students, and administration make the best

use they can of an inefficient neglected physical plant.
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The school was built to hold 1569 students (see Table 35, p.148). In

1972 the qtudent population peaked at a record 1770 students. The current

school enrolls 1200 students, a decline which reflects the national

trend of declining urban school populations. Racial composition of the

student body has been constant since.1970: 99% black, 1% Asian, Hispanic

or white. Seventy percent of the students are entitled to Title I services.

As student enrollment declined there has also been a reduction in

teaching staff. Oh Table 36,:p. 149 we note-that in 1972-73 the faculty

comprised seventy-five teachers. In 1980-81 that number was reduced to

60 teachers. The faculty in 1981-82 includes 65 teachers, 8 non-teaching

assistants, 4 secretaries, 2 vice-principals and ,the principal: Racial

composition of the staff has been adjusted to approximate a 60% black

40% white distribution. Lynnwood follows the citywide trend of increased

teacher absence. In 1972-73 there was a 7.5% rats of faculty absenteeism;

in 1980-81, the rate was 12.8%.

When Simmons assumed the principalship at Lynnwood in 1969, The

floors were soLdirty," one teacher said, "the ick stuck to your feet as

you walked down the halls." The walls of those halls were etched with

graffiti. Gang activity rampant in the community opened a second front

for warfare inside the school. Most faculty members credit Simmons for

curbing vandalism, cleaning the walls of graffiti and clearing out the

gangs. n general, he established a sense of order and,a reputation that

(
learning was taking place. Teachers report that Simmons was a formidable

man--"you didn't want to cross him." He also wa respected as a caring

edudator. Students and faculty saw him, early eac morning, at the front
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Table 35'

'PuPil Data, 1972-81, Lynnwood Junior High School

Category 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-37 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81

Average number enrolled 140 1651, 1583 1586 1380 1382 1325 1227 1271

Percentage average daily

attendance 77.4 78.3 81.9 81,6 82.1 80,4 79.1 79.0 78.1

Racial composition

% Black

% Hispanic

% Other

Number retained in

grade (June)

Percentage of pu

from low income families

Percentage ,of pupils

scoring in reading

85% ile

50-84% ile

16-49% ile

Below 16
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99.3 99.5 99.6 99.5, 99.5 '99.3 99.5 99.2 99.3

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.1 p.2 '0.3

0.5 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4

91 10i 134 101 166
87 99 132 91

N/A 48.5 56.1 56.6

No

Test

Given

57.6 61.9 65.6 70.3 72.2

5,0 7.0 5.0 7.0 9 {0 7.0 5,0 6,0

22.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 28, 0 29.0 31.0 25.0

39.0 39.0 48.0 47.0 44.0 44.0 46.0 48.0

34.0 30.0 21.0 18.0 19.0 20.0 18.0 21.0

-V"0.1



Table 36

Faculty Data, 1972-81, Lynnwood Junior High School

Category 1972-73 1973-74 1974-15 1975-76 1976-17 197 -78 1918-19 1979-80 1980-81

Total full-time'staff 103 104 98 111 102 117 102 102 99

Number of instructional

staff 15 14 10 82 75 79 64 62 60

Instructional staff

with less than 2 years

experience

Racial composition

% Black

Hispanic

% Other

Rate of absence

17,3 15,0 20.0 30.0 29.3 8.9 6.2 9.7 6.6

N/A 60.6 , 67.6 63.7 61.3 62.1 51.6 53.3 58.4

N/A 39.4 32.4 36.3 38.7 37.9 48,4 46.7 41.6

N/A 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

7* 1,59 8,85 10,17 7,66 9.29 11.19 11.81 14.67 1.2.07
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desk or patrolling the halls.. Most days he was the last to leave the

building. He was accessible and visible to anyone. His office was

like a busy' intersection where many teachers, students and parents stopped

to chat.

He handled minute details other principals might delegate. If there

was gang activity in the building he was known to pursue gang members for

as much "as ten blocks into the community." Over his eleven year tenure

he built close personal relationships with students and faculty. He was

"the papa" and most of the decisions were his. He required weekly faculty

meetings where he exhorted teachers to do better. If you were a member

of "his school family," you felt his warmth, concern and dedication.

Some teachers found this closeness smothering and infantalizing; they

felt like children under papa's control. While they admired Simmons they.

felt that he did not treat them as professional adults. Some felt.that

while he had in.fact made important improvements, he also did much

covering up of his own and other faculty members shortcoMings. "He

played favorites" one teacher said, and if you were one of them you

prospered.

One of his colleagues, Laura Richardson, the Reading /English

Department chair, deserved his attention and admiration. In a significant

way she created a department that gained a reputation as one of the best

in the city, and that reputation was supported by student gains on national

tests. She says pat when she came to the school in 1967 seventy-one

percent of the students scored below the sixteenth percentile in

reading on the Iowa Test.

1
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In 1973-74 the California Achievement Tests (CAT) were given for the

first time in the district. Lynnwood CAT results in reading for that

year show a significant drop (34%) in students scoring below the 16th

percentile (see Table 35, p.148). Since 1975 that number has averaged

around twenty percent. The mean score for students scoring below the 16th
0

percentile in reading from 1976 to 1981 was 19%. The mean for those

scoring at or above the 50th percentile for the same period was 34%. We

will discuss how Richardson was able to make these gains when we look at

how she organized her staff to address the particular problems_ Lynnwood

students presented. Together Simmons and. formed an award

winning team which brought distinction and recognition to am inner city

minority junior high. Outside the Main OffiCe
r numerous plaques attest

to the outstanding achievement of the school on standardized tests in

reading -and English. The results in math did. not keep pace, until

recently, a fact we will address when we examine some of-the change

strategies introduced by Simmons replacement.

In 1980 Simmons left Lynnwood to assume the leadership of a high

school. Some- eachers"""still mourn his leaving"; a few report that he

still knows what's going on in the school. For six months after Simmons

left, the school had an interim-principal. By February 1981 Ruth Atkins

was appointed principal at Lynnwood. What,can be said of this new

/-
administrator's role in instructional leadei-ship? How does this faculty

perceive the various school leaders, in performing tasks that influence

the quality of the instructional program? The next section provides a

general response to these questions..
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General Perceptions of Instructional Leadership at Lynnwood Junior High

In the introduction we noted that instructional leadership was

assessed through the Sources of Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instru-

ment. The results of this survey will be summarized according to these

roles: principal, vice-principal, department chair, school -based math

and reading specialists and teachers.

Table 37 shows that staff see Atkins as involved in instructional

leadership tasks and responsibilities. She makes a strong contribution

to leadership in establishing an academic climate and in establishing

goals and responsibilities. She also contributes to leadership in

observing and evaluating teaching and in ail-_,.cating resources. Vice-

principals actively contribute to leadership in maintaining an academic

climate, in observing and evaluating teachers, and in communicating an

academic emphasis (see Table 38).

In four out of five factors, department chairs were viewed as

contributing to leadership. Table 39 shows that these factors included

improving instructional materials clarifying the ,ion of instruction,

projecting an academic emphasis and developing collegial relationships.

School-based math and reading specialists (Table 40) neither provide nor

contribute to instructional leadership. Teachers, however, contribute

to leadership in developing a lear- climate, and in relating to the

direction of instruction (Table 41).

The summary scores displayA in Table 42 indicate that the principal,

the department heads and the vice-principalF:, were perceived as making '

cont': cations to leadership. But no one cle was seen as providing

leadership. (See appendix p. for-exrianation of the validity and

reliability of these scores.)



Table 37

Principal Atkins' Instructional Leadership Profile

Factor Mean Number

Coordinates and supports
instruction .59

Observes and evaluates teachers 1.19

Establishes an academi,c, climate. 1.33

Establishes goals and
responsibLlities 1.33

Allocates resources 1.07

Total 46

Provides leadership = 2.0 - 1.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 0:67

Neither provides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 0

Data Source: SOIL
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Table 38

Lynnwood Vice-Principals'
Instructional Leadership Profile

Factor Mean Number

Directs and supports instruction .60

Maintains academic climate 1.15

Improves instruction .50

Organizes resources .39

Observes and evaluates teachers 1.14

Communicates academic emphasis .67

Total 46

Provides leadership = 2.0 - 1.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 0.67

Neither provides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 - 0

Data .Source: SOIL



Table 39

Lynnwood Department Chairs
Instructional Leadership Profile

Factor Mean Number

Improves use of instructional
materials 1.11

Projects an academic emphasiS .73

Secures resources .49

Develops collegial relationships .67

Clarifies direction of
instruction 1,24

Total 46

Provides leadership = 2.0 - 1.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 - 0.67

Neither prOvides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 0

Data Source: SOIL
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Table 40

Lynnwood Reading and Math Specialists
Instructional Leadership Profile

Factor Mean Number

Improves instructional materials .32

Improves instruction .21

Supports academic emphasis .35

Develops direction of instruction .41

Structures program .33

Supports coordination of
instruction .31

Total 46

Provides leadership = 2.0 - 1.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 - 0.67

Neither provides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 - 0

Data Source: SOIL



Table 41

Lynnwood Teachers
Instructional Leadership Profile

Factor Mean Number

Develops learning climate 1.06

Supports colleagues .18

Organizes program .26

Relates to direction of
instruction .80

Coordinates with colleagues .34

Develops instructional materials .42

Total 46

Provides leadership = 2.0 - 1.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 0.67

Neither provides nor'
contributes to leadership = 0.66 0

Data Source: SOIL
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Table 42

Summary Factor Scores-for
Lynnwood Leadership Roles

Role

Total
Mean Score

1. Principal 1.10

2. Vice-principal .74

3. Department head .85

4. School-based reading
and math specialists .32

5. Teacher

Provides leadership =

Contributes to leadership =

Neither provides, nor
contributes to leadership =

2.0
1.33

0.66

- 1.34
- 0.

- 0

Data Source: SOIL
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When we examine individual factors for each role we note the following:

1. The principal contributes actively to leadership in establish-

ing goals and responsibilities. She contributes to leadership

in observing and evaluating teachers, and in allocating

resourcep. Her summary factor score, 1.10, is the highest

of the four principals surveyed.

2. The vice-principals contribute to leadership in maintaining

an _ademic climate, in observing and evaluating teachers,
and in communicating an academic emphasis.

3. Department chairs contribute to leadership in clarifying the

direction of instruction, in improving the use of instructional

materials, in projecting an academic emphasis, and in develop-

ing collegial relationaships. Table 42 shows that the mean

summary score for department chairs (.85) is higher than the

vice-principals (.75). tt

4.. School-based math and reading specialists neither Provide nor

contribute instructional leadership.

5. Lynnwood teachers contribute to instructional leadership in

developing and learning climate and in relating to the

directionN)f instruction.

The principal, vice-principals, department chairs, and teachers

contribute to leadership; none provides leadership. The principal,

however, plays a dominant role. Interestingly the department head,

normally a weak role at the junior high, in this instance is perceived

as making a strong contribution to leadership. We have established

a general picture of instructional leadership at Lynnwood. Now we

will describe in depth how two of these leaders, the principal and

the English/Reading department chair,can perform their roles in the

context daily school operations.

Principal Atkins' leadership is marked by themes of transition:
/

from a family structure within the school to a more impersonal, job

orientation; from a school with one "premiere department" to a more
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balanced set of standards for all departments.; from authority vested in

one ortoo people to'delegated responsibilities distributed among

several administrators and faculty. To understand how these tranSitichs

affected Lynnwood we need to examine two distinct phases in the school's

development. First we will describe how the English/Reading Department

was able to make and sustain its gains in student achievement. We will

analyze the leadership characteristics Richardson brought to her task and

the kind of support she received from her staff. While phase one and

phase two over lap, phase two is clearly marked by the introduction of

the new principal Atkins. We will examine her new agenda, the resistance

she encountered and the accommodations faculty are making. Finally we

will evaluate the merits of her agenda in light of what we know about

school effectiveness.

Phase One: The Development of a Premiere Department

2:00 p.m. Tuesday afternoon. Tuesday afternoons the school district

allots schools either a thirty or fifty minute block of time for staff

development, faculty or departmental meetings. This particular afternoon

at Lynnwood the faculty separates into departmental meetings.

Room 404. A group of English/Reading teachers is gathering into

Richardson'sroom for staff development. The walls of her room are

lined with shelves, drawers and cubby holes stuffed with books and

commercially produced materials designed to improve reading. On one wall

the shelves contain teacher made lessons focused on various skills in

grammar, usage, phonics, comprehension and writing. Teachers know that

they can find the material they need for their classes in this room.
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The room has a messy lived-in quality to it. Students willingly spend

their lunch hour here to read or play an educational game. Students

and teachers alike feel comfortable asking for help from Richardson or

another teacher who might also be in the room. The messy look is decep-

tive; teachers from other schodls who visit this room have called it "a

hall for learning."

The staff development session is about to start. 'Veachers take

their seats and thumb through a folder titled CAT (California Achievement

Test). Inside the'folder they find an analysis of last year's CAT scores,

a CAT answer form, sample CAT questions on punctuation, lessons for

improving punctuation skills, teacher's test manual on the CAT, and a

calendar for scheduling students for the 1982 administration of the test.

Several teachers in this group have worked with Richardson for more than

five years. This\session is "old hat" to them, but they listen and

participate with apparent interest and concern.

Richardson directs the group to take a time sequence test on

capitalization and finish within seven minutes. The group uses a replica

of the answer sheet children would use to record their responses when

they take the CAT. One of the researchers takes the test along with

teachers and was amazed at how confusing the response format is. In

recording punctuation a child first sees a display of numbers 1 to 40

indicating the line on the test where the punctuation may be required.

Under each numbet are six bubbles each with a choice of punctuation

printed inside the circle. The child darkens his/her choice. Next the

child looks below, beyond the open space to five rows of bubbles. Each
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row indicates the word placement in the sentence from first to fifth

word. The child darkens the bubble for the word, he has assigned a

mark of punctuation.

In the timed sequence the researcher finishes 25 out of the 40

questions. Unfortunately all of his answers are wrong since he only

filled in'the_bubbles for the punctuation marks and. did not record the

word which required punctuation. 'This researcher is not alone in his

chagrin; a few of the more recent teachers less familiar with the idio --

syncracies of the test format made similar mistakes. The lesson is not

lost on anyone. Richardson makes the necessary point. "They're not

asking the children to punctuate," she grimaced in disgust, "they're

asking them to know how to fill out the form." -The school district

uses the 1970 form of the CAT; evidently the newer version has a much

simpler response system. But Richardson had no illusions that dralciing

children in how to fill out the answer sheet would magically raise

scores. "You cannot teach them how to fill out the answer sheet before

you have taught them the subject matter. They need refreshing and

drill, drill. Don't say we have nothing to do. Look at their

past CAT scores." Teachers look at last year's scores. "Now you know

that you need to do refreshers," she continues, "but don't be so inclu-

sive. Focus on trouble sp94 Bd selective. Seventy-seven percent of

our school got beginning capitalization right; 95% of the nation got it

right. LOCAS at contractions; we did poorly. Children did poorly, in

punctuation. Analyze their errors. Make a worksheet focused on improving

the areas which they failed. Be sure to ask children to read their
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sentences out loud first. They don't say final 's'; so they ignore

its meaning. Speech and thought must correlate. There is something

then that you don't know. What is it? Ask them? Discuss it with your

students."

Now shifting the groups attention to the teacher's manual

Richardson remarks, "Look at the item analysis of the CAT with me.

Notice where the test gives the greatest concentration and emphasize

those items. For example in spelling emphasize silent letters because

CAT tests heavily for it."

"Look friends, I'm preaching; but our scores went down a bit. We

can do better. Now I want to end with a fable. Once upon a time there

were two schools--School A and School B. Every year they went swimming.

They had swimming test. In both schools they told them what was on the

test--back stroke, side stroke, crawl, and breast stroke. When School A

children approached the edge of the pool, their teachers said jump in and

good luck. School B arranged several sessions where they demonstrated

the various strokes and they observed children practicing the skills

under their supervision. One day School A visited School B at pool side.

They were horrified. They said, '00, Oh, dear me! You are teaching the

test.'" The teachers smiled; but Richardson wanted to be certain they

got the moral. She drove her point home. "If this school is going to

be tested on a skill, you teach it." The session ends. The lesson,

however, would not be lost.

Embedded in this lesson were a perspective on teaching, learning

and a critique of the test. It was also a pep talk, a warm up for

1.75
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teachers who had.one month remaining to strengthen student skills prior

to taking the test. Richardson models a productive approach to test

analysis. She is above all a problem solver; "Her method is scientific."

If the scores went down, she tries to find out what went wrong. Is it

the test answer sheet or a problem in skill development? "Ask the child

about the error," she urges. "Discuss it with them. Learn from them

how to pin point the problem area. Once you understand the problem,

break it down into component parts an /then teach, teach, teach.

-Demonstrate, practice and refresh." Richardson expects teachers to be,

sophisticated about tests and children. She trains teachers to. analyze

the test, master its structure, a.ts emphases, its content. "There is no

need for 'so many children to fail," she asserts. "Analyze the task,
4

break it down into component parts, order the sequence and then teach it."

On a differenWoccasion Richardson said she didn't believe there

was anything wrong with most students who went to urban schools. "They're,

not brain damaged, or something that's wrong with them. They're just

instructionally deprived. Understand?" Richardson believes that

teachers fail students when they don't teach the skills they need to pass

and excel on the test. When children are instructionally deprived,

teachers have failed to understand the child, understand the skill to be

mastered and find the appropriate method that will make it possible for

that child to master the skill. Richardson asks teachers to be reflective

about their personal capacity to learn and perform. Several of the

newer teachers had trouble filling out the answer sheet accurately. An

exercise like that is shocking and revealing. It forces a teacher to
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give the problem asecond look. It stops blaming cycles and motivates

attention to problem areas.

Richardson is an organized, methodical person. She doesn't believe

in miracles, fads or quick cures. She warns teachers not to expect

improvement on CAT tests usually given in February if they start

skills and test taking tactics in December. She reminds her

teachers to plan, organize and pace their teaching so that development

is gradual and over time. The first day of school in September,is the

-----

time to begin. She knows that skill development is cumulative, that

material needs to be presented many times in different ways. She has

contempt for those who say she's teaching"the test. She does not use

actual test materials, but she makes certain that students hav\e been

taught the exact skills the test tests.

Further she insists that the tests yield useful feedb, k that can

inform and direct future instructional deciSiOns. Most schools

this sytem send their. CAT answer sheets immediately after the administra-

tion of the test to the central office of research and evaluation ror

marking. generally it takes several months to receive the results.

Hence planning for the new school year might often be unrelated to the.

CAT scores. Richardson thinks that's an inefficient system. Her solution

is to solve the problem. She and another_ colleague se:'ct a rep'resenta-
/

tive sample from different levels. They mark these tests on separate:

answer sheets before sending them to the central office. She maintains

that they are scrupulous; they don't change student responses. They do

want to get their results fast so that they can begin to plan next years
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work. As -soon as hand marked tests are scored, Richardson displays

class rankings on posi.cr board zad discusses the results grade by grade

with the facult',. In her depa,meitt meetings further analysis focuses

on class and performane. Individual students are identified as

needing help in prticul: areas for the femainder of the year. New

grouping pattern are also discussed.

From their analysis of grade, section and student performances

the department develops goals for the next school year. Over the summer

Richardson prepares ,i3e.c.ific lessons by grade-designed to meet the

departmental goals. In The fall sae conducts staff development focusing

on the effective u:.c' of the new lessons. Teachers share their successes

and failures in usillg the lessons. Modifications and additions are made

as a result. of this (.U.alogue.

In the iJrevious example we saw Richardson function in a directive,

alrnost autocratic style. But.her staff reports that she often works

collaboratively. She dons not seem locked into one style of leadership.

We offer now an example illustrative of how Richardson approaches

curriculum development with her staff. We will follow this example

through to the implementation.stage in classrooms.

Richardson and her staff were alarmed how poorly Lynnwood students

wrote. The 7th graders couldn't write a simple paragraph. Teachers met

and discussed the issues many times. One session they recalled how they

were taught to write in school in 7 grade. Then they explored the

first time they remember writing a7.6home or at school.' As one teacher re

called, "Copying was the biggest thing that we all remembered--we did a lot
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of copying. Even when we did composition, we always started with the

teacher's writing samples on the board. Then we would write it. Then

we would get out a thesaurus and we'd change the words around that she'd

underline. 'I want another word for this; I want another word for that.'

Then she'd leave off a topic sentence the following week and we'd learn

what a topic sentence was and put it in. Our staff began talking about

it and we thought, well, maybe copying is it. Later we looked at college

texts on composition and we noticed that even in college they give models.

The professor stands up there and says, 'Now this is an example of what

I mean; make yours look something like it.' We began to apply that as

of our basic principles of our writing program--that you can't teach

anything to a child until you've shown him what it is--you just don't

assume that because he can write certiin kinds of sentences that he is

going to be able to write a letter or an expository composition. I, has

to be broken down and explained step by step."

Teachers implemented their analysis of how writing should be taught

in the same spirit they approach teaching mechanics and proofreading.

They identify the problem, analyze the task, break down into\component

parts; integrate the parts. Teachers who taught seventh grade agreed on

.particular sequence for teaching writi. . All teachers taught the

same skills within the same time frame - usually within a month. Then

all classes were tested in the cafeteria to check for mastery. Richardson

marked the papers and posted the scores by class. This method of

organization was arri,J.' at consensually. Staff agreed on the skill to

be taught, a standard for mastery and a time frame. Teachers maintain
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that agreements come after intensive and extensive discussion. Methods

of instruction are at the discretion of the individual teacher. The

consensus formed a strong bond of family 'discipline and accountability.

Occasionally a newer teacher will balk at the imposition of such rigorous

discipline. Richardson related an instance when a newer teacher tried

to test this norm with a veteran teacher. "Suppose we don't do what she

says?" "You're going to feel mighty cold out there," the other teacher

predicted. We don't want to imply that this discipline is oppressive;

that does not seem to be the case. But teachers are pragmatic. In this

school they feel motivated to emulate successful practice.

It is easy to construe a task analysis approach as mechanistic.

Richardson would deny that. She'd say--"You mean ordered?" Other teachers

are quick to respond to the challenge. "We try to find ways of taking

the routine skill and practice it in creative ways.... When we're doing

letter writing or absence and thank you notes we ask students to pretend

they're a character in a fairy tale situation....add drawings. I had

kids actually make things and then write expository essays explaining

how the things were made. One year I had them make young children's

boo!s. We did everything from story writing to book production. But

it's th(:: same thing; it was still structured." In the spring of each

year this school has a writing fair. Student composition of all sorts

including an occasional novel are displayed in the halls. The school

year has a rhythm and discipline to it. "The first part of the year we

slap skills into these kids heads until they're sick and tired of it,"

said Richardson. "After the CAT we pick up with literature and writing."
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Richardson has a vision, a technology to support it and a relatively

stable staff of teachers to help her implement. Stability and continuity

have been important elements in her success. A veterrm teacher explains

how these two elements contributed to the department's success.

When I first came we would lose 75 to 80% of the teachers

every. year. It was a constant turnover. And so you were always

meeting new people and learning to work with new poePle.- I think

the department chairman added some stability to that. When she

took over,I guess after two years, we hit a period where we were

highly stable for a period of five or six years and the most stable

department in the school. We might loose one person a year,

but rarely. That stability gave us an edge on a lot of the

other departments for several reasons. First of all we were

able to develop some curr:r.culum materials and use them and use

them and use them. We developed them and refined them over the

years and not have to teach someone to use the materials or teach

someon the curriculum over and over again. Consequently, I

think the instructional program really improved greatly during'

those periods of stabili'y. It was also, because there was some

stability to the department and because there was some stability

to the curriculum material the teachers knew it and you were

able to progress because you had been here the year before and

you didn't have to start fresh. The students, I thin,' began

Lo See us as stable. We were the people who were always here.

Ynich was not true in math and science 'particularly" So an

English teacher bad a kind of an edge on a classroOm. That

department was seen as"tha't's where they're people who teach".

In their words because/they saw you-as always being there.

I think we've had less'stability lately, but we've had better

curriculum development because the department chairman is writing

a lot of the materials we use. We've all had an input in the

writing units, or lessons within units 5n,-.1 that kind of thing.

So that material is something that we feel we own. And that's

helpful when you're using something that you had some input into

or in some cases you even helped write. It's a good feeling.

Urban schools are plagued with instability. Some of the instability

comes from students who live in stressed families; some of it is generated

by the system itself through capricious transfer and lay off policies.

Stereotypes build up about poor minority neighborhoods and their schools.

In these schools faculty instability is often matched by their students.
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A few schools mam.. oreak a downward trend. Lynnwood may be one of

them. The English/Reading Department under Richardson's leadership

changed the direction of the school away from failure and chaos toward

order and mastery. The factors that contributed to this success were

complex and interdependent. The former principal, Simmons, established

a climate conducive to learning. He repeatedly urged faculty to strive

for higher student achievement; he cleaned up the school; he made it a

safe place for learning to occur; he gave selected faculty, namely

Richardson, free reign to develop different educational strategies. But

he was not the instructional leader of the school. Richardson, a

department head, was. The individual strategies Richardson used or

developed in and of themselves are not unusual. Unusual is that they were

integrated into a coherent system that was in fact implemented. In

summarizing this section we review the basic elements in her approach.

I. View le_rning/teaching issues from a problem solving

perspective.

2. Develop and refine a teaching technology designed to address
basic problems in studglachtevem-ent. Develop a consensus

on what is to be done and how it will be accomplished.

3. Supervise carefully the implementation of the program by

providing extensive E-aff development and classroc monitoring.

4.. Visualize through charts and displays student and by extention
teacher performance to help motivate renewed effort and to
focus attention on persistent problem areas or emergent ones.

5. Use evaluation results as a basis for setting new goals.

6. Involve teachers collaboratively each step of the way in a
problem solving process; create a sense of team effort and

investment which in turn increases the stability of the

faculty and the ability to mature in professional competence.
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The question remains was Lynnwood an effective school? Compared to

the accomplishments of other inner city junior highs in the area of

reading and English, one would have to say Lynnwood was effective. While

reading and writing skills are basic, they are not sufficient to help a

child compete for jobs and professions that require competence and

excellence in math and science skills. Those departments among others in

the school were in disarray. Goals were unclear, teacher performance

uneven, teacher turn over still problematic. Atkins, who replaced

Simmons, has a broader, more comprehensive. view of an effective school.

Her vision, influenced by twenty years of experience as a teacher and

vice-principal at the senior high level, requires higher standards of

performance from teachers r,e, :s in all departments and all

subject areas. Unlikectn princ -al, Atkins sees herself

primarily as an instructr. ..ader. The curriculum, she asserts, is

her -p p: Purity.

At kir rouOt a different agenda and style of operating to LynnwoAd.

Both ,tr aenda and her style were problematic and stimulating for this

faculty. in this section we will examine the rationale for her agenda

and the kinds of resistance she encountered. We will show that her

style of openItin,' ,:!rich displays a more impersonal job/work perspective

clashed with the family -like affiliations that had previously been

nurtured in the school. We will also explore some evidence of

accommodation between Atkins and her staff. Finally we will re-examine

the question of effectiveness in light of the changes Atkins is making.
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Phase Two: The High School as a Model

"If teachers have not taught at the high school, they don't under-

stand the end goals of school." Atkins made that statement in an early

interview. It is a revealing statement reflecting her extensive exper-

ience as a high school teacher and administrator. She knows th, demands

the high school makes'of students and she insists that junioigh schools

prepare their stude'fits to succeed at the next lavel. She believes that

a K-12 education should provide a carefully articulated curriculum for

students.

Basic education she asserts, should be like a sea-lless cloth- -

initiated in elementary school and culminating in high schol. She

knows that in reality the cloth .is far from seamless. Sections are

threadbare, weakening the whole fabric; designs are started but end

abruptly without or reason. This seamless cloth is more like a

patchwork lacking coherence, meaning and integrity (see Educational

Leadership Nov. .15 !). It barely holds together. In her previous

position as a vice-principal in an urban high school. Atkins tried to

coordinate the various strand of the curriculum process within a

community. The involved parent;;, students and edun'itors representing

the feeder pattern of elementary, junior high and senior high schools

within one district. She expected articulation among the three revels

so that teachers might be able to "... reduce needless repetition as well

as ncational gaps." The results were mixed. The experimental group

became better informed and more sophisticated about the curriculum

development process. But the central office bureaucracy was unwilling
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to support a decentralized effort at curriculum control.

Expanding Academic Offerings

Atkins current agenda at Lynnwood is more modest than her previous

experiment. She wants junior high students to be able to cope effectively

once they graduate into the senior high. Conditions, procedures, attitudes

extant at the senior high influence the way she shapes the junior high

program. She examined Lynnwood's program and found it inadequate and

unbalanced in emphasis. Soll; teachers felt that Atkins' examination

was superficial, devoid of direct consultation from staff. Others were

quick ' ) support her findings. We will return to this issue when we

discuss how some of Atkins change strategies were implemented.

Lynnwood did have an excellent English/Reading program. But in

significant curricular areas such as math, science and foreign languages

the course offerings were weak. Algebra I was offered to two or three

sections per year. Biology was not offered and students could only

choose to take one foreign language--French. Instead of Algebra I

Lynnwood, like many similar urban junior high schools, offered General

Math to most 9th grade students. General Math gives students some

elementary skills in algebra, but it cannot serve as a basis for a strong

academic prcv.ram. By not offering Algebra I in 9th grade it precludes

the possibili of taking Algebra II in 10th and trigonometry in 11th

grade. Simil r-ly Lynnwood did not offer biology in 9th grade, only

general science. Biology is not part of the Board of Education's mandated

curriculum for junior high schools. Atkins petitioned her district

superintendent to introduce biology at Lynnwood on an experimental basis.

r--
"Th1
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If the experiment was successfdl other junior high schools might be

encouraged to include biology. Introducing biology in 9th grade seemed

especially helpful to Industrial Arts majors who often are required to

take several shop courses simultaneously thereby cutting down their

changes to take science courses. If students can be rostered for biology

in the 9th grade that opens the possibility for them to take chemistry

in 10th or 11th grades and perhaps physics in 11th or 12th grades.

Firther Atkins feels that a solitary foreign language offering is too

limiting. A student transferring into Lynnwood who had tAen Spanish

in his previous school would be forced to drop Spanish and take French.

Since Spanish has wide utility in the United States and South America,

Atkins argued for a Spanish teacher and won. For the first time in

five years Lynnwood was offering ttc, foreign languages. The rationale

for expanding the curriculum was based on Atkins' belief that the high

school roster is rigid and the final three year time frame limits the

choices students can make. -Therefore it is imperative to give students

basic academic courses in 9th grade at the junior high so that choice'

is not foreclosed before they enter high school in 10th grade.

Atkins' argument is symbolic as well as practical. She wants to

upgrade the overall academic standard in the school by exposing students

to:rigorous math and science courses and diverse foreign languages. She

is cuntemptuous of the watered down curricula offered in most inner city

school: which perpetuate a cycle of low expectations and low achievement.

She hypothesizes that some educator:, ,
ieve that low SES students cannot

do rigorous academic coursework. Gradually ,-urses are dropped.

E6
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As a result the school loses the few academic students it has and becomes

a "dumping ground or holding pn" for those students who are bound for

low level vocational and commercial programs. She believes that subjects

such as algebra, chemistry and biology can no longer be exclusively

offered to academic track students. She maintains that "these subjects

are required for many careers in hightech vocations." She believes that

if students do not learn how to master "necessary prerequisites" in the

junior high they will be excluded from the better high schools. Even

before Atkins arrived, Lynnwood teachers would counsel students not to

attend the neighborhood high school because it lacked a strong academic

program. Trat school traditionally has only one section of Algebra II;

in the better high schools most academic students take two years of

algebra.

Structures that Shape Accountability

The introduction of three new academic courses alone will not trans

form a school. Atkins appreciated the high level of professional

performance achieved by the English/Reading department but she felt

that the rest_ of i-he school's departments needed focus, upgrading and a

system of accountability. Her str,tegies for achieving these changes

were to install in each department basic structures that would promote

greater teacher awro:eness of curriculum, time used for instruction,

student retention of content, instructional effectiveness and standards

for grading. Initially she required each department to review Board of

Education mandateC. curriculum guides and then produce course goals and

standardized syllabi. These formed the basis for the development of
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departmental mid-year and final exams. She requested department chairs

to submit their exams to her for review and approval. By requiring goals,

syllabi, mid-year and final exams, Atkins believed teachers would,be

motivated to pace their instruction ac( rAing to previously agreed upon

plans. In some ways the mid-year became a governor which-held a depart-

ment responsible for teaching within a time frame. When a department's

staff analyzed the results of the mid-year Atkins hoped it would display

what was taught, and how well it was mastered by student's. Based on

this information, teachers could make course corrections in pacing for

the rest of the year.

By requiring each department to prepare a single mid-year exam for

all students, Atkins was expressing the expectation that teachers would

teach a standardized body of material. Thus students would be less

vclerable to the idiosyncracies, "pet interests or weaknesses" of

various teachers. Further, when a department reviewed test results,

Atkins. believed that teachers would notice that some of their colleagues

were more successful in ter-''-- particular topics while others were

not. Finally she thought ti achers would informally assist each

other in improving instruction. Hence the mid-term couN be used as an

informal system for accountability and staff development within the

department.

As soon as syllabi and mid-years were in place Atkins called for a

review of the grading system. She believed that the schools grading

system was inappropriate. Again her standard came from the high school.

"Grades have fluctuated," she maintains. "High schools are powerful;
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they don't fluctuate. There should be a continuum. Now it's disjointed.

Educators haven't been given enough direction. 'In the high school you

never get an 'A' if you're absent a lot. Grades are like a pa ch k.

You can't half produce and get a pay check. That's not preparati n for

the real world. These students need survival skills." Atkins re mended

that each grade standard from A to E be upgraded. 11,e critical change

was applied to the standard for passing. Previously a range from 60 to
4.

69 warranted a D. The new standard required a 70 to pass.

This standard fcr passing took on new dimensions when later in the

\
school year it was coupled with a change in requirements for promotion.

Formerly students would be promoted if they passed two majors and two

minor subjects. This policy is commonly used throughout the system.

Atkins recommended that students must pass three majors and one minor

for promotion. The rationale for this change was as follows: most

secondary school students take four major subjects: English, social

studies, math and science. Title I students take reading as a fifth

major. Under the previous sygtem a student could fail math or English

and still be promoted.' The new standard requires that student pass at

least one of the basic skill subjects. For Title I students "one of

the three majors -assed must be reading." This policy has had a

significant impact on the school. Because of this change in June 1982

thel,: was a 50% increase in the number of students retained in grade

Table 43, p.178). Retained students were advised to attend summer

school: many ..Ad. This revised promotion policy has important social and

academic implications for teachers and students. We will discuss this

189
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Table ($3

Lynnwood Students Retained in Grade

Grade

Number of Number of Students

Retained 1981 Retained in 1982

9th 27

Eth E3

7th 73

Total 183

Data Source: School Records

5'

358
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issue in detail when we contrast Polisher's imOleMentation of a similar

policy with Lynnwood's'.

Strengthening the Role of Department Chairs

Expanded academic course offerings, departmental exams, standardized

syllabi and higher standards for grading and promotion provides Lynnwood

with basic structures for professional accountability. They also reflect

the kinds of demands normally exacted at the high school level. Curricu-

/
lum content and procedures for monitoring content as well as the

organization of professional roles imitated the high school model. In

the high school, department heads have clearly defined roles. They seldom

teach more than one or two classes a day, leaving them available time

for, supervision, staff and, curriculum development and department meetings.

Department heads, at the high school, form the instructional cabinet who

together with the adMinistration supervise the faculty and set basic

academic policy. In contrast, at the junior high level department

chairs Pre given token resources to do a somewhat similar job. At

Lynnwood, for example most department chairs teach a full roster of five

classes. They are released two periods per week for departmental

business, clearly an insufficient amount of time to do a complex job.

Typically the junior high chairmanship is a low status administrative

job with little time, power or resources allocated for influencing

colleagues. A notable exception at Lynnwood is Richardson. Over a

period of 12 years she built a high status department which brought

distinction to the school. Because of her various responsibilities (she

is chair of the English/Reading Departments and'also testing coordinator)

191
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she was able to.b.uild0some flexibility' into the rostee.'ing Of her

l

deOart

k,

ment. Richatson and one other master teacher are re eased part of the
.0

d'ay to. do supervision and cotdaching. No other chair has similar

latitude in the se of faculty resources.
.

Atkins admits that she expects junior high chairs to act like their

4
counterparts atc the senior, high. She sees' herself as a generalist and

.
.

. -1' .
r / lit k

she looks to subject chairN for apeclalized leadership 'in subject areas.;,'

,

.
.

Some chairs enjoy the challenge of being asked'to do highlyqltofessional,
I

task's. One chair said, "I like.her ideas . , more like the high school

situation. More delegation to the deplirtment chair. Eventhough we're

n have.not a high.school; we don t as much flexibility and freedom as

high school chairpeople;'we still have that'poSition. Why have the.

. .

position if you don't do something with it. ". A,seeond department chair

said that she was epaigd t6 withdraw her request for transfer because

she "liked At ' idea Of looking toward the high schpol for our

students.'' She agreed WV_th the tougher grading system and the need. for

closer rt-icura b-a threetion. ween EEe organizationa1.41evels of a K-12

school system.' Other. department chairs, however, resent the )increased
.

responsibility without sufficient released time to do.thejob effectiVely.

They also ,feel Atkins doesqt understand "junior high childrep,.that her

demands are'not age appropriate."

Unlike her predecass r, Atkins holds few facOlty Meetings for the.

whole staff. Rather:She requires a weekly cabinet meeting with depareMent

.chairs and a weekly meeting with viceprincipals., Twice per month chairS'',

1
\ f-)

are asked-to hold department meetings. Once a Monthaa general faculty



meeting ifs scheduled; often this meetirigis cancelled. Infrequent

geheral faculty meetings makeS some staff feel that Atkins is aloof and

inaccessible. ) Atkins justifies her need fir frequent cabinet level

meetings because she saw that as the appropriate vehThle for upgrading

the academiC Program. Several cabinet meetings and at least one Taculty

,

meeting were/devoted to discussion on School wide goals, feedback on

departmental goal's, the new gr'ading system; preparing and evaluati4

mid-year and final exams. Since department :chairs do not have the
/

A

authority ta.evaluate teacher performance, Atkins has delegated that
, .. .

/ .

' , , '-
. J

responsibil two vice-principals.
, .: \ '

Fdjulty 'Reaction to ChangeI I- r
.v, 1

. , ,
'The Chan&s. Atkins. instituted . w,ere substantive anastylistic. '

- A ?_A
,,

:-
,

Most faculty appear to value her new,agenp.
i

In a survey we Conducted

!--

,in May of 198-2, fourteen month's-after Atkins was 'installed as principal,

,we'asked the following question: Which statement: best deScribs

your presenC feelAgsabout.your school's' instructional leadership ?.

Thirty-one percent recorded ."1.4're making` real gains" and 44% n ted .

%.-

"We're making some progress." Seventy-five percent of the:Lac-Li ty

. believe that their school's instructional leadh,rship was moving in a

`progressive direction -(see Table 44, p. 182). 'In-a follow-up question (Tdble 45)-

asking respondents to rank order their principAl's priorities, 43 outs

-\", ;7
48 respondents rankedtinstructional leadership as their per:leption of,

their principal's first priority. -From'these two responses as well-as

interview data-it appears that many of theTacnity...,.members value the

direction of Atkins agenda. Butiottler facility members question or.disagree
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,Lynnwood Teachers Perc tions of Present State

of Instruhrgnal Leadership

Table N.

. Teacher Perception Number

..,

Making real:gains
,.\.

l
Making, some progress.'

.
, %

Don't know i

Slipping a litle
t

, -1)()
,Losing ground4;.

k:,",

Total
/

Percentage

.14 c
'

20

\.5 \''
4

2'

;

_3l.11

44.44

11.11

. '
8.89

4.44

t

..'

--/

,

t

45

Data Source:, Additional,Information,Survey

19.1
.1.
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.are 45 e , 4

A .
..1

Faculty., Perchtion of,Princigal Atkips'.Priori.ties
. ,

- p
.

.

.
1 'fib

Raq Order Area of Responsibility
. .

a
Mean. Number

O

'1 Instruction4 Leadership 1.097 - 43

2 Student Relations 2.9E8 -43°

3 Schooi/District4Central
Office, Relations 3.198 43.r

School/Commtnity 43

Business Managemenf 3.813 48

. .

r
Data Sdurce: Additional Information Survey

to.

a 1 = highest priority; 45 = lowest priority

1

O

tf

r

I
/

l-95
\

1'

..
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. A -
,

.. . .
, -t ,

strongly with the manner or'styie she usd,t6 i *stitut'e thesechanges.
4 tr` 'CI

In.dnterviews with teacher§ and some depaMmet chairs the following

negative reactions recur: "changes are wabrupt," "ne ;rules come romno(. . .

.
.

Y
)

.r

where,"where," "we have no input," "th re's no dialogue or real discussion, ",

} ,.
' ' .f,

.

"I'ip not going to buck that lady," "she doesn't uhderstapdYhe junior

... 4

, high there's tioprocess; no preparation for students or teachers.",
.: . ,

The%in*oduction of algebra is a cap,,Ln.'pOint. Atkins iniisteld
7

Y that all'9th graders be ostered'for Algebra I. tfAmison, the Math

chair, arguedttket that w4s impractical; most of the students do not'

\
)

have the s)tills necepsary to do .the werk: He recomilended a gradual

. .

. approach: start tti_t the incoming ,7th gade cies-Wan:91...point them,toward. '')

,44 r..

.

algebraFrom his perspective; of,ttce

1

.350 gradestudents in 9th grade sectiOns

1

-,

only 70 were prepared to take algebra. "The resCwere not algebra

material." For most Z the year'gtkinS held
e firm on her decision. j By

spring,. however, Jamison ha4..convinced Atkins that t, Uree'or four sections
/ . . %

. ,
,

r

of, 9th grade students cottld not.do'algebra. Atkins 'backed dowii,a 1iit,"4

v

that
,

but felt vindicated by the fact t ".twothirds ofour students, area .-

taking algeb
A

Last year only 2 or 3 classes did."

.
A seasoned teacher was less sanguine about the final results: '

-

I 'th lc that there's a certain premise that Atking is working

with which is t-rue I think it's A fine, line; like

balancing on a tight rop#, or. something. T,think she'Sright.

ti
in sayingthat very often we expect too little. At the same

time, I think, in some ways(her expectations' might be too high;:

too. So, it has -to bi:ilance somewhere between those ltwo extremes...- .

I think part of,it would come from having a knowledge of learning.

process. Because if you knowwhat.the lea4ning process is,'-then

you know where-Che students are, and you know what you're

expecting. So, you know if they...you don't have to worry..about

not expecting t!hough or not expecting toomuch,. cause ydu're

kind oflearning to balance it by taking everything a.

%:;

1
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. .

So you can't just go in and make a blalikeit statement and say,
becauSeiye never gave them.algebra'thqN1 nevcr learn to do .4.

..... it. Well,,we maizive -thwalgebra, Andhey'll s, till not learn
. c

to do it:'
,

. c'.. '

4 r.
.e.

This teacher is spyin,g, along with Edmonds

..
- i .

P'

ate necessary but they ate not sufficient to produce learning. He
)

185

c,14-79) that high expectations

)

,

void either/or decikions such as:. 'all stliglentq must take,n1gebra.
,i'

. 1 I , > ..

algebra; give' them enefal Math. He suggests -7---\Theestudents can't d
4

/
that there is d sul5.tle, developmental proceS- t 'at ed's to occur:t

0, - ,

'

Reach for 'algebra;' prePare for it. B 'f.student 'can't 'master it be 1,-

./ -

sure they can do basic math skills. 'As a teadhpr he prefers Po view

learning in gradual,1ncremenkal steps leading to thehighest goal a
.

\

! .

4:. ,.student' can -reach. . ,

f';'

.7

''''--.
I,

,

(,, AtkinsrViews the academic progra from all administrator's stance...
..,' -

. .

<-.) .., 4
math:

.

She reasons .this school has low exiOr. tions.for'studentstakinA ingth:
.

, ...
r ° . ... .......... '.r s,, ..

. 'She makes an' administrative decision to shoot for the top. "In shooting ',

, 6 ..

'for the top, a dpeartment 'chair explained,r3yOu'll.af least 'hit the
. .

.T4

middle. /if you shoot for the middlei.4p4-11 hit toward the'bottom."'
".

Atkin decision to roster all 9th grade students '(350) for algebra was
'

ssi,,
.

,---

'categor'cal. There was little.process or discussir, Sh'e listened to
-

.

it.

%complaints, but "hung to6gh" for'several months and then yielded soffiewhat
v "- . '

whep the fact were indi4utable. Many of Atkihdecisions appear tor``
:::,..: r. ..- .

follow a sU1 ler pattern. She decide-that there s'houldlei alchinge off

some soft. (She bringsit up forlimited discussion in hdr 'cabinet

meeting: She, listens to debate, makes few ,omprbmises,ind t
,

hen iSsue, .71
,

. :

,-/-- , i

. ,

an order. She knowS'thatlit may take another year or twoto work out
.... .

implementation problems, but she seems willing to risk student and
---.\

c'..

`,..so

,

197.
,).
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1

'-faculty displeasure to establish her direction. She says that site is
.

not'cut off from faci4lty irifldence or feedback. She will "back,'Into
..

\
/

. '.

things," o'r "hack down';, ox "work democratically." .

5.0 .

AnciEherkind.of complaint': we heard focused on the visibility of the. $.

-....

- r ..

principal. In our interviews some faculty members said they seldom. saw,,

.
.

Atkins. Visibility of the principal is a serious concern for faculty.
.0:

., .

When-za principal is visible it implies that he.or she Is ComMItted-to

t I'
,--.

'the school and its program: We asked .two questions'in our 9urve to
1

. , . . a . -'
.

,

.

,asses teacher. perception of the principal's visibility: The first

/ . .

o

1,:, question asked. staff to recall the number of times pier day, they saw the

; . ..

../

.

principal monitor student behavior in the ha31s and afeteria".last.year

A

(see Table 46, p.187)4. The second question asked a.teacher to indicate
' e,....-

c

the rkpmher of times the principal visited their classroom to observe

theth teaching ,(see Ta:Ile 48, p.189). We discuss faculty perception

.

...,,

regardinl. the principal's hall monitoring) first (Table 46).
,

.)

V

If,we_Combinetbe4pp_tresponSes.we note.thati33.4:the 46'

.
0 , e

'respondents or 70% ofthem felt they-saw-the prinCipal two or more

p

times pir day monitoring student behavior. Almost halfibf-the vesiSondents

1

-

felt Atkins was visiblT 4+ times per day. TheS.e survey findings were
17t0

.
,

alo corroborated by direct obServations of the researchers. W

observed .Atki4 of 11 half and 7 q.uly working days. During our fall

- . .
.

' day obserVations we recorded that on,5 out of 7 d .ays she made arf least
, .*

two tours of the building (see Table 47, p.188).
--

7---, .

What then accounts for some,`,Of the'reacttons we heard frOm faculty

ti
. . s\. 1:

.

-complaining Oat the principal was not visible? illne .e.cplanation mikht

'....

1

c.

,
,

....,,

r

. ), f198
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Table 46,

Numbe,.4., of Times- 'Principal Atkins
4.

Monitors:, JaupiltBeh'hyior in the 'Corridors atd Cafeteria

l

6,.. ,
'-');. i.

Number of Times Dail .,

4rincil5a.l. Monitors l - '

Hall, Cafeteria Behavior-
. Number :

Responding.

. ,

. j'ercentage

or more
5

'2 or -

21

11

V
45;65

7r 23.91

,
1

" i . 1 0 a, ,'1 2.17

.....-
Uncertain

,.,

.. 11- 23.91
_

r--'
-Total , 65

I

(s

cx.

2 ,

rl

1.99
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'Tab\le 47
4) r'

Times Prindipal -Atkins Tours" the 'Building

,;, , .,
Nurrber 6f Days ' 1 I.

ReElearchbrr
Mad& Full 'Day . Number of Times a Day,

Observation of Principal- Principal Tours Building\.
I-

4
44

,
,

.1 -

ca

'A

." 2

3

I
4
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1 Table 48'

Number of TiMes Prinipal Atkins,
Observed Clas'sroom Last Ye'sr

0

of

Number Of Times Teacher
- Reports Being Observed Las,t Year

4Number
.Responding Tercedtage -

More than 3

1

Torar''

4

. -
7

4

6 r 13.16

,

p 5 13.16

1'l M 255.

. '17 44.74
r

-321 I -

Data Sourte: A ditvnal Information SuEvey

a

0s.

I 1
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/ .

.:
It-1.90

s

Zf '

be found to cont.ra'stryg,-the previous principalls'workday with Atkins'

44-4 N.

iSithmbils ea&widely.admtred fgr-tlie long,,,hourShe worked. He ..was the
1 ..7 i '°,,

, ." .'
,

7-'-fi.gA.perdon inf:tlfe school and often the Lastfto.:leave.:Ale-spene those
A -

: 7.
- .. I a 1-..- .

c' before and after school. touring Vie', hallsdot greeting'an4chat0Ing., ,
..." ' 1 ,

/

andawith teachers nd stUdents at th frontOedk._ Atkins 4n .contrast,
r--

, - .. ,

k
. .

. .

seldom appears before 81:30 a.m.; aftet a brief tour of the gchool yard
1°

s_. v 14 N
4.-I . 0 a . ' C-;. ; Za 't. A a

\ at didmissal time she leaves the'building-area. When a teacher asked
.' , ,

. . i .

why?Atkins hhe wasyt in 'School earlier, her
, response sapposedlycas;

.

.
,; V. .

.
"If stuflents are not;here, there's no need,for me to be here." Atkins.-

. .4 . '44...-

- e's does seeto-be. visible dbfing the school day but- afacnkty accustomed,

)\
oi ,

.
.

!c,,

_ .
. 4.

---\___ Co a more pervonal, family like )touch missed 'seeing tlieir principal 'atyam_

pre and post school 'hdurg. THe extra/investment of personal time by
.e .

.

.. \I i .

0,
. ,

their Rrincipal seemed rymbolize a sense of commitmenboVe and
4,

beyo nd the job.

An 1ncrdent related to u

,

characteriie is- basic shift n orientqtion from,a familial structure

_t

several different sources may serve to

to a mora,dmpersonal, corpor ate view the job. One version of the story

.-
states the event chid. way. )(facuny member said to Atklbs, '1..1. a lot

of people 'Want you to be mama how." Atkins'response (according to this

/ . a
source) was, "These peoplevare)running up 36, 40, 50 ' years old: 6y

.rbetter learn to begin that situation,. Big daddy is gone."
.

.
_;

/ An additional dimension to the d.b6ue of ap5incipal'd visibility

t ,

,

in a school related to h ,is of her ability to visit'classreoMs for obser-
v V

q r

vation purposes (see Table 48, p. 189). Numet=ous researchers note that
) >,

,
.

effective prinCipals In elementary achools make frequent visits ,

.

, . .

.

,

1

'4 202
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--'.(EdmOnds,,1979;'Venesky and Winfield,1979; Brookovend Lezotte,

.1977'; and Weber, ;.1971)

Forty-five p6rcent Of-te respondents believe that Atkins madeno

191

classroom visits tO observe. In our seven full daY'dbsexiihtions. ofthe
N .

principal we saw her make one. 50-minu e observation. yhen she made

'tours -building (on 5'out of 7 full day observations) she often

made spot checks in classrooms. Spot checks- were frequently directed -at--

- . .

substitute teachers. Since these teachers are transient the 6Yincipal

wan't'ed" to make the substitute and the class aware the learning was

expected that day, Interviews with faculty indisEed that it was

)unusualto--beobservedoncea.year and not uncommon to be'observed once

every 5-or.10 years by the previous principal. -

r ' I

We gotta somewhat better response when we surveyed faculty

' .

reactions to the frequency vice principals obs,erve (ace Table 49, p.

It is a common pxactice -for principals to delegate observation of

- - /

,instruction to vice-printipals. But as the survey response showsithej.r
V

,observations are not frequent.. We asked Atkis for a record listing
.. -

..
'

.
.s.

. ,
. A..

.

. I

the dates teacher observations were performed.0 In analyzing-the
-.5

Rota.

pera; from October 1980-through February 1932 we found thara total of

35 observations were conducted. (Note Atkins assumedthe pt-incipalship

in 'ebruarS, 1981). Of the 35 observations most were conducted by

In an early interview with Atkins she told Lis on a Monday. morning

that she had marked the.word obsefvation in large red letters on herer

r
calendar. I Later that week we were told that she was not able.to do any

203
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Table 49

,Number of Times Lynni,Tood Vice - Principals
Observed Classroom Last Year

Number of times Teacher
Reports Being Observed Last. Year

Number
Responding Percentage

More than 3. 3 7.69

2.

2 10 25.64

1 18 46.15

8 20.51

Total 39

Data Source: Additional Information Survey

2,04



Table 50

Comparison by Grade of Lynnwood's Achievement Scores

California Achievement, Tefts, 1970 Edition

ryl

16th Percentile 16th to 49th At or Abode 50th Percentile

Read Math Language Read Math language, Read Math ,Language

Total Total Total Total Total .Total Total Total 1 Total

Grade 7

1980 20, 37' 17 45 38 33 35 25 50'

I,
Grade 8

1981 22 36 17 51 47, 36 27 r17 47

Grade

192 14 27 N/A 56 50 N/A 30 22 N/A

,

Data Source: Office of Research & Evaluation

20

20u
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observations thattweek. When we remarked that in a neighboring middle
r-

stize suburban school district, administrators are required to do 100 ob-
,

servations per year Atkins replied, "ThatI-That would not be an honest gOal for
.

this system: They (suburban district) do not deal with the kin*. of

0

pressures we, deal with." We agree with Atkins that urban principals often

work under stressful and at times awful conditions But it is equally true

that the norm this system to conduct frequent observationsl'is
4

poorly established.

\' of

Lynnwobd is in a period of transition. Change 1ias come swif tly. The

fill' impact or)import-or these changeg is yet to unfold. The _hoof seems

to be losing some of its former characteristics. We cannot say defin-

itively how these changes affect student achievement gains;.. although

scores on the 1982 CAT in some areas showed improvement.ir

Looking at Table 50 which traces progress of an entering 7th grade

through a 9th grade we see fluctuattoin in scores between years. In both

reading and math note a reduction between 8th and!"9th grades of the, number

of students scroing below the 16th percentile and a small increase of

studels..gtoring at or above the 50th peentile; LYnnwood,'s reading

scores rank the highest out of a sample of 11 inner city junior high schools
1

with comparable coftcfntrations (60% Jr mop) of/ Title I eligible students.l,

But they do not meet
t

a standard for school. effectiveness established by

Venersky and Winfield (1979) and Winfield (f^th)' In two studies they

defined effective elementary schools as "...Chose urban and lo* SES schools

which had,' 0% or more of students at each g ade level reading at of above

national nor on standardized achievement tests." We did not find a

(

convincing explanation for this discrepancy. Richardson and hertaff
;

2'0,7
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offer the following as a partial explanation. They claim...that higher

ability students from at least two of the five feeder:schools are

recruited for desegregate, schools. The loss of these students, fau4y

believes, affects Lynnwood's.capacity(to Increase percentages at the

.'upper achievement levels.

I -

e asked RichardSon why she was able to .get almost 5
/
0%,; dk the students

4

scoring at the 50th percentile in language in 7th and 8th .grade , but an

average of only 30% from 1980 to 1982 met that standard in adlng. Her

response was: "Teaching language usage is relatively easy. Our strut-

,
a

toed writing upgram paid off. But reading comprehension requireS more

.)
camplex cognitive skills, and is more difficult to teach."

A.

.
The math improvement-is new. mean score. from 1974 through 1980

for students achieving' at or above the 50th percentile was 13%: The sudden

increase in 8th grade math score for'I982 May be a fluke event, but it

may, be attributable t& a host of factors related to Atkins administration:

more attention from administration; frequent classroom visits and depart -`.

ment meeting by a"vice-Trincipal who is a former math teachers, intense

departmental discussion of objectives and teaching strategies, energetft

new department heal and Increased stability of the staff. This rast

point a-factor we disCusSed in r lation to the success of the English/.

cReading Department may be crucial. Atkins hid the opportunity to replace

three long term substitutes with three certified math teachers. She

elected to keep the substituteg. She reasoned that the suhstitutes had

worker7 Lynnwood for'two consdcutivebyears; they knew the students and

they were responding to supervision.

rc
20.8
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Summary Observation
s

.)

We have ptesented Atkins:' agenda for change, noting that, her guiding

model is the high school--its programs, expectations, and organizational.

, 1, . .

truceures. Hy forcefitting a junior high into a high school mold,,
.

s
i < .

-, . :,..

.

Lynnwodd seems to haVe lost some' of.its.supportive climate for children'
R.

y

"in transition;'in return, however, they may gain a stronger sense oef
(..-

adult realities'?
.

noted _a basic. shift in style of leadership and

I

structure of organization as a result ofAtkins"administration: from
/

,a familial structure to.one.emphasizing delegation and differentiation of

responsibility, demands for higher perfoimance, sta4ards schoolwide;.a
f

caring but distant work climate.,

The balance of power and authority is also shifting at)Lynnwood.

When Simmons was principal a tight pact existed between him and Richardson .

; C.

and her staff to raise reading soores..0 --Their suAss is4solid and.

.

(4 -

continues to affect students positively under-the new administration.

The new pLcipal, however, wants to broaden the base of excellence

aAd responsibilitytc) include More, if all departments. That shift

created a tempprary feelingof. loss of influence op the part of the

Reading/English Department, but it also helped empower others. We can

diagram the change in relatianShip in this manner. 4

Simmons

1

Richardson' .Faculty

Atkirfs

Department
Chairs

208

VicePrincipals
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These diagrams are ex t'reme representations of the situation. Note.thqt

in Atkins diagrli the faculty is not represented. Atkths, unlike Simmons,

does not feel the heed to meet often TAth,the faculty. She prefers more

frequent and regular communication at the cabineCandVvice-principal

\ .

meetlngs. Her limited accessibility to the total faculty may prove
\ 7

.rs'<.--problematic, In te future. .cs..,-
/

.,
1

) The- e Aesigns of progress at Lynnwood. UrsIder, Simmons 'adrilinistta-1,\I-

N (

tion the "bedrock.conditions for achievement were establi4hed--a' clean,

orderly school ready, for rearning. Richardson and Fier staff developed

4 tested technology that made it,possible for a largeil umber of, students

to master th5e basic skills in Reading and English. Richardson's role

provides an important example at.a time when so much emphasis is placed

on the need for the principal to act as the instructional:leader. Her

.example shows that a school can make major gains through the'effort of a

skilleddepartmentchaird,staff. While Simmons was a supportive

principal, hewas not an instructional leader. Eve'r'y principal ean,not

be an instructional leader. The alliance between Richardson and Simmons

one of many types of productive professional relationships. But this

case study makes an additional point wit1 the introduction of a principal
A

who views. herself as the in!tructional leader. PreviouSly Lynnwood was

dffective in only one depart ent. While Richardson. did influence other

r
,departments it was.imposstbl for her.. to superyise and direct them:. That

"j6b-requires,t higher level of line. authority. The principal hasthe .

ultimate responsibility for the' school as' a, whole. When the principal'

is the instructional leader, the potential for generalized effectiveness

210
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4r .

.Toss departments may increase.
S...
But we do noe.want to overstate our ease. When we concludecrous

stUdy'in'June 1982, Atkins had,.been principal-at Lynnwood for 15 months.

(

Some of her successes may bp.due to/an Hawthorne.affect of a neW,admini-
,

. stration. We might get a_truer sense of her actual acOmplishments if we.

examined student and staff performance at the end of Atk.ins',third.year

in office. Further it can be argued that Atkins' "corporate style%

theattempts to make all the department chairs like Richardson. Most of e

department.chirs appear motivated to take on more responsibility. But

they are hampbred by not having released time to do fupe'rvision and
./

curriculum development. Also' Richardson sets a high sta yard 'as an
4

instructional leader. One%ehergetic.department chair confided that he

r
thought it would.take 5 or 10 'years before he could match Ricardson's

a

expertise.

Atkins is capable of leading.;. She hag ideas about curriculum,

instruction and how they relate to the needs -of minoritstudents. -She

can be forceful and decisive., SheJcan also be harsh, distant and abrupt.

We have seen some of these weaknesses softened and adjusted by heT

willingness to negotiate a point or decielbn.. Her4adju;"tment of the

requirement that all 9th 'graders take algebra .is a-Case in point.

fd
Finally we. suspect that Atkins' ability to moderate her personal style of

interaction will affect her capacity to lead and influence her staff.

I;
c-

4 '

J
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P714shgr Juniqr High School,

k

bescription'of thejommunity-- ,

199,

- . e
J , . t 1

Polisher Junior High is located in the north central secfipn of a r

. .

., .,,

mkjor urban city. Oneof its great,assets is a lame sprawling 'park.

o

west,of the school. Houses facing the,park diaplay ornate faOades;.o4ce
4

were elegant now boarded over and Laced.' If "we:tour the neighborhood
)

)

in a five block 'radius, we see sharp contrasts: Tree'lined stireetS with

neatly kept gardens back up agains, blocks where houses .are gutted or

razed., Few businesses remain. For many years a superMarket chain located

/-
its central offices on the main street of this neighborhood. Five years

ago the -company went bankrupt.' Vandalism and fires,haVe stripped the

five story building down to its steel girders - -a stark reminder of the

offices and supply rooms which once provided jobs, for residents in this

omunity. Across the street stands Marshall Vocational-Te6hnical High

School.. Polisher students and their parents'often.refer to Marshall as

'a first rate school. Entrance requirements, arestringent. SOme of

Polisher's better.students are accepted.

Closerto the Polisher school building we observe store front churches.

Like tabernacles they open, close and move on without long term commit-

,1

ments to a location. Other churches are more permanent and stable.

,Their structures massive and spacious can,serve several hundred families.

Several churches show over their main entrances the superimposition of

Christian symbols over Hebrew ones. Thirty,years ago this neighborhood

was\ densely populated by Jews. As a larger number of blacks moved into

tffe area Jews left. .1

212'
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Some people tW,this community live $n abject poverty. The laYge

watchtowers of the
.. Arnold Khox public housing project keep ap uneasy.watch , .

,.

,
, ',,,.

. A

over marginal existences. Housing projects for their
.

abundance off crime, rats and drug's. This ate is no txception. Project,
-4

, .

/children have attended Polisher 'for the last '25 years. One teacher
.v, ,

..

. .

1.
. thinks these children havelower aBilities than host who attend the

. ( ,.. -fc

school.
X

,l
We noted that this neighborhood is marked by' contrasts.: Along s.

0

another,tmain street we see a modern community medical,iServices building.

,i
.0 .

.

- One side of this corner building iq_covered with a' dramatic mural
.

showing .

./ 7--,
.

. ,,j

the city's skyline. At the highest point in.lthe mural stands a statue

of the city's \fo.undipg. 'Looking up at the Ptattle from. the bottom

of the mural are four small blaCkchildren hoTiding hands. Diagonally

across the street'from the medical center istheltome of an Afro-American

cultural cente4(r. Its external wall also displays, a fainting, this .time

reminding the communit/of'ita African heritage. We see an imperial

black woman dressed/ in regal clothes looking off on to a distant plain.

1

The two muralS tell part pf this community's st9ry. Blacks are seen

living.pn two continents. In Africa blacks were kings and queens; rulers

of empires. An in Atn:rlica,l; hey are locked into inner city neighborhoods;

oftet the wards of the city or state looking up for help.

4

While some appea.helpless in this neighborhood others are
;

knowledgeabl-eabout self help and comminity organization. The bock is

tt

. ,...,-

the key sub unit of community. '..ligighbors have learned how to help them-
,

... 0.
.

selves by banning together "to get things Aone in the community" In
.6

yV

ti



summary, the Polisher commu ity is typical of inner city%ghettos..., Most

are poor, unemployed and live nder difficxilt circumstances. Those

few who have marketable skills find steady employment, which permits

them to build more middle class lives.
1

GeneralCharacteristics of th4. School
L

.

Polisher like Lynnwood was built in 1927.* The main ,entrance similar.

.

in design t Lynnwood is distinguished by a.large sign hung from the
ct\\

. .

edge4of the central hail arch. It. reads: Pollsher---The A2ademics PluS.

School. Academics Plus (A+) is the label this school uses to describe
v5, . 40

\ , 0

a network of .contractual agreements between parents, students, teachers

and administrators regarding discipline,-deess codes, academiacademic expecta--,

. * , ,

,..

tions a d-standards for.promotiOn.- A+'"is an.effort to mobilize Concern,

interest and commitmeritfroM the entire community in providing an
..,..\

. -.

effective instructional prograri. "Later in this repo we will -discuss,-
,

A+ in greater detail:

Polisher was built to fiord 1,380 students. At present the school

contains 1348 students. The building-suffers from disrepair and neglect

common to many inner city schools. Plaster is cracked-Tromyersistent

water leaks. 'Water'damage was so severe in the girls and boys gyms that

the wooden flOor buckled making. the surface hazardoup for.athletic

activity: After moffl'hs of bureaucratic delay the Board of Education

agreed to replace thegym floors.* The heating system is also unreliable:

In sections of the buildidg it is difficult to balance the heat. As a

result !some rooms are so cold they cannot be used, while other rooms are
.100.

too hot for comfort. The custodial-staff has a hard time keeping up with},
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t,

'Table 51 .

. /

.

Pupil Data, 197281;filis* Junior.High
/'

School

H,(1 s
4

Category 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 .1976-77 1977-78 1978-79, 1979-80 ,1980-81

Average number, enrolled 1462 1462 1481 479 1166 129 N68 :1325 1348

ktentage average da

detendance , . \86,9) 86.3 86.3 83.a 85.1 84.2

r

Racial .composition

1 tack

to Hispanic

1 Other

99.5 99,1 99.9 99.7 99,8 99,7 99,7 99.7 (9918

0.1 , , 0.1 0.0 0.3, 0.1 0.2, 0,),: 0.3 0.1

0.4 0,8 0,1 \p,0 0,1 0.1 0.1' 0.0 0,;14,

1

4
\f:,

Number retained, in

11

grade (June) , 43 49 ,
34 60 57 48 ,

200' C ,425 ' 359

!

Percentage of pupils )

from low income familfes

Percentage of pupils,

scoring in readingti
5% lie,.

16-49%'ile

'Beloi 16

9',

N/A 581,2 59.9 61.3 66,1 67.7 '65.8 )6718 70:0

1

No

3,0 3.0

Test
1,3,0. 1710

%Given
. 4510, f 48,0

i//r 9 "
A

II r

11 4

I'

,()

2,0 5,0 4.0 3.10 :2.0 4.0

15,00 2810 21.0 19.0 19.0 25.0

48.0 45.0 47.0 49,05 4310 49.0

35.0 22,0' 28.0 2910 31.0 22.0

A

N./

AI
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4

basic maintenance. ,(),!1 one tour of the building with the pr nclpal,

Charles Higgins, we met a- district workman lugging a line of pipe into

the school. He paused in his work to say! "It' 'hard doing this by 7 .

myself. I used to (aye fbur CETA workera to assitat me. No more. ,T -n

)

whole district has Only one plumber." ciyei. the past ,five years the

central office has made frequent cuts of maintenance personnel and funds

for rep irs. As a result work orders pile up and the schools begin to

ect some of the more un down aspects of the neighborhood they serve.

Com osition of the,otudents

fi

Racial co .osition of the student populationas Table 52 shows has

been predo nately black. The current ooMposition of the student body

includes:. 98% hlack, l Spanish surnamed and'1% other. In 1981 average

daily attendance'for students was 84.2%. The numerical range of students

. ,

retained in grade for the.scho as a whole each June is dramatic'(see

Tabre 51),-: From 1972 through June 1978 the number retained ranged from

a low of'34 in 1975 to a high of 60 in 1976. But a major shift occurs

in June 1979 when 200 are retained; the number peaks in 1980 at 425

students. A gradual downward trend in 1981 with .359 and 1982 with 330

students retained. 'These,Ttistic's\are atypical of most junior high

schools where the retention averages' are approximately under 150 per

year. Typical-secondary schools retain students as a last resort; rarely

are they retained more than one year. Even those retained for one,year

as a rule are promoted the following year on the basis of age rather

, -

than academic accomplishment. Standards for passing are twp

majors and twomindrs. It is possible to pass without having passed
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reading or math.. Polisher's standards in-contrast are more rigorous.

This shift away from social promotion is central to he A+ program and

we will analyze the impact the policy,hadelater ist is report.

c)
In reading achievement scores as measured by the California

Achievement Test 1970 edition Polisher studentS' show some progress during

the period,from 1974 to 1982. Referring againto Table 51.'t:Te note a

striking decrease in students scoring below the 16th percentile. In 1974

thritynine percent scored below the 16th percentile, while in 1981 it

e was 22%. The number of students scoring between the 16th and 49th

percentiles increased by 'nine percentage points: 45% in 1974 and 54% in
/'

1981. As Table 51 shows achievement scores in the next band between the

50th and 85th percentiles has/been unstable. The=number of students

scoring at or above the 85th percentile fluctuates between two and five

percent over the past eight years. Polisher has significantly reduced

the number of students achievini.. below the 16th percentile and increased'

the number between the 16th and 49th. It i$ less successful in maintaining.

A stable upward trend above the 50th percentile. Students achieving at

or above the 50th percentile in 1982 number 24%. While Polisher can

claim limited success in reading improvement, growth in math skills is

less impressive. We will not present those scores in detail other'than

to note that in.1982 only 15% of the students scored at or above the

50th percentile. Finally to-establish a standard of socioeconomic

status and academic achievement we mention a gradual increase in students

eligible. for' Title Iservices from 58.2% in 1974 to 7072,in 1981, an

increase of 12%.
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Table 52

Factilty Data, 1972 -81, Polisher Junior High School'

Category 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978 -79 1979-80 1980-81

Total full-time staff

Number of instructional

staff,

Instructional staff

with less than 2 years

experience

Racial composition

% Black

% White

% Other

Rate of absence

219

93 89 92 ,101 100 104 109 113 115

68 66 67 78 76 69, 72 72 72

5.8 14.0 6.0 18,0 ;32,0 1,4, 1.3 4,2 2.7

N/A 69.3 66.7 '62.4 61.0 . 58.0 54.2 52,8 52.8

NSA 32.0 36.5 37,8 40.6 44.5. 45.9 , 45.9

N/A 9.0 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.4 1,3 1.3 1.3

7.96 8.13 9.42 8,39. 6,52 8,67 12.09 12.01' 1015
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Characteristics of of the-Facult:y

Staff at Polisher are relatively stable and mature in work

experience (see Table 52). In 1981 only 2.7% of the instructional

staff had less than two years of teaching experience. Of the 22

. teachers interviewed 16 taught at Polisher for over ten years and six
. _

for 20 or more years. One vice- principal's entire career has been in

this school--25. years. She recalls at least six other teachers who have

served for
A
even longer periods. This degree-of faculty stability is

atypical at the junior high where frequent staff turnover is common.

The total instructional staff nhmbers 78. Stability and maturity of
lJ

staff may be related to a sense of comfort and ease many teachers feel

working at Polisher.
it

Faculty tend to help and support each other. They seem especially

0- ,

thoughtful in the way they attempt to integrate new staff. A teacher

recalls his initiation.

I suppose coming in as a new teacher, I was made very welcome
by the older teachers. In turn, I took on that role with new
teachers coming in. Mthey are near to me I'll. say "VM1 next
door." Even though theYknow the discipline room is here its
the idea that this person'is next door. We used to have what
was called a buddy system. If a new teacher came into the
department, the department chairperson might say, "will you
be this persons. buddy?" As that persons buddy, you were
constantly in to:uch with that person, with that person's needs,
with that person's problems. It's interesting because
sometimes, all a person needs is a listening ear. The person
might feel awful, but after you relate the problem,to someone
else, then all of a sudden its not really all that awful.
Administrators have not affected this tradition becaue most
come in and tend to like what has taken place before. We have

the right perSonalities together. Sometimes in classes you
hear teachers say you don't have the right personalities
together. Perhaps in this staff, we just happen to get the
right personalities. together.

22i
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In some .ways this is a cohesive staff particularly in the exercise

of discipline: They believe that effective discipline is important

and they help each other maintain it in and out of class. Teachers are

respectful of students. You rarely hear a teacher shout at a student.

Control slips periodically. But they get ba'ck on track when reminded that

discipline is a total staff responsibility. Teachers share a belief

that at Polisher "we do things differently here." That phrase is

echoVd by students as they try to explain the sChi32)1 to visitors or to

new students. As'-one teacher reports "...often they'll say, 'What kind
4

of school's this? You're not alloWed to get.away with anything. You're

at Polisher now and we do things differently here.'" This school is

generally under control. The staff pays close-attention to discipline.

Key actors in Polisher's discipline system are three grade deans,

three counselors, two vice-principals, the principal and the teachers.

-ill'have more to say. about the function of discipline at Polisher

when we detail the A+ program. In that discussion we will assert that

the purpose of school wide attention to discipline is a form of

"indoctrination" to the'school/work ethic. Wewill also question the

utilityof putting so ma) resources and so much energy into discipline.

Discipline may have become an end in itself, rather than a means toward

improving student achievement.

It would be unrealistic to believe that 78 teachers all live in

easy harmony--that is not the case. There are factions and splinter

groups. Some split along a newer/older teacher axis; others split on

racial differences and on strikes. A teacher with 20 years of experience

,.
.

recalled that this school once had "a kind of camaraderie throughout the

2 22



buildifig." The teachers didn't clash among themselves and they worked

to help each -other." He continNes:

That was very unique and it'was that'way for manyyears. I

think that it began to splinter several years ago, within the
school and in our department, when we picked up a few new

members. The relationship wasn't as warm and as close.
'There's been a turnover. When the faculties were mandated to
be integrated we lost teachers and we picked up new teachers.
Many of them were younger. A lot of the teachers coming into
the school system around that time were, coming in with a
different philoSophy of education. When the older teachers
offered to help them as they did in past years, they were
told, "hands off." They'did not want to be helped. They

had a new philosophy; a new approach and they didn't want
to be bothered with the old methods. As a result, it
splintered some of the elements within the school. The

camaraderie was lost. The teachers strike. aggravated it.

It's not the same.

Staff are generally polite and cordial with each other but in times

of severe stress some of the deeper seated pfoblems surface. In the

fall of 1981 this district suffered a 50 day teacher's strike. Strikes -.-

in this city often exacerbate racial feelings. While many black

teachers are loyal unionists, some will cross picket lines. This /

minority believes that the unions' aims are not always in the best

(interest of black children. At Polisher 14 teachers crossed the picket

lines--the largest number of any junior high. The principal tried to

maintain a neutral stance between the factions; a stance which one
.1

teacher noted helped'ease the re-entry into the school when the strike

was over.

J

Beset with frequent strikes, budgetary crises, declining enrollments,

teacher lay-offs and transfers This system developecla ''Seige,mentality".

Survival became a goal for many teachers. At Polisher both black and

white teachers work hard to overcome a stressful city-wide work climate.
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.
In addirioh SOme black teachers feel a special sense of commitMg-pt to

black students. These black teachers believe that,a strong black
A

staff ':makes a difference".fSr this community. She explains":

Well, we are surviving and its just amazing to me that we

are. We]ve been through so much junk in the.past four years,
three teacher's strikes, a janitor's strike, threats that
we're 'going to close in May every year; changes in teachers :

in the middle of the year, I think our school jut fugctions

better than other junior highs. I think the kids 114\76 a

stronger sense of community than other kids because essentially,
kids from this particular area are the saute kind of kids. 'I

think we have .a strong black staff and I think that makes a

difference. The kids know that they are in charge and
students know that there is no hedging one way or the other.

.

Her statement "they are in charge" is more than figurative: Chairs of

most departments are black, as are the principal and one vice-principal.

Racial tensions also influenced the appointment of the current principal

Higgins. A significant portion'of the faculty wanted the incumbent

white v.ice-principal Sam Lawrence for the job. When the superintendent

announced the appointment of Higgins, black and white faculty supportive

of Lawrence confronted the Board of Education., They also made their

displeasure public in the newspaper and' television. Lawrence, who is

close to retirement, claims he accepted the decision. He states that he

/''
(/gives Higgins his full/support and respect In a reflective mood he

'notes that "My own feeling is you need a principal for this kind

of school."

Teachers who supported Lawrence's candidacy for the principalship

will work with Higgins, but it is an uneasy relationship. One manifesta-

tion of their dissatisfaction with the present a)ministration may be

their vivid appreciation of Higgins' predecessor, Joseph Armand. Armand.

left ,the school in 1977; yet his presence is still felt.
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Former principal Armand entered the. school in 1970 when'the school

experienced high teacher turnover,'student unrest, and,low levels in

student achievement. A faculty member: recalls Armand's first public

statement:

He had an assembly with the teachers and the children. He

said he'wanted a chanae 4 show what'he could.do. If he was
not satisfactory that vias...1:omething else, but he deserves a
chance to show what they can do arvi he wants to work along
with the teacherS and the staff members. Let me tell you in
one year he turned this school around. He first of all, he

was the broad,-administrator. He was able to delegate
resphnsibilities. He had a nice way, a nice relationship
with the teachers. He was interested in what was happening
and he was able to get things done. He made calls downtown
and things would happen. And he knew roster and he was
involved in making the roster. If you wanted things,done,
yd-u called Mr. Armand. He really turned over.the school.
We had a reading laboratory. We had a lot of innovative
programs-: He put in the whole reading program. It w s.

his approach. I mean other schools have'reading pro rams
also. They all do. This was something special. He didn't
go around forcing hi's way on you. People knew he meant

business.' He would not hesitate if somebody ,:ame:in late
all the time, he would notify them. This was what he was
going to do. There's got to be an improvement. He did not
hesitate to discipline taechers if,that was justified:

Evidently Armand delegated most of the responsibilities related to

discipline, but kept a close perStnal hold ,t)n curriculum. VIcepqncipals,

focused on discipline and student activities;, they had nothing to do ,

/I
with curriculum -and instruction. Key to his success was his visibility.

A vice principal' describes how impOrtant being seen is to the climate of

the school.

He showed himself. 4He was always around' the building. He

was visible. He said to the viceprincipals at that time:
'Whatever we're doing, even if we are in the office disCussing
a case with a parent.' When that bell rings, that warning
bell, we stop what we are doing and we take hall duty. We

dstop what we are doing and. we show ourselves and we walk around
the hallway, we Eake an area there and we make ourselves
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visible and we make sure the otherteachersare by their
Moors. We On't expect them to do something.if We'are not
willing t do it.' He had a couple of other good tips.
Every on e in a while; this was even before we had the
school officers assigned full time. He'd say Officer Dono-kian
please contact main office over the loud sgeaker ..sei that
people could hear. He used all kinds of gimmicks to seem
to indicate that things were'undet control, we had an
officer in the building, the building was being closely
supervised. He pushed for.21's, t _:(sudentdisciplinary , _

actions). He pushed to expand our 'alternative programs.
His main thing was staying visible. He didn't go to
meetings, he was in the building, he was around. We were
,around at' that point and wtAatever happened we gave super
vision in the,building. And the teachers:, it was the first
time they had seen a principal walking:around. He was
there and they'were there. They knew he meant business,
he was not hiding in the office. He was out and around.
If there was a parent, have the' parent wait. 'I have to
walk the hallways,' he'd say and that's what he was doing.
He wals Opposed to all these meetings leaving the building.
At the beginning he'd stay in the building. 'Of course,
what he did also was that he met with the department chairs
to find Out what they needed. He would try to satisfy them.,
He would do'.'{
Armand's forte evidently was schoOl organization, careful monitoring

and curriculum development. Some faculty, credit hiM with helping the
Ab

facultymakemaior gains in reading scores. /In the -last year of

Armand's'principalship at Polisher (1976-77) school scores in reading

Were the best of any year from 1972 through 1982. Thirtytwo percent.
- PN,

of the students scored at or above the 500 percentile. The.legacy

Higgins inherited when'he became principal in 1977 was a school. with.a
`1'

.

.

. \

rising reputation for its instructional program, and a mature expdrienced

staff divided in its, opinion on the selection of.the new principal.

Principal Higgins

gins is a black
,

male in his forties.
.

He's arstylish-dresSer.,
,

.

, .
.

Style and taste are important to him. He is also a,concerned educator.

226
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His office reflects his taste and interests. The office decor is

4 . . -....-

4

pleasant. Live plants hang from the ceiling. Professional periodicals

Z* --,-'

are neatly. piled. on annference table. Titles include Siandard:seading

fare of a Working educators: Educational Leadership, Applied Strategies

.
in Curriculum and Evaluation,' and Education' Digest. Interspersed betwe n

3

,

these magazines are the ubiCidi-tods central office directives, curriculum

guides and memoran .
Three paintings appear on his walls. --One that

faces a person entering the room depicts two sleek antelopes grazing.

A sculptured head of an,African Woman adorns one of the bookcases.

Several photograp .of the prindipal interacting with important educators

or civic leaders posted on two of the walls. A stereo, refrigerator

/and various award plaques give the room a warm personal feeling tone.

; .

.
The man and his office make an impression.

7

Higgins has worked in this system sin-be 1957 when he taught

Electrical Shop at Polisher. .His first certificate was in Industrial

lqts. He left Polisher in .1.9580to take a post in a high school as

mechanical drawing teacher. Two years later he took'an assignment

WoLking with children in Special Education. He developed the first

experimental.program in the use of the power sewing and upholstery 'for .

Special Education-students.' In 1967 he became the job coordinator for

Special Education./ In thatcapacity he developed, field placements and

r.

supec:rvised students on the job.' It this experience that impressed

upon him the importance of appropriate wark.habits and attitudes for,

ie
r

success on the job. This belief continues to influence dim as he in-

siists on a strong system of discipline throughout the school. During
r.?

the four years he held this job he developed a broad perspective about

ti

2 ,
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the needs of the work place in various settings: .'Shortly thereafter he

completed a Masters in Industrial Arts and Special Education Supervision

--'i
,

as well asia certificate foi the principalship.- From 1973 to 1977 he

.
,

served as vic,e-principal in several large inner c4 (juniorjunior high schools.-

At Polisher he instituted the A+ program, after visiting an .elemen-

tary school that used the concept, because he felt "it would, influence

7*

parents tq care more aboup their children's progress. _Parents don't
A

feel confident to come to school-. When we introduced A+ we conducted

four orientation workshops for parents. Abdut 60 parents showed each

time. We taught them how to deal with homework; how to assist their

chihrs'teacher.'We made it important for them to help. Just because

they can't read doesn'tMean they can't insist that'their child read

every nig,"'

"A+ also motivated teachers to get irkolved in their teaching--

take a stron professiQna staple. We insist that teachers' dress like

1.professional ."
o

---,r
"I try to keep in to-qc with teachers. concerns. SometiMes we have

ft

what we call an open forumthat's a session wyA people air their

feelings. There's a feeling here that everyone must do their job. A

problep in a class or the galls will influence everybody. Even the

unioirbuilding representative will say 'publi 'Look you're not doing.

your job.' I expect teachers to do.tjAir jobs and I support them more

rc

2'28
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than-100%."\ 4

Shifting his htten,ti to.d.eudents he remarks that about "300 will

fail a grade." By way:6'f explanationhe says, "If they don't learn it
r

-,: e ,`.

(their skills), they won't earn it ,(a passing grhde)4."

t

He b lieves in an organized curriculum.' "We have plans for math,,
4

N .
.

.

. ..
reading and English; the science department is currently developing one.

,.-
. . .

.0 .
. .

A ,
:...._

We use mid-terms and finals to keep teachers on target. Teachers a,e

I.Zquired to 'submit deA00 t4iled lesson plans each Friday. They (Ire reviewed

. by the pr4cipal. and the vide-plincipal monitorsmonitors phat subject area
r',--11

, I

SI insist on the use of a basic text for each grade and subject area.
.

.

tdxtbooks are a l standardized:11

Reflectingfor a moment on how he uses his
ry

a lot of time dealing:with parents and monitorin

ime he says, "I spend

requisitions. What

I'd really like4o do is reorganize my job so that I spend one-third

listening toow children respond to lesson./ I want to ,understand h

children are learhing. Another third of my time-I want to spend on

curriculum and the last third on parents."

He feels hampered in,Toing his job by the colfistraints placed on

fhim by the district and central offices. -He often rails against those

external forces. Ale feels they do not understnad his situation. He wants.

the authority to do the job the way he beLieves it should be done.

Higgins is involved in educational politics. He's a leading member

of a powerful lobby--The Black Educator's Forum. He sometimes represents

their views to the superintendent or,the Board of Education. He has

opinions about the district as a whole. He has solutions to offer on
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vexing problems that fa4jhe district. Samttimes he talks as if he is

addressing a larger audience. Arisevent we witnessed shows how he

connects the larger society and Polisher. It also gives a sense of his

style of operation.

Our field notes record the moment'this way:

Today was the i stallation of school officers. Guests

inclUded a distingui hed Polisher graduate, Hr. Carlton NelSon,

4' who is. now the nation director of O.I.C.'s job corps. He
kliver d a speeCh to the assembly stressing the importance

of leadership, the qualities of constructive leadership and

follAer,ship. He linked himself to the school remembering

what it was like to be in the assembly seats these present

children were sitting in. He noted that When he was a

student here there was no'fine orchestra as there was today.

No doubt that change was a function of leadership on the

part of the principal as well as the musical directot. He

urged students not be passive about their education but

to.takertheir studies very seriously. He emphasized that

America had become a second rate power in several areas of,

production. "We lookto Japan and West Germany for auto-

mobiles; Italy and Spain for'shoes." He-expres oncern

for America's. future if we did"not increase ou produ tivity.

To make that c Inge poSsible America will need` leader

"You can be the lea rs we need. Reach for it."

Following Nelson's speech each new class officer Was

inducted by a member o'f the school's administration. In

between the various oaths the school orchestral layed

sp.rited selections fjom Bach to Jazz. The ceremon

c ncluded with the signing of James Weldon Johnson's oem

N., ft Every Voice. Following the program guests, admini-

st tors and student council officers retired to the

library for refreShments. After the reception photographs

were taken. A special picture was taken of Nelson receiving

an award from Higgins in the name of tHe'school. This

photo, I was told, would be plated in the community newspaper.

As he walked down the hall toward the. principal's

office I spoke'briefly with a vice-principal'and Higgins

regarding academic achieVement in.the school. Byth felt -f

that.students came poorly prepared to Polisher. LTHe vice-

principal said: "Those*7th graderS, they're so poorly

prepared, they bring our scores down. An entering 7th

grade may have as many as 500 students on Title I. By 9th

(6, grade we.re4uced that number' considerably."

230
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The installation ceremonies were stirring. Bach and

James Weldon Johnson stood side by side, each acknowledged for what he

could do for these children. The event was polished, classy. People

J

looked good and enjoyed it--.- Students at Polisherthose who are

motivated and can use the school's program- -get polished. The rough

edges are smoothed. They learn social behavior that can be helpful in

later life. They see their principal on the platform next to,a successful --

leader who graduated from this gchObl. Both came from backgrounds. not

too different from these students. This event tries 0 lift a student's

sights a bit higher, inspire confidence that it is possible to transcend

difficult social and economic burdeds and make i in the larger society.

The principal and Nelson are modeling how it lOoks. Some students will

.identify with these same role models. It looks possible today. For

some, however,,this system &ems not work. We're talking about 330

students who did not get promoted in June 1982. We are talking about

the students who spend two, three and four years in 7th grade. These

students are the rough edges at Polisher.

The A+ concept was designed to address.the social and academic

needs of most of the students including some of the harder to reach

students. A+ was supposed to be a"different!' program. 'What was

different about it? Why were teachers so committed to it? What.. problems.

did they face in implementation? We turn now to a full description of

the A+ program-7,7its origins, the Polisher 4laptation and some unsolved

problems that resulted fro 'ncomplete implementation..

O
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The A+ Program--A Reach for Integrity

The Academic Plus concept originated at Emory Elementary School

within the school system. It was part of the swing, away from options

and experimental education "back to ,the basics". The school's program

had several distinguishing features:

o a careful screening process to select appropriate students

co the right to dismiss students who did not conform with the program

o a fires' code

o ;! detailed discipline code

o no social promotion

o contrpctnal agreements among parents, students, teachers and

admiliistrators with regard to responsibilities.

It appeared .to be a return to the more traditional values in the society.

It was school of 40's and 50's rather than the 60's--asserting a strong

statement against permissiveness and in favor of discipline and skill

development in the basic areas. In current pirlance an A+ school is no

frills.

Two Polisher-teachers brought the A+ concept to Higgins attention.

One of the teacher's had a child who attended Emory. Higgins invited

the principal of Emory to present the A+ concept to the Polisher staff.

There was extensive faculty discusson on the merits of the idea. Because

the faculty enthusiastically endorsed the new program Higgins bought and

obtained approval of the district superintendent so that A+ might be

implemented at Polisher. A steering committee of over 20 faculty,

including department chairs and a vice-principal, were entrusted with

finding an appropriate adaptation of A+ for the junior high level. A

232
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member of the steering committee describes the process as follows:

"After having been exposed to the idea a couple of times..., the staff

was assessed to determine their interest. I chirp( that 90-95% expressed

strong interest. By the end of the school year we began the planning

and contracts were signed by staff indicating their willingness to do

the kinds of things A+ involved." A smaller committee worked over the
\

summer, _without pay, to prepare a handbook which described in precise

detail the responsibilities each partner was expected to perform. The

introduction to the handbook sets the tone for the A+ program.

The Academics Plus partnership will be sealed by a signed

contract and carried out in action by the partners:

the students of PoliSher
the parents or guardians of Polisher students
the teaching and non-teaching staff of Polisher
the Polisher administration

The Academics Plus program is an agreement by all partners to

the following actions:

1. ENFORCEMENT of a strict, consistent and fair discipline

code
2. MAINTENANCE of a businesslike dress code
3. ACQUISITION of.the basic skills

4. COMPLETION orregularly assigned homework and classwork

according to specific standards
5. PARTICIPATION of parents in monitoring skills acquisition,

work habits and behavior
6. ISSUANCE of Pupil Progress Reports and letters; and

regularly scheduled conferences'

7. INSISTENCE upon progress based on mastery of minimum

essentials.

The handbook next takes up the discipline code which makes up half

the pages in the book. Various disruptive behaviors, misJemeanors, or

criminal offenses are listed and the consequences that will be taken are

described. But "A+ is not just discipline," as the principal was quick
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to tell us. "It's the standards, grading and retention systems."

A teacher volunteered that central to the academics part ,of A+ "... was

establishing criteria for passing, pretesting and post testing and one

years growth would be the means of determining whether students 13-Ssed."

The handbook states explicitly the kinds of responsibilities that should

promote pupil progress:

1. completion of daily classwork

2. completion of homework (assigned at least 3 times per week)

3. cldssroom participation

4. clipletion of assigned projects

5. passage of 3major tests assigned during each report period

6. passage of mid-year and final exams

7. one year of growth in reading and math.

The handbook is unique in that it makes public to all partners

not only,student respohsibilities, but also parent, teacher and admini-

stration responsibilities. We offer a few excerpts from each of these

categories to convey the tone and import of these expectations.

Parental Responsibilities

1. Establish a quiet atmosphere for homework. Enforce study

time of 11/2 hours a night.

2. Check homework and test papers. Sign end of report perio'd

test papers.
3. Send students to school' prepared for class and check to

see that homework assignments are finished.
4. Emphasize attendance and punctuality.
5. Respond to correspondence from teachers.

Classroom Teacher Responsibilities

You are strongly encouraged to:

1. Project your planning from September through June; this will
mere likely., lead to the projeCted pupil growth of one year.
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2. Establish early and persistent contact with student's home
in order to maintain satisfactory behavior, work habits

and academic performance. In addition to progress reports

at the end of each report period, forms are also available

for communicating to parents' during any report Period..

These "during" report forms: are designed for each
communication of favorabTe as well as unfavorable comments.

q. File and display samples of student work.
Maintain anecdotal records of students' work habits and

behavior.
5. Notify counseling staff of persistent problems.
6. Ndtify activity sponsprs of students in their activities

whose behavior, work habits or subject grade is not passing.
,,Failing students are not to participate in activities.

Administrative Responsibilities

'By careful supervision of an extensive assistance to teachers

you will act asks catalyst, who will, not only heighten teacher

pro ress, but will also stimulate pupil progress. The

ad inistration should also:

1. \Have letters sent home at the end of the 3rd report period

infOrming parents of possible end of y ar failures.

2. Counsel students who are in danger of grade failure.

This last section described below presents an interdependent set of

commitments and expectations. It ends with a sober, but optimistic

affirmation?of the new promotion standards.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS,FOR PROMOTION

Academics Plus will succeed because:

A: Students and parents will know in September and be periodically

informed during the school year of the minimum requirements

for promotion and whether or not the student is meeting those

requirements.-
B. Teachers will be uniform in the minimum requirements

established to determine promotion.' The standards will be

the same for every, class at every grade level.

C. The Administration will cooperate with the teaching staff

in insisting that no student be promoted unless-that

student meets the minimum requirements for promotion.

D. To pass any subject a student must achieve an average grade

of 70 or abou. To progress to the next grade a student must:

1. pass three (3) majors and three (e) minors

2. achieve one years' growth in math and reading.



Once the handbook was completed. teachers went into the community

to. publicize the idea. They pasted copies of the handbook or a fact

sheet in community centers, churches, stores to explain the program's

expectations. Virtually all of the faculty signed a contract stating
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they agreed to support the A+ rules and activities. A+ seemed to produce

a broad based consens

\I

s on how to conduct school at Polisher.

A+ was a reach for integrity. It was a call for mutual responsibility.

A+ tells every partner exactly what he or she must do to succeed.

It defines for parents, teachers, students and administrators what their

roles must be if the end product, is to be successfUl. It is a present

oriented call to action without acknowledgment of the past. The handbook

implies that if all can behave appropriately there will be success.

The handbook says nothing about motivation. It assumes motivation to ?

perform in-this-new-and_.preferred-mannery It assumes that the end goals

are dqually desired and attainable by all partners involved. The handbook

assumes that if apartner signs a contract that the relationship is

sealed along the lines described in the agreemint. When a partner

signs on he/she accepts this world as presented and will act accordingly.

.A+ reflects a deep seated wish to remake the school world so that

teachers will teach, students will learn, administration will supervise

and monitor and parents will be supportive of the values the school

espouses. It is a framework for a better world as this faculty

envisages it so that children will succeed. There is something almost

religious about the handbook implying a purity of relationship that

sets up aal barrier between this school and the destructive forces
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of the external world. While A+ at Polisher was an attempt to distinguish

this school from other similar schools,t,one important area it was

the same: Students are assigned to the school. as a function of

geography.

In this A+ at Polisher is different from the original model at

Emory. At Emory students apply for admission. The faculty select those

students they believe can benefit from the program. These students and

their parents are likely to feel motivated to succeed. If a student

'does not performrup to s iandard either socially or academically the

school can require that student to withdraw from Emory. Polisher must

take any student within its region who wishes to attend theschool. If

a student is highly disruptive, he or she may be transferred to another'

School. For approximately 50 students who "evidence poor attendance,

socially deviant behavior and poor academic preparation," the scho91

offers an offsite alternative school. .Few of these students are

mainstreamed back into the school building. But for those students who

are socially compliant and academically weak the school has few options

to offer. Faculty and administration agree that most of their problems

in the implementation of the A+ concept stem from the fact'thal they

2
cannot select theii student body. This argument is often made.in inner

cAy public schools. It is equivalent to saying thvt good students make

good schools. This kind of statement seems to provide an excuse for ,)

failing.to meet the needs-,of those students who do not learn in a

-conventional instructional.program.
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Polisher's Promotion/Retention Policy: Expectatipns and Limitations

In some ways the reformed promotion/tetention paliCy best exemplifies

the idealism of A+; it also foments its most vexing and intraCtible,

46

problems. This faculty with few exceptions is opposed to social promotion,

which is the generally practiced policy of the city wide system. Under

social promotion a child need only pass two majors and trail minors in

order to move to the,next grade. A+ set out on its own,. path by changing

the criteria for promotion to 3 majors and 3 minors. Further it required

two of the majors be reading or English and math. THus this staff hoped

to stem the wave of passing students who were incompetent in basic skirls.

-__
While many faculty members are concerned, about the number of students_

retaineein grade each year, few would return to social promotion.. A

teacher with over a decade of experience'at Polisher expresses his

commitment to the A+ policy/ in the following excerpt recorded with

one of the researchers:

How .do you feel about the prOmotion paicy? Academics plus has'it'S'
own promotion policy.

'I,think it's fantastic. I think that no child should be allowed
to move from one grade to the next without passing three majors
and three minors. For my own personal aspect of it, I would
like to see it .a little more strenuous than that but for AcademiEs"
Plus, I think that it is quite adequate and I don't think that
any student who cannot pass three majors and three minors should
be allowed to go on to another grade

Do you feel that the promotion policy has had a positive affect on
Polisher? Is it working well?

I think so.

Ateethere a large number,of students failing?

Yes there are.

0
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.Do you feel that that percentage. is an acceptable percentage?
As

It's acceptable when you have a goal set whereby -You'd° pot wish

. to see students passed on from one'grade to the next who tare

underachieverg, and who cannot 'handle the material for the next

grade. It. is a crime to send a child on who does not have it.

Do you feel that because of the academics plus and promotion policy that

the students are learning more than what they had previously?

Yes and I also think they are working harder.

Othe:?-reachers a e unwilling to return to social promotion which

.
they feel is unethical but they also are'uneasy.about the number of ,

-failures. The following are some comments that display their ambivalence.

4 1

"Oh, you're thirteen; you have to go on. That's crazy, at

least with the students I'm dealing with. The 7th graders

are so immature. They need another year just to grow up to

handle sitting still much less studying about the volcanic

effects and what haveyOu. Physically they are not ready.

They just can't cope with that so:we instituted the new.

standard. Now, \we're starting to find problems with that,

1" in that we have studenls that have been in 7th grade forAfour

\--T. years." (Noti: In 1981-82 thirty-siksWents were retained

for a third year and nine for a fourth year in the 7th grade.)

We are an academics plus school which means that in our school

th.. kids have 'to do a little more or paws more subjects than

they do in other schools. I think,in other schools they have

to ,pass two majors/two minors. In ours three majors/three minors,

Now I'm not sure whether or not it's wortb'it. Many of our

kids that are repeating a grade are.repeating it for a third

, or second time. I suggested that we reevaluate our promotiort

policy. Check a the students that were not:promoted, see

whether or not he wa$ not promoted because he wasn't coming

to school ar was he coming to school. Is the kid there

because he wasn't doing any work or was he doing his work?

Is the kid a behavior problem or is he behaved? I don't

know what the answer is.. It seems to me our prbmotion

policy is not'working Out the way I would like to see it.

Nobody is going.to promote the g4 that doesn't do any work,

,*and I'm not so sure that the kids really care. A lot or our

students when they go Po high school they'll drop out at 16.

what difference does it make if they go to junior high

school and drop out at that age. I think under a promotion

policy kids shoul not jupr be promoted becaUse of age,,I

think it ought to be for merit, showing they can achieve

something. There are so many slow,jearners. I teach math

and there are so Many kids on an elementary level in math,

23
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but they come tooschoo4 everyday and try their best: Now
should I fail them or sqouid I give them a "D", at least
they are trying and that's important too.

,...

,1

A third teacher expresses-his frustration with a system that creates
i

thT necessity for "watered down curriculall' and Standaris. wonders
4 t

4 . .

how to establish, a responsible standard .for a student ?laced in 7th
.

0

. . . \
grade but functioning at a 3rd or 4th grade level. He feels caught-in

- -

the confusion of distorted standards.

Well, weyork under an Unrealistic atmosphere in the school
distridt'itself. It is school district policytb promote =et ,

tudents on the basis of age rather than achievement. (Feeder)
hools will send pupils that are not up to grade level and

when they get into this school a decision has to be:made and
the decision is do we drop our standards-to deal with the
actual performance level of the student, do we insist that
7th grade students for instance do.7th grade work and not

/ promote them-if they do not do the 7th grade work or do we
water down the curriculum? I personally am against watering
down-anything. On-the-other-handT-I'm-ptacrical enough -to
realize that we cannot give a student a hook say at the
7th grade level and expect the' tudent with 3rd grade skills
to be able' to handle the book. I think what in reality happens
is you modify the program anyWay, you have to. The bottom line
being that if the student the 7th,gradestude0 does "A" work
in science; but in fact, 11(_, is doing 3rd or 4th grade'science
and not really 7th grade science, I ann't feel it's justifiable
to give that student more than a "D7 or a "C" even if he-is
doing, what looks' on piper, to be "A" work.

The issues of promotion, retention and academic standards are complex

ones nested it layeS of internal and external problems. In an interview'

with a counselor we learned some of the reasons the A+ policy is so

problematic, as well as some of the solutions under discussion. Our

field notes of this conversation read...

t

Repeaters at PoliSher cire keptfor'one full year and 'kre
..?

.

.

integrated with children who are taking the grade for the first
time. Children are block rpstered so they must repeat all

.

.

'subjects including those they'passed. Apparently there is no
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ptotest from:the parents and the students also accept the

norm. A few stud ntsgo to summer,schyol....But the percentage
4s small since summer school tuition mu ,,t-bd\paid by the

parents and many of Polisher's studen must work.

Y
This counselor lid es the fact that students are not

passed on for social ,pr motion, likit feels that the current

system isn't satisfactor . "We need a research and develap,

mint study. that would tel us more abOut our repeating

population. Who are they? What is their family. background?
How do trey compare with St Oents in 'similar junior high'
schools? We simply do 'notkefp extensive records. Now
we're--the counselors - -are talkcing among ourselves about

what to do. Wei-re saying firs time repeaterOare retained
In grade with regular students. Second time repeaters
should be grouped separately in small specialized classes.

J Third time repeaters should be placed at our off-site.
alternative school and socially promoted to high school.

Researcher: Will your suggestions become policy?
Counselor: We're talking among ourselves. Nothing's happened. ---/

Researcher:

Counselor:

I noticed on the faculty agenda Higgins asked the
faculty'to re-think the retention policy. Was

that discussed? \
No. There are no simple s4utions. Many of these

kids should have been retained years ago in first,

second grade. We inherit them. This system is' not

honest. There's no integrity. I can't work that way.

The counselor's last comments repeats the basic theme of the A+

venture. A+ was created to make it possible foT a faculty to Irk
45

together with integrity. An elaborate system of accountability was

established to insure responsible behavior.' But ultimately, as Polisher

staff see it, the school district seems to lack integrity and some

faculty question whether it is possible to stand alone.. In an knterview

with one of the vic5-principals we learned that the principal tried-to

get the school disthct to at least make it possible for the feeder

schools to'operate under the same standards. He was not successful.

That's. riglitt. We're all alone--isolated. Our stand would

make sense if the elementary schools would retain kids. We are
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sandwiched in between. We take the failures of the previous
6 or 7 years we have few options for them. The principal

had a meeting man from downtown at the central office,

someone inter ste n A+. He tried to convince him to do-
something ab ut gett ng feeder schools cqoperate. But

that guy,was raid of losing his job. ItWmould have to

come from the Dist ict Superintendent and the Board would

have to support

.tNoticekhat most of the discussion about the retention of large.

numbers of students centered on issues 'seemingly outside of this faculty's

/ %-

control ,the nature of the students they, receive and the nature of the

,

sydeem i which they work. We will list key phrases from each category

cull d from the data presented andlother interviews not reporded in

this repor,t.

Retained Students

lazy

emotionally disturbed

slow learne'rs

learning- disabled

sporadic attenders

can't be helped

do not learn from experience

we don't know who they are

force teachers to water down

curricula '

The System

elementary school won't cope
with them

should have been retained in
1st or 2nd grade

students' come to us two and
three years. behind grade level

system pushes kids in one door, (
out the other withdut regard to
what a child learned

if therest of the system used
our standards we wouldn't-have
these problems

Some of the faculty also recognize that a few teachers do not work

as hard as they
t must to teach effectively. But most of the comments we

heard seemed to lace the-pAplem outside the control of the faculty.
\')

They seem powerless to change it and outraged that the-problem persists.

1/Yet-the retention system as it is practiced at Polisher seems punitive:

After four'years of :`experience the number of students failing is still

largei. Some questions arise: Why are repeaters integrated with first
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time students? Why must repeaters repeat subjects they passed? Why

must repeaters spend 3 and 4 years in 7th grade? Why is it so difficult

to make changes or accommodations in this policy? The answers we

received to our questions were not satisfactory. We present what we

learned.

Stueents are block rostered, therefore, they must take all of the

subjects of that grade level. Higgins supports this notion when he \2

Says--"You took a whole year to fail; take a year to piss." The principal
7'

feels that there is insufficient data on the failing student to make a

considered judgment on how to change the policy. He says he's opppsed

to keeping them in the same Classes with the'students taking the grade

for the first time. The principal feels that students repeating a 3rd

or 4th time should receive psychological tes.ting.for potential placement

in special education classes. however, there is only one psychologist

who does this kind of testing for the district in which Polisher is

located. Since the psychologist's services must be distributed over 30

schools only a few of the most pressing cases will be evaluated. The

principal says he wants some input from the faculty and counselors before

he is willing to change the policy. He hoped the faculty would discuss

the problem durig the mid-March open forum. The counselor remarked that

the problem of failing students was not discussed. The principal asked

the faculty to discuss the problem of repeaters in late April in grade

level meetings. Some discussions did occur, but by the end of the school

year no change was recommended.
J

While we believe that Polisher's solutions to the problems created

by its retention policy are punitive, especially to 3rd and 4th time
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Table 53

Comparison by Grade of Polisher Achievement Scores

California Achievement Tests, 1970 Edition

Percentage of Students Scoring

16th Percentile

Read Math Language Read

Total Total Tot' l Total

16th to 49th

Math Laigage

Total Total

At or Above 50th Percentile

Read Math Language

Total Total Total

Grade 7

1980 34 40

Grade 8

1981 18 30

Grade 9

19820 18

28 4 39 44

15 49 50 50

37 N/A 57 49 N/A

19 21 28

33 20 3,5

25

2141

14 N/A
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repeaters we do not want to suggest that the faculty or administration

is callous. They are not. They feel caught. They try to cope by

working with the students they get. They offer extensive tutoring

services before and after school and they do reach out to parents for

help and support. Several teachers note that they see progress o,er

time. They see a drop in repeaters and a drop in students eligible

for Title I by--9th grade. The faculty points to these results as

justification for retaining the present program. Table 54 displays a

three year sequence of CAT scores in reading and math. The data starts

with a 7th grade class and follows it through 9th grade.

These data show student progress over a three year period. By 9th

grade 25% of the students are-scoring at or above the 50th percentile in

1.cAing (see Table 53), while the number of students performing below

the 16th percentile has been reduced by 16 percentage points. Do these

iwprovements make this an effective or successful school for minority

students? Venersky and Winfield (1979) and,Winfield (1982) in two

itudies defined successful elementary schools as "...those- urban and low

SES schools which had fifty percent or-more of students at each grade

level reading at or above natibnal norms on standardized reading

achievement tests." (Winfield, 1982, p. 1) Polisher does not approach

the Venersky and Winfield standard at any grade levgl; neither do ;any

other low SES minority junior high schools in this city. The Polisher

faculty and administration, with few exceptions, believe it is an

effective school. They cite the humane treatment of students and the

modest improvement of scores as evidence of'success in a system that they
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believe makes it diffi ult to succeed.

The Exercise of Instructional Leadership

In describing the A+ program we have emphasized the contractual

nature of the agreements between student, teacher, parent and admini-

stration. We took one key policy from the handbook, the promotion/

retention criteria, and examined the kinds of problems it generated. We

saw the negative results of striking out on a path that no other school

accepted and the apparent ambivalence this staff feels about making

adjustments and accommodations to change the situation for those who fail.

We have said, little about efforts to improve the quality of instruction

at the classroom level, and we turn now to that critical issue. In

this section we, will look at how the school is organized to maintain

and improve the quality of instruction. We will examine these questions:

Who are the instructional leaders? What do they do? How does their

leadership affect the quality of instruction? Answers to these questions

emerge by understanding how the formal and informal organizational

structures support or hinder the instructional program.

The key actors in the in7tructional program are the principal, the

vice-princ/pals, the department chairs, district or central office

supervisors and the classroom teachers. At Polisher the principal sees

hims-elf as the final arbiter of policy decisions related to the instruc-

tional program. He says he is the instructional leader Of the school.

But he does not involve himself in day to day monitoring or supervision

of the program. Those responsibilities.are delegated to two
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---''ice-principals. Each vice-principal is responsible for approximately -

half of the departments or subject areas in the school.. Vice-principals

reviyw the lesson plans the faculty submit each Friday. They attend

regularly scheduled department meetings. If they are unable to attend a

department meeting, they read the minutes of the meeting so that they

can inform the p-rincipal of progress or emerging concerns. Department

chairs in turn report to the vice-pripals. Once a Month all depart-

ment chairs meet with the principal to discuss instructional matters.

District and central office subject area specialists and supervisors also

work with individual teachers, departments or the entire faculty.

Contact with these external resources is made through the principal or

vice-principal--occasionally through a department chair. The principal

and vice-principals are each expected to make formal and informal

observations. All three supervise discipline issues. The vice-principal

appears to be thekey conduit of information to and from the principal-to

and from the department chairs. In'addition, the three full-time

disciplinarians or deans function as grade chairs who promote, communication

across departments in relation to issues that concern a whole grade.

Principal as instructional leader

First we will look at how this faculty views Higgins' role as the

instructional leader. The faculty generalrly credits Higgins with setting

a tone which emphasizes the purpose of the school. A teacher involved

in curriculum development at Polisher states:

Higgins, from the start, has\emphasized the need for getting

back to basics, for making demands of our students and demanding

of4us that we work towards utilizing our potential to its fullest

and to get the snidents to do the same kind of thing. And the

whys and the wherefor'as of it.
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A,teacher active in union affairs lists the'reasons she thinks Higgins

qualifies as a viable instructional le dere

He has pushed for a uniform curriculum in a school system

that went in 1,000 different directions in the '70's-Lone

curriculum. He has pushed consistency in grading standards.

He has impressed upon us that we should not giye students

a break; in other words, he once said if they didn't learn

it--they didn't turn it.

In addition to pushing for consistency in grading and standardization of

curricula and texts at least two teachers. credit him with taking a 'I

personal interest in what happens in,classrOoms.

Well, he has insisted that we follow the curriculum guides

that are provided from the board. (He has in fact, monitored

classes and lesson plans and so forth. He's very much

interested in how things are taught and what is being taught.

Well teachers who don't know how he tells you how to make t

lesson plans, he shows you how he has seen to it that every

teacher has a. set of the competencies expected in your

discipline. He sees to it that each teacher has the

)

curriculum that is expected to be aught at your grade level.

He further sees to it that the vic -principals check your

lesson plan each week and comments are made with your lesson

plan and of course'hat is directed from Higgins that the

vice-principals do it. I would say he is an instructional

leader.

These Comments are discrepant with the perceptions' of other teachers whom

we will cite later. They see Higgins as having little on going connections

with classroom teachers.

A few teachers 4re rather vague in response to our question about

the inst.?uctional leaders in this school. At least two were hesitant.

One said, "I guess the principal would be." Another said, "I suppose he

heads the entire school. I know as hccad he sets the policy, I suppose."

She felt that departmelkal. chairs knew more about )how the principal
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functioned in regard to instruction. The vague responses we got from

a couple of teachers may be related to a theme we'picked up in at least

three interviewsthe discrepancy,between what's on paper and what's

actually done. One teacher generalizes her feelings about the'admini-

stration's role in the ins,tructional program by saying, "I think they

are interested'but they are not involved. There a tremendous emphasis

on writing things doWn and there are f4es and files on what you (must)

do, but nobody comes to"see what you are doing."

Another teacher raises a similar issue. He sees the principal as

very demanding. But the demands seem to lack depth and immediacy,

I don't know...He demands certain things. I don't know if,
that's really being a leader, but he does demarid a lot of
things. I don't. think one-Persdn.can be,/the complete
instructional leader, \I think it can be, bUt it has to filter
down to the right people and you have to have people in each
curriculum, really understand the curriculum, then bringing
it down even further.

.

'%
G her teachers agree that the principal is P obably too distant from the Yl;N

Further, at least four

1

tea ing process to be helpful in the classroo
(s:

A

felt that if the princ4Pal lacked in depth knowledge in their subject

area it could be difficult for him to advise or lead them. Their

reactions comfirmed Gorton's (1971) finding that "...perceived expertise

appears to be,the most important factor influencing the likelihood that

a teacher would approach,.." a staff member for instructional assistance

(p.326). At the, secondary level instructional expertise is often

attributed first to the department chair (Gorton, 1971)." A teacher at

Polisher gives her reasons for nominating the department chair as the
fi

be source forteacher assistance on instructional problems.
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Well it could be the administration if they have the background.
Higgins' background is in the workshop- -shop teacher. I

don't know how much he knows about Math, History and English.
ft depends oar the background of the administrator whether or
not theyshould; it should be in their hands. I think it .

could be the department chairman. They're.responsible f,or
each,departmerit to see that they get books. They migh&be
a better source for leadership than the administration. They

know the problems the teachers are having and what should be
taught. Alot of these administrators have been out of the
classrooms for awhile and do not know--they know what's going
on but may not be doing everything they possibly can to
improve the structure. The department chaiiman might be'
the best source for the solution.

Another reservation several faculty,members expressed concerned

Higgins' visibility and accessibility. They contend that he's out of

the building too often and not visible in the h2.11s or classrooms. Two

teachers comment on this concern. The first is a senior member of the

staff; the secoQd has been at Polisher for four years.

...he's got, I think, too many coals in the fire. He's got
too many other things going for him and he is not as accessible
to some important people in this building. I think, you will
agree, that no principal by himself can run a school, even
if he is the greatest principal-greatest administrator in
the world, if he hAS a staff that is not working with him
100%, he's not going to be 100% effective. I think Higgins'
greatest drawback is his inaccessibility. A don't know
that he is never accessible, but very often he is not here
when you need him. I don't knob whether it is by his choice
or because the powers that'be downtown or at the district
office are constantly calling him out of the building. I

think that inaccessibility is perhaps the biggest fault I
can find-with Higgins..

ile's never around. He's not here more than he's here. He's

out of the building a lot and I think he would be a lot more
effective if instead of coming into the halls.with his bull-
horn trying to get kids out of the halls,--if he were in the
halls three or four times a day it would help us, not once
every other day with his bullhorn. More visible to the
students, knew more about what was happening. Maybe he
does and maybe I'm wrong, but I think he needs to be more
visible and then'teachers would be more apt to.go to him.
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Table..54

'Teacher Perception of Principal Higgins

Hall Monitoring

Number of TiMes Daily
Principal Monitors Pupil
Hall, Cafeteria Behavior

Number
Responding Petcentage

4'or more 20 28.57

2 or more
/

15 21.43

1 12 17.14

0 10 14.29

Uncertain 13 ' 15.57

Total 70

Data Source: Additional Information Survey
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Like, if you saw him in the halls and would say Higgins
'
deal with him like we deal with the counselors and the
Dean of students, it would be even better.

A teacher with over ten years experience ip the school summarizes

the feeling expressed by.others regarding Higgins' visibility. In al
1

reflective mood he states:

Even though it' slipped a little, it's still a great school.
I'm nol sure of 'the reason, but may be one of the reasons

"I/

- is that Higgins is not arodnd enough. He's out of the

building too much. He's a very impress e man. He could

do'a lot more. He will back you,-he will back teachers;
he's very good in that respect. But he should do more,
he should get on that loud speaker more, be in the' halls
more, his pfesence should be felt. He's aleadership type,
...a good solid person. (But) He doesn't do enough...
at least in the school. I don't know what he does outside

the school. He may do some things there, but not in the
schobl, where it really counts. In Armand's earlier years,
he was in the school all the time.... later on he was even
out more than he should...sometimes you have to be ou
maybe, I don't know. Most of the time you have to be here.
If you want people to follow you, you got to be leading.

(

Faculty comments about Higgins' visibility were divided in our

interviews. Feelings were strong on both sides. The results of our

survey conducted in Nay 1982 indicate that 67% of the staff saw Higgins

last year at least once a day monitoring the halls and cafetria, while
17.)

33% never saw him or feel uncertain of his presence in those locations,

(see Table 54, p. 236). Our own observation of the principal during

eight whole days (6 hours duration) show that he generally made one tour

of the building per day. On our half day observations we seldom saw him

tour the building.

ile Higgins does make at least one tour of the building per day,

several teachers feel that his presence is not felt in the halls and

cafeteria. They feel he could be more supportive of their school wide
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4

Table 55

Number of times Principal Higgins
Observed Classroom Last Year

Number of Times Teacher.
Reports Being Observed

Last Year

Number
Responding Percentage

More than 3 12 19.05

2 13 20:,63

1 7 11.11

0 31 49.,2l

Total '63

Data...,Source: Additional Information Survey
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responsibility of maintaining order and discipline if he were more

visible in those locations. Two to chers suggest that Higgins' extensive

involvement in educational politics may take him away from the school

and thereby weaken his effectiveness as a leader. This concern is

probably heightened for faculty who recall the previous principal's

,.;

emphasis on the visibility of all administrators.

A second way a faculty senses the personal presence and involvement

of the principal occurs when he or she makes observations-of classroom

teaching. Our survey-data indicate that 51% of the teachers said that

Higgins visited their classrooms to observe their teaching; 49% said he

didfThot observe them (see Table 55, p.238). Data collected during the

researchers' observation of the principal confirm the survey data.

During the 15 half- or whole-day observations, he made a total of three

classroom visits to observe teaching. All three visits were about ten

minutes' duration. Based on one of those visits he filled out a check

list evaluation critical of the4eachers performance. -Making teacher

observations and evaluations is not a top priority for Higgins. He

delegates most of that responsibility to his vice-principals. He contri-

butes to the effort but does not provide leadership by doing them

frequently (see Table 56, p.240). He suggests that "it is a waste of

(his) time to do observations 'other than to build a case for unsatisfactory
P

performance."

Higgins does require teachers to prepare weekly lesson plans. Few

junior high principals make this requirement of their teachers. Most are

satisfied if teachers write a couple of emergency plans which can be
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Table 56

Principal Higgins' Instructional Leadership Profile

Factor Mean Number

Coordinates and supports
instruction

Observes and evaluates
teachers

Establishes an academic
climate

Establishes goals and
responsibilities

.53 -

.99

1.27

1.20 ,7

Allocates resources .86

Total 71

Provides leadership = 2.0 - 1.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 - 0.67

Neither provides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 -.0

Data Source: SOIL

25&
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Table 57,

Number of Times Principal Higgins
Requested Lesson Plans Last Year

Number Of Times Lesson
Plan Requested Last Year

Numbei
Responding Percentage

10 br more 39 65.00

6 - 9 0

2 5 4 6.67

1 5 8.33

None 12 20.00

Total "60
.!)

Data Source: Additional Information Survey
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given to a substitute on days the regular teacher is absent. Higgins

encountered considerable resistance to his demand. Man) Polisher

teachers who have taught at the school for ten or more years felt it was

pointless to require lesson planning. They felt that they were exper-

ienced in teaching their subject areas and lesson planning was an

imposition which made for more paper work and in their view had little

benefit in i proving instruction. Several teachers complained that the

lesson plan orms encouraged cryptic, sket6hy plans and they would prefer

submitting the detailed lessons they write in detail and aztually use.

Other teachers accepted Higgins order a's a reasonable request or as

something that had to be done. A few stated that filling out the forms

weekly had forced them to plan moi.eN, carefully. We asked (see Table 57,

p.241) teachers the number of times the principal requested lesson plans

last year. Sixty-five percent said that they were requested ten or

more times, while 20% said that he did not request them and eleven did

not answer the question. Lesson plans are due in the office each Friday
0

as an established routine. Some of the disparity in teacher responses

may be due to residual resistance to turning them in.

Overall instructional leadership on an active daily basis is not

Higgins' top priority. However, he does make. a useful contribUtion to

the instructional program by "establishing an academic climate" (see

Table 56, p.240). On memoranda and in meetings he urges staff to keep a

strong sense of discipline so that effective instruction may be possible.

Repeatedly we heard from teachers that Higgins backs them\100% on

discipline. He also prides himself in being "a back to the basics man".
-v,
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, Table 58

Faculty Perception of Principal Higgins' Priorities

Rank Order Area of Responsibility Mearia Number

1

2 Instructional Leadership' 2.53 65

.School/District/Central
Office Relations 2.915 65

3 School Community Relations 3.065 70

Student Relations
(

3.065 70

Business Management 3:246 65

4

5

Data Source: Additional Information Surey

a
1 = highest priority; 5 = lowest priority
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He emphasizes in contacts with students that school is not play. His

endorsement of the rules and responsibilities expressed in the A+

Handbook his beliefs confirm his commitment to the maintenance of a

strong academic climate.

He also is perceived as making a contribution to leadership in

establishing goals and responsibilities (see Table 56, p.240) and in

initiating these activities:

o lastituted plans for major subject areas

1

o Reformed the grading and promotion system

o Standardized texts--one text for each subject area

o Instituted new lesson plan format

o Required mid-year and final exams be keyed to subject area
plans and texts.

In reviewing the data on Table 58 which displays a profile of

faculty perception toward the principal as an instructional leader we

note that in four out of the five factors he is seen as making a

contributic:-, in one factor he neither leads nor contributes. Overall

the SOIL survey suggests that he makes a contribution to instructional

leadership bur is not a strong instructional leader. These perceptions

receive further validation when we look-at the way the faculty assigns

rank order to their perception of Higgins'priorities (see Table 58,

p.243). The faculty did not assign any of the five areas of responsibility

to first place. Instructional .Leadership and School /District /Central

Office Relations tied for second place with the former taking lead over

the ;Ater in that position. The remaining areas of responsibility

clu4ter in third place in descending order of priority--School Community

Rcations, Student Relations and Business Management.
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Vice-principals as instructional leaders

At Polisher the two vice-principals are expected to be initimately

involved in monitoring the instructional program. Dr. Barrett, one of

the vice-principals, sees Higgins "as a strong curricular man". He's

set up a structure, in her opinion, that "leaves nothing to chance".

However, he has clearly delegated responsibility for supervision to the

vice-principals., Barrett feels free to make the decisions she feels

are necessary. Our field notes record her sense_of confidence and

autonomy.

Researcher:

Vice-Principal:

Researcher:

Vice-Principal:

Researcher:

. Vice-Principal:

I'm interested how the decisions get made regarding

the instructional programs. Are there certain aecisions

only Higgins makes? Are there others that you as

vice-principal would make? Are they delineated

in some way?
Higgins says that whatever I say he will back me

up.,.. I can 'make any decisions that I want to.now.

If I have any questions before I make the decisions

I will discuss it with him. But just ordinarily

whatever I say, he will back me up with the staff,

with parents, he will. never go over me. He said I

might be wrong, wrong, as hell but I will stick by you.

He delegated the responsibility to you, it's yours and

you do it.
The best -I can.

You confer but it sounds like you've got a lot of

autonomy.
I do. I can do anything I want to.

As we noted in the previous section Higgins shares the responsibility

for observations and evaluations of teachers with the vice principals.

In a conversation with Higgins he described how he assigns a priority

need for teacher observations. Because substitutes have the least

experience "they are checked on everyday. New teachers, weak teachers

and long-term substitutes are observed regularly". Polisher has 12

26_1
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Table 59

Number of ,T-imes Polisher VicePrincipals
' Observed Classroom Last Year

Number of Times Teacher
,Reports Being Observed

Last Year
Number

Responding Percen

More than310 16.39

2 11 \ 18.03

1 17 27.87

0 25 37.70

Total 61

Data Source: Additional Information Survey

;,
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long-term substitutes (4 math, 2science, 1 reading, 1 English, 4\

I/

,

special education). Higgins implied that "these people keep our

vice-principals /very busy doing observations ".

According to one vice-principal Higgins sets up a table of

observations twice a year._Each adMinistrator i 4. expect,ed to do 10

each semester. So it is possible that a teacher w d be observed

approximately once every other year. Many teachers s id they were

'
observed at irregular intexvals. Y And two experi nced teasersnoted

they
%
hTd never been observed. Thelgenere1'`-`1mpression we get is thatj

(.

vice-principals follow Higgins' prjbrities closely and have little time

247

to observe teachers who are perfo ing moderately well or better. Our

survey data show that 62% of the teachers report they were observed one

or more times last year; 38% say they were not observed (see Table 59,

p. 246) .

In March of 1982 the principal ca d the faculty together for an

Open Forum. Evidently several faculty members had expressed concern about

the school program and wanted a chance to 6ir their feelings. In the

course of this meeting statements were made on a variety of subjects

mostly dealing with he improvement of student discipline and tighter

control in the halls. At least two staff members felt that the

administration should be more active in monitoring weaker teachers and

suggested the need for more observations. In a follow-up meeting with

his vice-principals Higgins urged the vice-principals to make more

observaVfons. The vice-principals agreed. Six weeks later we continued

to probe for the reasons it was still so difficult for administrators to

263
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,make observations. The following conversation occurred between one of

our researchers. and a vice-principal 'at Polisher.

Researcher: Why is it so hard to -get into tTe-classroom to observe?

Vice-principal: It's very time consuming. It takes. 40-450 minutes to

observe. An hour to write up. Then I like to hold on

to_it a day or two to mull over my reactions. Then I

hand_deliver it to the teacher. In some instances a -

conference may be desired by either party, That might

mean involving union representation. Then finding a

mutually convenient time can be frustrating. These

are so many competing priorities that can get in the

may /
-

Researcher: Do you know any vice-principals or principals in this

system who observe regularly?

Vicerincipal: Well I'M taking this Executive Institute and the

instructor was absent. So we all talked among ourselves'

and the topic of observation came up. One principal

said that he and his vice-principals do five observa-

tions each per week.

Researcher: How do they find the time?

Vice-Principal: They set different priorities. Now we are doing more

observing. It isn't the full 50 minute type, but more

of a quick check up. (She shows me a new check list

for observation.) This form came into being because

the staff asked for more administrative. supervision

so now they've got it.

Researcher: How long have you been doing this?
A few weeks.

similar vein we pursued the same questions with the other

vice-principal,

"45

.

,.Researcher: 'In many ways this is a good school. Teacher's care about

.,itlids. Discipline is strong and supportive. Teachers

stand in the halls when. claSses pass; 3 beans handle

discipline all dayefor each grade; three counselors, . ...

2, vice-principal and the principal are'all. engaged'in-

maintaining order. Everything is in readiness,for the

Academies. Nth let's look at 'the Math papertment-. You've

got twa or three certified teachers, twb of whom are
.

G

,.. .ptitstanding-I4T,anof the rest long-term substitutes (I' got,

..- .....14,is impression from theMath supervisor).. You're
....--' supposed t'o monitor tlfe math program. .They need your

help.. How often can you work-with them?

'Vice-Principal: . Not often.
.1
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Researcher: Five or 10% of your time?
'

That's right. I'm swamped with paper work and

discipline problems.

Researcher: I know you are, but I don't understand. So many people

are working on discipline.

Vice-Principal: Look, it takes all of us just to keep the lid on.
Between watching the substitutes, handling special
education placements, building repairs and discipline
problems it leaves little time for instruction. Its
possible that Higgins could take me off of all that

other work. But it would fall back on me. It's a

system problem. You have g department chair who has
no authority so it falls on the vice-principal and

we simply don't have the time.

This vice-principal makes three points that are instructive. He
I

supports the other vice-principal's contention that vice -principals

,cotkld make more' observations if that became a school priority mandated

and monitored by the principal. Second he feels that discipline is so

complex that it requires constant attention by many key people to maintain

a well disciplined climate. Finally he suggests that the department

chair might be able Lo do the.job but lacks the authority or time.

Recall that teachers, too felt that department chairs because of their

more initimate knowledge of a particular subject area and of their

cdlleagues.needs could therefore be helpful.

.
The results of our survey, Sources of Instructional Leadership,

offer a profile of how the staff perceives the vice-principal's role as

instructional leaders. In four out of six factors the faculty credits

the vice-principals as making a contribution to leadership by improving

the use of instructional materials, by directing and supporting

instruction, by communicating an academic emphasis, and by maintaining

an academic climate. They provide leadership in observing and evaluating
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Table 60

Polisher Vice-Principals'
Instructional Leadership Profile

Factor

Directs and supports
instruction .74

Maintains academic climate 1.17

Improves instruction _68

Organizes resources .50

Observes and evaluates
teachers .1.38

Communicates academic
emphasis .88

Me aft. Number

/
Total 71

Provides leadership = 2.0 - 1'.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 - 0.67

Neither provides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 - 0

Data Source: SOIL
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teachers. They neither lead nor contribute in the area of organizing

resources (see Table 60, p.250).

Lawrence seems completely swamped with discipline prOblems,

Special Education plaCements and building repairs. He has little time

to supervise or direct the instructional program. Barrett says that

about 50% of her time is devoted to the instructional program, with

the remaining time given to general management tasks including discipline.

Ian interviews teachers and department chairs frequently said they

deferred to the vice-principals if they had instructional questions or

concerns. Faculty responses on the SOIL survey indicate that vice-

principals are seen as useful contributors to the instructional program

but they assert leadership in only one area. Certainly one of the

reasons they do n t lead can be traced to the fact that they do much

"catch.up and cleanup work. Their jobs are not organized so that

instructional supervision is"their top priority.

Department chairs as instructional leaders

We learned from several teachers that the department chair should
.1

be a natural choice as instructional leaders. Teachers sense that

department chairs understand their needs and therefore are in a

position to make credible suggestions. Their perceptions appear tobe

statements of what some teachers wish might be the case rather than what

is.

(:The role, as it is currently defined, is so weak and ambiguous that

the department chair'functions as a clerk or at best-as a peer without

administrative authority. One chairperson at Polisher describes the
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chair's situation and function thiS way:

The distribution, collection of tektbooks, seeing to teachers'
requests for supplies, formulating a Department Plan and to
some extent seeing that it is carried out. Basically, 'leading

department meetings. There is very little control a junior
high school chairman in any area has over the people that are
working in the department. There is no time allotment to
observe teachers; then again, there is not a special test given
to designate a chairperson in junior high school which is
possibly why the responsibilities are limited Lu mostly
administrative kinds of things--not even administrative,
because an administrator can observe teacht:s. But the
department chairperson in a' junior high school has very- -
almost clerical duties, because, again there is no tests,
but by the same token you can't tell a teacher what to do
because you're an equal and not a superior. So, you make
suggestions or you talk to someone to help them ..out or
point something out. They can listen and they can choose
to follow your advice or not. It's a very strange position--
there's a lot of responsibility and .there is really no
compensation. The only thing you get in this role is having
no advisory (homeroom).

The profile data we collected on how staff views the department

chair's influence in instructional leadership supports the widely held

belief that it is a weak role. In two out of the five factors--"Improves

the use of Instructional Materials" and "Clarifies Instructional

Direction"--department chairs contribute to the°instructional program.

But they neither provide leadership nor contribute to leadership in

projecting an academic emphasis, securing resources, and in developing

collegial relationships (see Table 61, p. 253).

In some departments where the chair is perceived as weak faculty

will ignore the chair and go directly to the vice principal in charge of

the subject area. One of our researchers asked a teacher working at

.Polisher for the last three years whom she sought out for help when she

had an instructional problem.

2



Table 61

Polisher Department Chair
Instructional. Leadership Profile

Factor Mean Number

Improves use of
instructional materials .74

. Projects an academic
emphasis .47

Secures resources .34

Develops collegial
relationship .35

Clarifies instructional
direction .84

TOtal 71

Provides leadership = 2.0 1.34

Contribdtes to leadership = 1.33 0.67

Neither provides nor
contributes to:leadership = 0.66 0

Data Source: SOIL
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Barrett. I tend avoiding to go to Carter (the department

chair) only because I get the feeling that she goes to

Barrett anyway. She doesn't seem to mind us going to

Barrett, she re ers us to Barrett any time there's a

problem so I jut go to her with whatever problems I have.

Admittedly a stronger chair tight find ways to transcend the

limitations of a poorly defined role; Also, a cohesive department which

has worked through its instructional program cooperatively might be

able to run itself with little need for frequent supervision. A

veteran science teacher describes the way his sdepartment maintains

consistency and uniformity in what is taught in 9th grade.

Departmentally we try to be as consistent as possible with

each other. We try to keep the classes more or less together,

utilizing the same text books. So if there happens to be any

transfer of students in the school, the worse that can happen

is that they would be a 9hapter or two off. That's what we

try to do. We also have what is called departmental testing.

So within the department we have our own midterms and our own

finals. This way we know whether or not-the kids are up to

par with each other and more or less what grade. Individual

tests for the chapters the teachers have to give on their

own. There are certain units where we have the same tests

for every teacher. For example, we wrote up our own ninth

curriculum. Ninth grade science is not a mandatory program.

We have our own curriculum and within that curriculum of

ninth graders we have what we calI.nur own rat study. There

we have constant quizzes and tests which are identical.

Every single class gets the same thing. That's the area

of testing as far as the text books are concerned.

In this department it seems possible for teachers to make a plan and

execute it with consistency. But in less cohesive departments plans and

actuality are less than identical. In the reading department they too

produce plans but that does not mean they have a consistent or unified

approaCh. This department is at odds with its chair. They frequently

circumvent her requests or ignore her. We asked the viceprincpai in

charge 0.f.,r5e reading department how she monitors compliance with the



Table 62

Leadership Score for Polisher
Reading and Math Specialists

Factor Mean Number

Improves instructional
materials .28

Improves instruction .15

Supports academic emphasis .34

Develops direction of
instruction .28

Structures program .21

Supports coordination of
instruction .32

Total 71

Provides leadership = 2.0 1.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 0.67

Neither provides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 0

Data Source: SOIL

za
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Table 63

Leadership Scores for Polisher Teachers

Factor Mean Number

Develops learning climate .88

Supports colleagues

Organizes program

Relates to direction of /
insruction

/

Coordinates with colleagues

.18

.37

.54

.26

Develops instructional
materials. .34

Total 71

Provides leadership = 2.0 - 1.34

Contributes to leadership = 1.33 0.67

Neither p1ovides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 - 0

Data Source: SOIL

11,
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Table 64

Summary Factor Scores for
Polisher Leadership Roles

Role Total Mean Score.

Principal .97

Vice-principal .89

Department chairs '.55

School based math and
reading specialists

Teachers .43

Provides leadership- = 2.0 - 1.34
Contributes to leadership = 1.33 0.67

Neither provides nor
contributes to leadership = 0.66 - 0

Data Source: SOIL,

a
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plan. Her responsu'was candid.

Well that's hard to say. There is a rea.i,..ig plan. I dd

read each teacher's weekly. less n. I also receive

feedback from the department c! her response to the

lesson plans. On paper it loo they're complying.

But there'S no way to know withu rutting into the

classroom regularly.

Paper plans cannot tell an administrator what is going on in the

classroom. The administrator understands what is actually happening

only whin he or she enters the classroom, observes and subsequently

begins to talk. about the observation with the teacher; and yet the

aued for making teachers accountable on paper persists.

In concluding this section we look briefly at how the faculty

perceived the roles of school based reading and math specialists, and

teachers in the exercise of instructional leadership. Table 62 shows

that this faculty does not see school based math and reading specialists

as providing leadership or contributing to leadership in relation to

any of the factors listed. The faculty does credit teachers however

with contributing to leadership in the area of developing a climate

for learning (see Table 63). The summary scores for each role surveyed

by the SOI1 instrument (see Table 64) does not show one role providing

strong leadership in the school. Both the principal and viceprincipals

are perceived, somewhat equally, as contributing to leadership; and

department chairs, school based math and reading specialisits and

teachers -neither provide nor contribute to leadership at Polisher.

Interventions to Improve Instruction and Their Effects

So far we have examined the roles of the principal, the vice.;)rincipal

and department chair as they attempt to exercise instructi.onal leadership
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at Polisher. Central issues like visibility, credibility, use of time

and lines of authority were discussed from the perception of each of

the key actors. Now we present two examples,_Pacing and Mastery

Learning, which we think illustrate some of.the problems this faculty

faces when it tries to implement a change in the instructional program.

Both examples were attempts on the part of the principal to use a district

or central office specialist to initiate change through staff development.

During our study the principal invited LI- district reading

supervisbr to show teachers how to use a planning procedure called

Pacing. Developed by Venersky at te Uni,ersity of Delaware, pacing is

a process which requires the teacher to predict how long it may Lake

for children to master a unit. Then teachers pace their instruction to

meet their anticipated goal. The method supposedly encourages teachers

to use time more efficiently , d thereby permt children to cover more

material. The idea is b-ej..ng used widely in elementary schools within

Polisher's district. Higgins thought that pacing might be beneficial

for his reading staff. The initial reception was poor. Barrett, who

monitors the reading department, tells what happened as. she responds to

a statement we made.

Re,,larcher: I get the impression that they are a competent group

of professionals, but that they resist leadership.

They're going to go their own way.

Vice-Principal: That's right. We had the district supervisor come in

to give a demonstration lesson and illustrate how to

use "pacing". The teachers were upset. They felt

it was demeaning to be told how to teach. Some said:

'Look I've been teaching 20-30 years what can she

.teach me.' Now we have insisted on pacing. Teachers

do turn the charts in but you can only write them

up if they refuse to turn the chart in. You can not

discipline them if they do not in fact keep pace. So

it's hard to know what pacing does.
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The principal, however, believes that pacing can make a difference in

how teachers teach; he sees it as a modest way to make teachers more

accountable. Following the. disappointing staff development sfrssion,

Higgins continued to insist that the reading teachers do pacing. He

asked parents to monitor teachers' use of the technique when they made

classroom observations. Our field notes reconstruct Higgins' argument

for pacing as he talks to members of the school's Title I Advising Team.

"I want`you to notice if teachers are doing the pacing which

the union has objected to. I believe that not doing pacing

hurts students progress. Pacing is being done nationally.

If pacing is not implemented then you don't know how well

children are progressing. Their evaluators can't adequately

know what students are doing. I don't feel the union should

have anything to do with the curriculum. With teachers not

doing pacing its going to hurt our children tremendously.

If I pace I know where children are. I can tell where one

child is in relation to another. Teachers are destroying

themselves. They don't know what children are doing. Some

teachers don't want to turn in a lesson plan. Some don't

like the standardized texts. It's not the texts:fault; it's

that they're not teaching. If you see a teacher sitting

;;t a desk you know they're just dis ensing work; they're

not teaching. How much direct teaching is done?"

This meeting turned from an information sharing session into an

impassioned plea for parents to monitor teacher compliance in doing

pacing. Higgins is upset with teachers for resisting his demand and

that seem to trigger his resentment over past scores. We wonder whether

parents can be more successful in demanding teacher compliance than

was the administration. Teachers, like any other workers know how to

sabbotage the bosses demands if they feel they are unwarranted. They

will do the minimum to avoid a ruckus. They will submit the weekly lesson

plans, but not take them seriously. They will turn in the pacing charts,

but not feel obligated'to reevaluate their teaching if they do not meet



their goals. Teaching they believe is their domain. They might

welcome suggestions, but they will resist c ni
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T!,s isespecially

true of a seasoed staff who has been moderately successful filraising \

student scores on standarkdized tests.

In this example we see a common organizational conflict between

staff who perceive themselves as having the professional expertise to

solve their own problems and line authority who are legally responsible

for monitoring professional performance. Of course one way to mediate

this conflict would be to have those with line authority exercising

their instructional leadership in classrooms, but in this case they are

not.

Pacing was introduced to the reading staff early in 1932. There

was teacher resistance at first; new there appears to be half hearted

compliance. Mastery Learning, unlike pacing, was Introduced to the

entire faculty in 1980. Pt was the only time since writing of the

Ai- Handbook that this faqilty as a whole considered making a schoolwick.

change in their classroom teaching. Initially there was interest in

exploring the idea. But soon interpersonal tensions within the faculty

and confusion )about lines of authority thwarted an effort toward change.

Th.s event may be a pivotal event marking a break in the spirit of

interdependence and collaboration within the staff and between staff

and administration.

We offer three views of what happened to Mastery Learning (ML):

The first represents the perspectic-e held by several teachers; the

second represents the point of view of Anderson, the central office

/
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supervisor, who conducted the ML staff development; the third is the

viewC,Qf Reynolds, who was chair of the X-rSteering Committee at the

time ML was introduced to the Polisher faculty. We start with the

first teacher's comments.
4

Last year we Ild staff development on mastery learning which

was very poorl received. A lot of people, I guess, are
resistant to n'04 ideas and I think that's what staff develop-
ment should be, so we really don't have much staff development

and when there does come along something that is a real
opportunity for staff development it hasn't went over well.

Well, I can only talk about this last year in this instance
becauSe in recent years; it's about the only one I can think
of that was really a true staff development. I really don't

remember th details about how it got here, but I think there
was a consensus asked for by the whole staff that they would

be willing to accept a staff development on mastery learning.

_And suppas.edly there_was_a_general,yes, they wanted to learn

more about it.

I know that one of the people who be actively vocal

in favor of mastery learning was a person on the staff that

is not too -Dopular, and he is a very difficult individual and

who after the meeting, he just set himself up as--you had

to be there to see it--botause this person has the attitude
that lie is a supreme teacher and no one can even attempt to
be anywhere neat what he does and he is-just a very difficult

person to get along with. And'as,the things were presented

and the earning and the monitoring and
the testing and re-testing and all the things that go in i ,

people were told that they must do it.

Wel I , they wereu't told that they must do it in the fact
that everyone :;'.rt of got together and said well I'm not

doing it--who is lie to tell me what I have'to do or that
I have to participate; I haven't said T. would participate.

I just said I wanted to know more about it. But it started

at the point- -yes, we want to hear about it and from that

point it went to yes, I will participate, I will be

evaluated anc, it changed completely from a staff development
which is just to present material and then maybe. In other

words, it was presented, but after it was presented it
wasn't asked well, do you think this would work? or do
you want to try-it? And then it came to the next step-- -

go out and do it, and people -were not willing to do it

for one reason or another or some people said, well, I
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already do something like that. It became a very
personality based thing because the person who was
charging everyone else to use the mastery learning or.else--

not or else -he had no authority really, but just saying if

you're not using it you're not teaching properly, that sort

of thing. As it turned around, he wasn't using it either.

Researcher: At anytime did Higgins or Barrett or Lawrence say
that it had to be used -did anyone in authority say
that it had to be used?

Response: No; but they came very clos They asked you to develop
in your department certain thi gs that could be used
from a mastery learning point o view. So, we spent
time in department meetings'on mak,tery learning and it

was all for nothing. We wasted time. There was no
real understanding of what we were supposed to do.

In an interview with the centr office supervisor, Lionel Anderson,

who led the staff development in Mastery Learning, we got a difficult

point of view. In June, 1980 Higgins met with Anderson to discuss the

possibility of ML for Polisher. S!ibsequenily, Anderson made a presenta-

tion to the A+ Steering Committee. Robert Reynolds, chair of the A+

Ste:.ring Committee surveyed the faculty to assess interest. Reynolds

reported that faculty opinion could be summarized by these three points

in a memo to Anderson.

1. The science department felt that its program already

reflected the use of a Mastery Learning methodology.

2. Others said: "It's a perfect marriage between the two
(meaning the situation extant as a result of A+ and the

need to help failing students). It offers one way to

cut failures and pull students up to grade level."

3. In Title I readin st dents cannot get above a "C" so
they never can become mastery Learners. But ido not

see this as a problem.

Subsequently, about ten teachers volunteered to take nine hours of

training in ML in late June. In the Fall of 1980 three school-wide

workshops occurred. In the final workshop, Anderson presented the

27 re)
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rationale and methodology associated with Then two staff members,

one a department chair, the second Reynolds presented ML materials they

had developed. Near the end of the workshop staffwere asked to meet by

department to discuss their reactions. In the second staff development

session Anderson reviewed the ML methodology. Staff then moved into

department groupings to plan a ML unit. For the third session Anderson

brought teachers from other schools who had success using ML to work with

the staff. The aim of this session was to write an initial ML unit for

each department. In December a detailed memo jointly signed by Barrett

and Anderson -Ind with the signed approval of Higgins, expresso'. the

hope that ever' ,:ea:.:her would use ML with one class ever a period of

several months so that a determination could be made as to its effective

ness and compatibility with the A+ program."

In January 198] Barrett sent a memo to those teachers who had been

trained in June 1980 asking them to explain the reasons they no longer

used ML. Anderson returned to Polisher in March to meet with a dozen

ienchers who had some interest in ML. About half of that group

were actually implementing ML;. the rest were considering writing a unit.

By June 1981 interest in ML seemed c6mpletely dissipated.

'.1e have recorded the reasons one teacher felt ML failed at Polisher.

From her'point of view, the reasons include: the staff have' been

resistant to new ideas, a peer who.l, =ii no official! auth3rity got heavy

handed and insisted teachers use it-andanally_ the ill4inistration came

close to demanding its-use.- Reync,Ids' view if;. <-:,-ewf!atdifferent. He

believes that the 4+ committer was being blamed.for initiatives ancl.f.,
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demands which the principal was making, such as submitting weekly

lesson plans. The role of the A+ Steering Committee and its authority

became confused. Therefore, when A+ and especially Reynolds took

leadership in encouraging partiCipation in ML some faculty felt he was -

responsible for overloading them with still more extra work. Reynolds

comments:

Thu second ybar of A+ we began working with mastery learning
and people seemed very enthused about it,.but after a couple
of workshops,,thwlesson.planning was introduced. Having to

submit weekly lesson plans.... was associated with Academics
'PluS. It didn't ,have anything to do with Academics Plus.
People seemed to/assume that the A+ Committee was
responsible for/lesson planning, was responsible for this,
waS responsible for that, so we became the bad guy. And,

I of course, resented it, because this was not true,
Consequently, my enthusiasm dampened and I think a lot of
the effect of the program stemmed from the fact that a
large number of teachers, whom others respected, were very
much involved. And once we lost the enthusiasm, I think the
others did as well.

'Adel' I felt that since the committee had worked so
closely with Higgins and with Barrett that if there were
requirements that were going to be made of teachers connected

with Academics Plus, that we should have some input. Or.at

least before these things are introduced t^ the faculty at
large, we should be aware of it. Because I feel very awkward
when something is announced in a faculty rReting that I have

no knowledge of. So.I cannot thereby explain to staff members
what's going on, and the rationale behind something.

It seems as if the administration is just piling more

and more on us for no particular reason. And one of the

things that I kept saying was that those people who i,Yere

going to goof off, were going to goof off no matter how

many traps you set to assess how they're doing their job.

They are still not going to do it wherein those who were
conscientious were willing to give it an effort to deal with

the load they were just overburdened, and thereby demoralized

by all the things that they were expected to do.

People'were really trying the mastery learning, the
mastery teaching and it just fizzled out, which is making the

whole situation here difficult, because most of us now have

281
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classes where 50;'] of thekids are grade failures. And if

you are not an enthusiastic teacher and you have a class

composed largely of repeaters, it can'be devastating.

Evidently Reynold, a teacher, "was performing administrative tasks

and functions without le title or authority." In the first year or two

of A+ when idealism and a cooperative spirit were a. cohesive force the

faculty was willing to accept. the legitimacy of A+ as a quasi decision

making body. There was a close link between teachers and hsiministrators.

Two types of behavior chan3ed the mandate. given to A+ and its leadership.

,First- the administrators, namely the principal, made del-aands that in-

creased the work load of the faculty-7:weekly lesson pian. The union

contract' states that teachers must either provide weekly lesson plans

or emergency lesson plans. This faculty had been doing the latter.

Writing lesson plans on -top of all tHe responsibilities agreed to in the

A+ Handbook 'seemed to overburden.the faculty. And the faculty at least

according to Reynolds blamed him and + for the extra work. Secondly

Reynolds and perhaps others may have overstepped their authority as

teachers. In a conversation with the principal he mentioned'that A+ had

been problematic last year.

Well there.was some dissentionTeachers were taking pop

shots at each other. I couldn't have that. So I had to

take over for a while. Teachers didn't like some teachers

telling them what they should do or checking up on them.

Some teachers would say publicly you're not doing a good job.

The A+ program feels stalled. It is not dead. But it lacks any

significant forward thrust. At the March 1982 Open Forum which was

led to help the staff get back on course, out of 27 items discussed

only foqi to the instructional program. Of the 23 items

il 2
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remaining the majority are recommendations for improving student disci-

pline. Of the four that relate to the academic program one is the

principal's reaffirmation to retain students iho do not meet minimum

standards; a second reaffirms the need for the staff to abide "actively"

by all of the rules in the A+ Handbook. The two remaining items are

similar in content. One teacher expressed the wish that the administra-

tio would "read the riot act to weak teachers"; the other was a plea to

drop the term A+ from the Polisher program. This teacher feels that

"Thoe who do adequate jobs continue to do so, those who do

mediocre joblwi_ll continue in that fashion and those who do poor will

still do poorly. Administration should deal with faculty who refuse to

perform adequately and not lecture those who abide by school rules. The

administration's response to these two issues was almost identical.

"Academics Plus will continue at Polisher Junior High. We

are not performing adequately when we 'cover up' for inadequate

performances of others. Administration does not see everything

and cannot be in all places at all times."

Earlier we mentioned that Higgins did increase the number of

(-

observations by asking the vice-principals to do so--that action was a

1

result of the Open Fotun* But the tone of the last quotation is

disturbing and may give a p,!rtinl explanation for some of Reynolds'

behavior. Reynolds was criticized by staff for saying publicly to

teachers that they "...were not doing a good job". We suspect that the

principal's equest that teachers not "cover up" for the weaker ones

encourages role confusion. There is a nec ssary line between teachers

and administration and that line is drawn between a teacher's option to

make suggestions to colleagues and the administration's responsibility

283
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to make evaluative statements. Certainly the administration was not

asking teachers to do formal evaluations. But enlisting faculty help

to mcnitor a colleague's peformance is bou.id to weaken trust and blur

of authority.

Su unary Observations

In the Polisher case study we see an inner city junior high school

operating under a set of agreements which they believe will help students

succeed in school. The A+ Handbook, couched in legalistic terms

represents the faculty's thinking on how to re-socialize. minority

children to the school work ethic. This faculty recognized that humane

and persistent attention to discipline provides a foundatigp so that

learning can occur. Administrators, counselors, deans and teachers are

committed to "staying on top of discipline". The results are evident.

Polisher is a safe, orderly school. We are concerned, however, that

discipline may have become a superordinate goal, instead of a subordinate

one. If the Faculty and administration are correct in their belief that

it requires extraordinary effort "just to keep the lid on", then that

may leave little time or energy for improving instruction. We wonder

if this constant emphasis on discipline may not be an inadvertent

expression of low expectations for student aeAievement. We are suggesting

that Polisher may be using the wrong model for socializing its students.

They may be socializing them for compliant behavior and not for

significant intellectual growth.

Certainly the large number of failures would suggest a mismatch

.between the A+ model and the reality of the school. The reality may

2S4
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be that this faculty "does not know Who these kids are"--the students

retained. By keeping holdover students with regular students, by

not providing careful diagnosis of the retained students' needs, by not

using a flexible roster plan so that students can take courses they

passed with their,age peers, and by not creating special programs for
ti

them, it is as it these students were unknown. Further the A+ gains

for those who pass are modest.

A more appropriate model might start with the fact that for the

past four years 20 to 25 percent of the students fail yearly. The

first question that emerges from that fact might be: What kind of

instructional program will reduce that number, af failures significantly?

We do not want this faculty to lower its standards; we do, however,

believe that both students and faculty must be accountable for academic

achievement. We suspect that if the faculty learned how to reach the

harder to reach students the overall quality of instruction would improve

because teachers would need to develop a/mol-e critical analysis oC their

own teaching strategies.

Four years ago this faculty was prepared to make several changes in

hopes of creating a more effective school. They created a safe environ-

ment; they emphasized school wide attention to basic skills improvement,

Those changes they implemented were first level changes. But they

failed to change significantly their classroom teaching. There appears

to be a stand-off where teachers have agreed to make minimal

changeslike grading and testing procedures, frequent homework
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assignments, and use of standardized teKts--but ,they seem less willing

t.0 question or evaluate the way they teach.

Teachers seem particularly resistant to new methods of teaching

which require consensus\of the entire faculty. The rejection of Mastery

Learning is a case in p int. There appear.. be multiple reasons the

faculty rejected thE teaching methodology. First, some faculty

'\identified the ,litiatio of ML with Reynolds' leadership of the A+

steering cow- Beca se of interpersonal disagreements with him,

\

they re.] CC ! en Second ML. initially requires teachers to restructure

the way t!,Lly erg-nizO their teaching and how-they teach. In the science

departmer t, 2re ML methodology was congruent with yhat they were already

doing an; he1refore required little additional work or adjustment in

their current ractice, the accepted ML. The science/department tends.

to act in a cohesive manner. They initiate plans and accept the disci

pline of monitoring their ow teaching to check for compliance with the

plan. In contrast the readAn department is less cohesive. This depart

ment also makes plans, but th4 resist monitoring from either their

i.

department chair or from adminIstration. They maintain that ai3 reading

specialists they are experts their field and therefore they can best

evaluate Their own progress. A few reading teachers were interest9din,

ML and did implement it. Most treading teachers rejected it.

The differential response ML received is probably typical in

secondary schools. Department4izatioc. by subject areamakes consensus

p1n.teaching methods problematic. Alth ugh it may be possible to get

consensus on the necessity_ for all rchers to address basic skill
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improvement in all subjects, it is less likely that a faCulty will

conform to a uniform system of instruction across disciplines.

The principal's efforts to tighten controls on the quality of

instruction have also failed. The faculty will do pacing and lesson

planning, but their compliance"lacks enthusiasm or commitment. They

see these interventions-as "traps" to force them to be publically

accountable. They will file.the appropriate paper, bUt, the faculty

knows that its successes and failures are, largely hidden behind the

classroom door. They control hOw they teach; thus illustrating some of

the negative aspects of Weik's theory of loose-coupling in organizations.

Teachers and administratOrs are connected by paper agreements which the

administration is either unwilling or unable to monitor. Similarly the

coupling between principal and vice-principals seems loose. The

principal says hE wants vice-principals to be actively involved in the

instructional program. But one vice-principal claims she gives. 50% of

her time to supervision while the second gives considerably less. Ve

suspect that the loose coupling in this case may also be a device which

protects administrators from accountability regardingitudent achievement.

It is hard to believe that if both vice-principals spent 70% of their time

on curricular and supervisory functions that school discipline would

disintegrate. Igo suspect that if the quality of instruction improvec'

2 8
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for those currently failing, that change would benefit digcipline as

well.
ta

The adminlstration puts too much emphasis on paper plans and paper

systems for accountability whichfosters the illusidn that various

parties are responsible and accountable. One teacher graphically

summarizes this paradox
.n
between paper intentions and classroom r ea

This teacher claims the administration
"
-...wants more effective teachers,:_,/

,
measured growth from students, accountable teachers based on long - terms'

planning, lesson planning, department' plans, etc. [?hat 'tie is getting

is paper work. That he isn't getting its the stuff that-ig supposed to

be behindthe paper work ".

Of course that "stuff" wecrbelieve, requires an administration that
4

is highly-viSible, accessible, and credible with teachers: It,is a

queg-tion,ofolegree ind 'consistency. We are not saying that the principal

.or vice-princip s rarely tour the halls_ or visit clas rooms. They do
-

perform those function4 But they appear not to do eno the area

r
of supervising instruction. They have not made supervision a top.

priority. The only way an administrator can know that plansiare being

! (

implemented is to visit classrooms regulaly for extended periods of time.

To be an effective supervisor If instruction requires knowledge of

the subject area and efectiyeteaching practice. Are princiPals and

vice-principals best able to supervise? This study is inconclusive op

that'issue. Many-teachers feel department chairS at the secondary lebel

because of their more intimateknowledge of the teaching and subject

matter are in the best position to assist teachers., If this perception

2 38
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e

is accurate, the department chair role must be restructured so ttrat

chairs,have the time and authority to do the job well. Other staff feel

that the prlipal and or ,vice- principals could supervise staff if they

made time available to-do it.

It IS impractical to. expect secondary school principals to do all

of the formal and informal- observations-of the, faculty; a portion of,that
4.1

,
responsibility should be'.delegated to vice-principals. But, it

(.

esse.ntial for all administrators includink the principal to be more

visible in classrooms. Recall that in Cne interview with Higgins, he
ri

wished th he had the time to sit in classrooms listeningstddents'

tresponses to instruction. We b'dlieve,that that is an importanit,iworth-o
. ..

.
_

while goal, MIf Higgins were ore visible he might understand the meeds
e- .,

of his students more 'accurat_ely;.he Loeld?see firstand what'kinds of

,

strategie _lessons.or materials children learn He could,become
_..

ials he,

,
.,..'.

aneffectiV.e link between students and teachers. Much'of what we are

discussing is not formal; rather it can happen in the course of touring
.,,

the building on daily rounds. But if thes\sup ortive observ4ions_are .

,er

to be helpfulto the improvement of instruction, the admijiistrator must

:

do these frequently. The effective schools literature (see Weber,19711-

Brookover and Lezotv-; 1977; Edmunds, 1979; Venesky and Winfield, 19791

and Kean, Raivitz and, Summers, 1979) stresses the need for principals (and

we would add vice- principals) to make.frequAE\yisits to`' 1assrooms to :

encourage and support instruction, and to coordinate and link the

classroom teacher's 'efforts to theffarger'over511 mission of the school.
ti

The quality of leadership behaviors mentioned in the last sentence makes

6
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a difference to faculty. Behaviors like encourages, supports,
C

coordinates and links arequit4 different From demands and orders.

.
., ,, ' 1,A

Leades do need to give odpig. .But orders must be given sp ringly or
<:/ 'Tr

they be ignored., Teachers consider themleIvesTrofessionalsand,as

such they tend not to respond to bureaucratic demands--especially in

,
1

\I

'areas in which they consider themselves expert.
/

:Two other lessons derived from the Polisher case study concern'the

iN

way ink which change is ,implemented. The A+ promotion standards were
5 t

.

enacted in opposition to the accepted practice of the larger,system.

The effect of the system wide'standards ate cumulative from one level of

I
,

school organization to the next. When the middle level does not a..ccept

.

.

.

.

.

the same'StandarOs as the first and third levels it creates an'untenable

1 r

-

. I .

problem/for the exceptl, . Polisher may be right in demanding higher
,_ 1

standards for Promotion. But that battle must be.fough at the.g.Strict
.

and central offices not at the individual school. Polisher's proMotion

standards might succeed if those standards were common practice at the

elementary school leVel.' Mil's' case study illustrates a limitation of

the pfincipal' use of discretionary power when applied in opposition

to a system wide policy. A principal and faculty can 'eAct to implement

rigorous promotional standards, but then that school will also inherit

the pnciblems of the larger systeM which did not follow suit. .If Polisher

persists in its isolated stand on promotional policy it will also need
C-

to be accountablh for student. achievepent; it cart not blame the system .

or the student.

. The second lesson related to implementing chLnge comes from the

Polisher faculty's response to enforced lesson planning. Recall that the
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\
i.

,

.._:.).-;

\faculty, was quite, willing to conform to all of the rulQs,a d regulations
v

.. ,

.
of the A+ Handbook, but they balked gt:the imposition o0e4utred weekly

4 4

lesson plans. 'We ,do not wish to argue for or against weekly lesson
.. .,

-.'

. .

plans. But. we do want to, suggest that the impositio4 of that order
.

,

....
, a .

_

was ill timed. Some faculty resistance to the order was based on grounds

that't.he principal was needlessly overloading them with paper Work:

There prgbably is a limit to the dumber of changes an organization is
,

,-

willing to incorporate before it starts rejecting suggesti'ons and

.
, c

'demands willyl-nilly. ,

Finally' Polisher haq made progrcls.s in some aspects of ,its school

,
. )

program. Ikorder for the school ,to approach the next level of eff.ective-.'
)

,r;.
'

ness boph administration and teachers need to,e4laute F--le of th0,?r.
.

/ 1 -,,

basic attitudes and practices.he principal yill need xo re-examine
.

/

. .

his style f leadership. At present his style feels bur ea

J
ucratic on the

..,

. .

issuance of orders and directives, and loose or'lassez-faire in
e:. . e .

\

-,monitoring Implementation If the principal decides to tighten control

,..

,by Apg more supervision and in general becomes -mere visible at the

..classro\om le'Vel we suggest that he consjderca more collaborAive style
- . ?;.

nPtz r-

of .interaction:. The facuA-Y,'on the other hand, needs to become more ,
,

open to different- methods and theories of educating children and then

make a commitment to integratCtbose changes in their classroom teac'hing,
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)
SUKMARY

, -

. I
,,

In this section we would like to summarize lat seem to be
.

,. t
,.

.., ,.
, f

.
.

the important findings of this study. In the next section we wi i
,

. .
(

,

. . . ;,-

analyze those findings and di's ss,their implications for instruc-
t . .

} . .- - 5,

tional leadership.
-.

--,

c, , ,
,- i

At the outset we woutd like to stress that these four schools...

,

'

are not very effectiVe schools,. if -de ure the criteria and standar
. 1

f

,

, usually applied in contemporary studies. In fact, one of the schools--
.t

,from our point of Mewseems-to be rather,ineffective. So"-this in

a was not a study of what worksin.effective'schools. It was

/ . r

inStead a tentative probe of this question: in urban junior high
A r .

schools that are. making some modest gains Agaihst great odds,- what-

e.,) , I, -_---

\ -
seems to. be making the difference in pupil learning- -and wlich people

. /

.are milking that diffe ehce?
i

Let's summarize'oUr finditvs about the first4-What seems to'

be making a difference- -and what otheractions and activities s em
ff.'

not to be making a diffeOnce?
(4-

The fi st -thing that seems e making a difference. is the.'

existence oT learly stated goals--and explicit policies relating

to those goals. In three of the schools at least, the principal had

, focused the faculty's and students' attention on important. instruc-
4 ,

tional goals: imp'rove reading and mathematics achievement And in

two of those schools the principal had rather dihrectl,y,e1tablished
1

policies about homework, grades,and prOmotidn,/Lat.supported thoSe

2 9
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goals..' We might quarrel with the narrovaess of those goals, and

we 'might object tow the lack of extensive and intensive faculty

involvement in the development of both goals and policies. But
C

'they seem to be necessary--and their existence seemed impOrtant to.
1

A
. 4

r
:

the relative success of the school in makihg a difference.
1

,,

..,

,

,

H
The second thingwe.note is, that in almost every case the

277

.

principal waS consciously'or unconsciously using slogans that:he.
c

4

g cry around those goals. The slogans
4or she adopteil as a rally

were of several sorts: ,k,acaemics plus, mastery learning,, our school

family, the s .rit of ourschool. ne s,yhoolthe "academics plus"

slogan seemed to'be taken seriously by the faculty because'it was

supported by explic,it-Oblicies that were,reviewed and enforced.
.

In, other schools it seemed 'empty and meaningless -to the fat'ulty.

.
(,

.)
resultk,were only slightly better f. or "mastery learning."

Individual teachers did use \mastery learning techniques in three

of the schools, but' the number invol,ved.rematned small. Despite

,

the efforts of one of the principals. to make it a cornerstone Of

his progrufic .this approach to teachirigvand learning never made a

11 t
.

,
1 --'

signifi!i cant impact it any of the schools. The slogans that spoke
.

,1-
',

.

.
'

.__.

.

more of"interpersonal relatidnships ("our family," "our spirit")

,

4.

were'similarly mixedt.in their 'success.. Ih one of the schools the

l ev

teachers seerAldto';'take seriously the belief thal.th'ey were part of n"
. .

a faMily, evn as they cynically mocked the idea: In the (ither
f

/

school where. there was much tal: about spirit, the teachers spoke
--,.

instead of disenchantment and discouragement. Slopns hbout the '-

i ,
(',:'

. i
.

`IN 0
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, .

° was giving attention to hhe curriculum--the courses that were offered".'

and the content of those. courses. We never saw what We would consider

r-
a systematic and insighful eval-nntion and developmeqt of curriculum;

278

climate, it seems, are never fully bela.eved--and are only partially

-...

.accepted uhen Che perceived reality matches the sItTgan.

seems -The third factor that seems-to-make a major
4

differencel'is
-..
,

i

ti-Ap learning dlimate. .We use, this term to include both the appear-

,

ance of the physical plantand'the sense.'of order ,anddiscipline-that
r

pervildes both non - instructional and instrdctional areas.' The schools

in this study were in a physical'con4tiop that we want to describe, .

as appalling: roofs eaked; windows were broken; locker doorrs were

'damaged: But in three of the schools4 the principal seethed, to have
R, _

laeen able'to mobilize, the
0
energies of custodians and teacherS to

make the place at.least look clean.' And in three of the schools
a

there was a sense of general order and gooddisciplipe. Although

4

1'

there were serious infractions almost,every ddy, there was a cigar
.,4

sense, n, -three of these schools that the administration-and the

. ,

faculty were on top of thoSe problems.-

Weshould note,here, of course, that in two of the schools,

this satisfactory learqii.ng tlimate had been produced essentially
A 4'.

by the principals who:had preceded the incumbents: The incumbent

principils whom we studied in these two schools were fortunate

---- 1--
enough

1

h to have inherited a situation where a,satisfactory learning

.----

'
(..

P /
c14;Mate had been established-and where teachers wanted it continued. .

Tbe.fouqh factor is that in ape the schools at least someone
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t , #1-

but we did see people tinkeringtdth it. In one al the schools the .

principA_ initiated a:'curriculum project that was quietly aborted'
A

and ignored'. .In a second school the principal aspart of a doctoral

project had taken a fteall look at the curricular needs of potentiale0 .. ....

drop =outs- -but his efforts did not seem to have made a lasting -aim-
.

. ..-

fact,. In a third schoOl one of the department heads had focused. -

her f-Lcultys energies and atten ion on ateasof the curviculum that

were measured by achievement teats. And in that samq school the
(

incumbent principal had mandated new course requirements, And'in'

-

V,

the fourth school the -principal had directed the facylty to give

,
-,'greater

, attention to what he considered the essentials.
4,

1
4

This) curriculum faork seems 'to have been effective when it was

by someone close to and respected by the:teachprs--and:when it

.

' 0

a

pmplementation,was,closel,monitored. When it was imposed by the

r-
.1

j ,

.

.
.

principal- -who often did'not systematically analyze s,the likeTy effects'
.

:
. .

i
..

,.
1-.,

of thv mandates- -and -when it was not followed up yith. close monitoringy.
_ ....

pe,curriculum work seems not to have made any 'lasting impact.

.
( e, -

In one of the schools staff development seemed to frave"made a

difference-. Again, itk-was staff dove) pmentinitated and conducted

by an energetic department head whom the teachers respected. She/ didT., .)

1 1..
,

,

i
. .

'
/

not attempt to change the wayithe teachers taught; she seemed to accept -,.

:

.- .

their basic instructional approach and helped them use it more effec7
.

..
'"-.7

i

r

tively. Her me sage to the, teachers was simple- -but effective: teach,
r-1

.

-s........
.

;...

what the tes4 covers; teach it over, long- period of time; ,a.M,d teach it

.
.

A

very directly. The rest of the staff development:tll'at tookpllace in these
. .
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1

-
.c,i /

4Ischools, seems ftom our.perspectille tq have been almost a total waste
-7

. .,

9 J
.

of-timeland effort. All th@.workshops on mastery learning, even .c:allet-1_,.'
,

.

,

c they were conducteld by experts
'')

add had the Liupport of the principal,

/ I .. ,

1
seem not to have mlde a.pervasive difference: 06r hunch'i ehat\mastery

,
.

learning in its pt4e form makes too -many demands tnjunior High teachers

who are primarily concerned with keeping order a making it thrOughthe
I

day: it asks thdp to develop units; make entry assessmenits;
.

clarify

objectives;p teach to those objectives; give mastery test'; and rovide
.

,

/- ,
A,

correctives.' In addition to changes in theorgafiization of teaching

,--- .---:".-

_

_ .

strategies, mastery learning also demands a changfin/techer attitude.
. .

, A
4

.
. .

Central to mastery learning is the)belief that Virtually all children

can learn. In the junior high schools we stud-_'..ed this idea had not.

(

.gained school-wide acceptance..
- .1,r a

What was obviously no4 making much difference at all was teacher,

supervision. In- only one, of the schools was the vide principal perceived
. a .

.

,

.

. , .
-,

as an effective supervisor,' By the re rts of the teachers wholhad

. L
)

4,

.

been supervisec dmshe'wasn't using supervisoty processes that the experts

. ,
y,- .

;'would,have"suppOrted: She-didn't hold many planning conference; 'Ild she
.

.
.

, . .
. .

wasn't indirect in her stylg. But she got around. She visited classes,

and she very directly told teather5-wht,they were doing-rightand what
t. )

they were doing wrong. Allthe rest of what passed for supervision in

,

-Y these schools was only a series bf brief and unsystematic observations,

with a written SumlarY of the highllghts. 1de do not .,intend Sete to be

too critical of these principal's for whom we have continuing respect.,

They were busy people, trying their/ bestJto hold together targe schools
( ,

in a time of crisis. They were doirig someithings very well- -but they

z

#.
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-.....1

. k ,

were not ,supervising very effectively. -` /
,,

.) .-:,

v . ..
, ) ,),

\ . Who was providing these functions. that seemekto make' a differeftce?

i

l\

One important part Of
?
our_answer here- is to observe that the information

, I
:4';

suggests a_c .pic-ture that changes over time. `tie tpok a series of snapshots
. . .

, .,

.. .
. ..

4
. ' / ,-./

during one sch-ocaryear 'But our interviews with the principals and The
,

teachers gave us aperspettce about what had happenedi,in ,past. In. t

t. , , ,

general the d.'ta seem to suggest that when a new puincipal arrives on .

44 ,
....1

, .,. a
.

the scene, he or she takes a very active role in initiating LAojects,
e

,..makiing changes, and Oveloping n,gm.prog4amlatic th-fUSts. Then as the'
,- -,c,--

.

years gp by,mthe prinoiOal's attention moves out beyOnd the school,' as
.----,

-
..- i

he.aspires to new spheres of influence. He delegates morel.the school/
0

v \'

and taks a less active role in3instructionalrldadership. And interest-

i l -' / .. e.-

,
°. . b

ingly enou gh,` we- have here for very different career-patterng that
i

.

.
.

.

seemed to a-flectiwhat was-h'appening when we eoOk'oui 'snapshots: 'One -

.
-;

-7
prinsipal h d been at the, school a long time and 'seems to -have given .

.

bp hope, of promotion; one had been a principal for almost as long-- I ,.
Y

prepared
0.,

. . . ,-

but was to move to a high school principalship;. one had ad just

1

p

.

. .

arrived on the, scene and was-busy carving out her territory and putting '

-

c7,

her own stamp on the school; and one had just a few years before assumed
s

.-
.

.

principalshiptof-7-1T fatuity very divided about thessue of who should

,
..,, a , ---,

41"
. .

be their new prinaipal: :.- "1
. , t

. ,

The-Second pAt of our answer ,about who-provides instructional

leadeship'in-the junior high school is, "It all depen " We began
)

by looking very closely at the principal: 'But ur early'findins

suggested to us-thatweneeded to look more br adly and more inclusively..

f
Our study' now seems to give"tentative support to other research which
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..., .... suggests til4t in the secogdary school, inAtructionaril_eadership is °

'N

-
-, .

more diffuse and complex than it is in the elementary schools: (For
. ..

<7:
,

,... .,
. .

i
-a rry.surrent review of thi.issuei see'darnine, Gersten, and Green,

4 A
,.../.

,.

--19,$2.; and Fit tone and HerriOtt,-1982.Yqh twa of ,the'junior4tigh
.

,. , . 'o. -
.. - ...

.,. ..,..,-

r schools, ' the reading chairperson seemed-tobe playing-an' l_nfluential
..

A
, , s" '

U 7 g , 'A/ '
role. In bne, the pilish de'prtment chair'was perCeived as the'k6y

N.

_

_ ,- 1,..,i, ,e, * ,.

instructional lea'der.,,5 In a third N,, a, vice principal had been a. driving
1

,
0

t- 4.'"'l .

V ..\ %

influence until she. becaN ill, /In .fact, we were surpfiSed to discover

that in none offt,he school's was the principal-perceived to be prpviding

3,

.. '//..,instructional ieadershIp. / N

;.

''
-

,
1

,,, N,
What are they doing, if they are,not providing instructional

leadership? For the most part, they are giving their attention to)

-; ,/
pupil disciplines Some, are doing it store effectively than others.

,

, .

,But.one *E'lling we think we have learned from this study is tha(the

prinClpals of urban junior highschools are centrally concerned with

pupil discipline. They worry abOuCit, they spend much time talk#i

about it to faculty,'and they devote much time to trying_to enforce

, o

good (Discipline. While it is obvious that discipline is essential.

it seems Cl ar to us that

)
1 is-pgsbing-aside,other-ipportant-concer,ns.

4'- .

i.
/

4 t

5

AM,

/
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DISCUS:i:1N

.....Two questaovs organize thediScumsiOn section Ol this report:
: ,

What do we mean by instructional adership? How can instructional
/

leadership be.improved?

Our definition of 'instructional leadership includes these

6

Qunctions:

o selecting. supervising and evaluating faculty

Go-setting' high instructional goals and acaderilic standards

o communicating the belief- that alimchildren'can learn

o selecting and refining instructional- materials and

strategies
i/

tvcoordinating instructional policy within and

subject area,'departmeAts and grade levels

oomonitOringstudent''progress - 1

o establishing. a clean, safe, pleasant environment con-
,

ducive to teaching and learning

We round that instructional leadership func'tions are not exercised'con-
.

sistently by any of the administrators we ..""tudj,-Ad. Certain functions

V
mandated by the school code,'Iike evaluating teacher performance

V
are

. 4

performed by the principal Principals do, within system li,mits, select
.

teachers. Many ofthem set goals. But Ifwe examine how prinelpais and

vice.principalS use their time we find them malnlyperfOrming management

functions. They keep the school running by maintaining the tnlitdin,

'pateolling the halls, securing substitute 'teachers,,andmost importanti.y,

handling discipline. Days are filled with useful management tasks hut

these may alotInecessarily 'produce an improved inntructional,pogram at

7- r'
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the end of the school year. .For most principals and vice principals,-

'.instructional leadership is not a priority.

Helping administrators become instructional leaders is a dif-

-., .

ficult task. ,After a deeadd of exhortation that principals should be

)

instructional leaders, at least at the junior high school level, that

\ .

.

advice ha6,7not been heeded. , jIt will take more than advice or pressure

to make the change. One way to work toward that change is to distin-'

guish between two levels of instructional leadership--general and

specific. It is.well established that secondary school teachers do not

look to administrators for expertise in solving classroom problems.

Teachers perceive-administrators as too removed from the daily teaching

interactions to offer credible help (Gorton, 1971). However adminis-

trators can be effective in providing a generalist's level of expertise.
pl

As generalists they provide vision, direction and coordination: They

link the parts of the program into a coherent whole; they monitor school-

wide achievement; they suggest changes in program when necessary. These

genffalist functions are complec, requiring professional expertise in

academic planning, program articulation and evaluation. How can we assist

r'

administrators so that they will feel confident as instructional lehclers?

To become instructional leaders they will need in-depth retraining through

in-service education. We doubt that a scattershot approach which offers

short courses in "time management" or "curriculum planning" will make a

difference. Rather we think re-training must be linked to the context of the

administrator's school and system. Support for these changes in behavior

must be long -term over several years.

Secondary schools seem to need leaders with special expertise

3 o 0
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various subjects, in addition to an adminitrator whO can provide some

N
central direction. It therefore would seem wise for secondary school \.

administrators to systematically analyze the talents and interests of

their support staff, including assistant prihcipals, team leaders, and

department chairs. Those support staff with the necessary competence

tin

should be assigned leadership functions. Departmental leaders may

require essential training for instructional leadership at a department

/level. Obviously if these leaders are to be instructional leaders they

must be given 'the necessary time to do the job well.

Restructuring the principal's, the vice principal's, and department

chair's roles so that they have the expertise and time to 'perform in-

:\

structional leadership tasks effectively should improve the quali ,ty of a

school's academic program. But if those changes are not rooted in a pro-

found vision that most children can learn, we think the improvement will

be slight. We differentiate between an educational slogan and a vision.

Slogans as we mentioned in-out summary'ab6und in schools.' Often they are

superficial cliches which rarely have the capacity to t-ransform the

direction of the school, or the level of commitment of the staff. They

do not change school priorities. An educational vision should have the

power to convince a staff that it is possible for students to learn, master,

and excel. While this vision is encouraging, it is also disturbing because

it will link student failure with the degree of effectiveness of the

educational program, the teaching staff, and the administrators.

301
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Appendix A
t

LEADERSHIP INTERVIEW PROTOCOL (Revised)

1. how long have youh,een principal of this 'school?
r

2. In yOur experience was there one or two principals,..who were out-
standing-role models? Do you'recall particular things they said
or did?

291,

like to shift to some questions that focus on your school and
community.

How would you describe the people who live in your school commun-
ity? What do they do for,a living?e SES? What's inportant to- them?

What do they want for their children? What do they expect of this

school? What do they expect of you?

4. Sketch out how you spend a typical day at work.

5 Do you have a way of keeping track of your time?

6 There is a lot-of discussion in educational literatUce're two bas-
.

ic functions principals perform; one is the role of manager, the
other is the instructional ;leader.

In your experience at your school, what tasks.fall under the rubric
of principal as manager?

In your experience at your school, what tasks fall under the rubric
of principal as instructional leader?

7. Do you have a statement of instructional goals for your school?

How were those goals chosen?

8. How do you know teachers are workingon those goals?

9. How do goal statements affect the school roster; allocdtion of

teachers; the use of time?

1.0. How are decisions in regard to.instructio,n made in your school?
Are there certain decisions only the principal may Make? Are

there others that are delegated to .teache-rs? Still others shared?

Describe.

W. Think back' t when you were am teacher. .What subject(s) 'did you

f1 teach? Do you see your.self as an Expert or resource in a partic-
ular subject area? -How do-yoU use your specialized instructional
talents in this school"?

12. Do you occasionally teach a class? .1(

13. How often do you vipit classrooms? For what purpose-? What do you

30'7
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look for during d classroom observation? Do you share your Observ-

, ations with thQ teacher? How? 4

4 -

_14. There are many formal and informal &hannels a prindipal can use

for influenciqg class'e'o5om instruction; What formal channels do ypu

use? What are the informal"channels?

15. How is instruction organized in the classroom? (Open claSsrdom;

individualized; group- based)
,

16. Do yoLf prefer homog'enous or heterogeneous grouping? Explain your

preference.

17. Do teachers collaborate in designing instructional strategies?

18.. Are there any standing curricular committees? What are their, res-

ponsinlities? Who coordinates or facilitates the work of these

committees?

19. As you think back over yourZ career as a principal in this schdol,

can you recall organisational structures or administrative proced-

ures you initiated that.helped improve the quality o, ,the curric-

ulum in classrooms?

20. What role does your community play in improving achieveMent in, this

school? Should community have a voice in what is taught in this

school and how it is taught?

21. Some people feel that a school should be run like an effitient

business or.iplustry with clear chain of commnd.procedures. 'eman-

Ating from the mead down. In that model of school organization

the principal runs a tight ship and he or she makes most of the

basic decisions. An alternate model suggests that schools are
loosely organizedand, therefore require a more collegial, democrat-

ic style of organization. The later model emphasizes collabor-

ation among °faculty and administration in decision making. :.'

Whidh do you favor? 1. tight organization with principal in4,

command?
2. loose organization involving teachers

appropriately in decision making?

22. Do you have an organized system for monitoring teacher effective-

ness?, Please explain.

24. How do you organize staff development activities to support your

instructional goals for students?

300
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25. DO you encourage classroom visitation between teachers? How?

26. What circumstances or situations occur in this school which are
likely to create an adversary relationship between teacher and
principal? Given those_situationsYis conflict inevitable? How

do these conflicts influence the attainment of,sthe school's prior-
ities?

i c

27. In the late 60's and 70:s a number of researchers felt'that stud-
:,:ents from low SES families could not achievebecause they had too
many cognitive and social deficitsz School simply .was too weak
an intervention to overcome tAe liabilities poor childien brought "
with them. ,What is your opinion? How does your ip§tructional
program,sp.ak to this issue? ,

A
%

28. Describe the circumstances in which you would favor retaining
41-

students in the same grade or subject ,until they achieved mastery?-. ,

,,--,

29. Do you have a'fo `system for evaluatingNstudent progress? ,How

are results co unicated to students; theie parents?
. (7- .

30. What m6tX:other than standardized tests do yOu use to assess
stnde?t,fprogress? r

..

r)
1

ki

31. If I could grant' you five changes each designed to improve the
o

qual-
t

.ity of struction in'youV school, what changes, would you want?
,

S."

,c
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Appendix 'B

Additional InformaLion Survey

Please answer the followm x questions by ckgcling the most appro
.priate answer.

0

1. On a typical day,, how often, in your opinion,, would the principal
monitor pupil behavior in -the corridorS and cafeteria?

a. 4,or more times

e. uncertain

2.. Last year how many times did the principal visit your class to
observe your teaching?,

b. 2-3 times c, once d. mot at all

a. 3 or more times b. twice c. once d not at all
4

3. Last year how many times did the vice 'principal visit your class
to'observe your teaching?

a. 3 or more times b. twice 7c. once d. not at all
. (

4. Last year how many times,Oid the principal ask you to submit .youi
lesson plans'for revie0'

a. 10 or more times b. '6-9 times, c. 2 =5 times d. once

not at all

5. Which statement below best describes your present feelingsabout,
your school's' instructional leadership?

a. We're making real g

b. We're making some pro

I just don't. know

d. We're slipping"a little

e. We're redllTlosingground

6. Listed?lerow are five areas pf responsibility typically associated
with the principalship. Based on your perceptiox..o how your prin
cipal performg, rank these five areas. Assign .a 1 to the area you
perceive as having the highest priority and a five to the area hav
ing the lowest priority b.ywriting the appropriate' number in front
of each area.
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(1= highest priority; 5= lowest priority)

Businls Management (buildings, budge)

School--Community Relations

Schooi--DisEiictiCebtral Office Relations

295

Instructional Leadership (curriculum,' improvement of instruction,
teacher evaluation)

Student Relations assists with special pi.o4ems,'discipline,
communication with students)

7. What additional comments can you make that will further describe

'how instructional leadership tasks are performed in this' school?

ti

p

/

r'

)

K

T, LANK YOIJ FOR)OUR COOPEPATION!

.-1

J

3.11
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SOURCES 'OE INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP

Prepared by:.
NoriTn A. Newberg and Philip D. Seli
Graduate School of Education
University of Pennsylvania

(Draft version - Do not reproduce without permission)

Please ansvr the following questions/(all answers'-dre confidential):

1. The name of your-school:

2. Your present role (circle one): Principal Vice Principal

Department Head Spetialist (reading or math) Teacher

Counselor Other (ideritify):

3. Your sex (circle):- Male Female

4. , Your age:

5. The number of years you have been an educational professional:.

2
6. The number of years you have .!en in your,present schopl:

7. The number of years you hal,- ,,n in your present 'role:
e

Directions: Listed on the left of p -gs 2 and 3 are the tasks and
./ .

functions usually associated with instructional leadership. On the

right are listed the roles of; the individuals who often perform those
-..7N

t

tasks nd functions. For each retie listed, indicate to what extent
.-7,..

that p rson in-your school performs, that. task or function, at the

-t-
0 ,:-

pre0Lnt time, by writing one of the letters Aefined belowHin the

appropriate box.

L --provides leadership in this task or function

C contributes to the-task or function but does not provide-

leadership

If the person does not currently. perform that task or function, leave

the box blank. If no one, in your.school currently performs that task

or function, leave all the boxes in that line blank.

/

(

Fr,



The lo I I ow ng terms are used I o Itlent Ily lust talc, I ism or adm 11

4

trative personnel: .

Principal - the principal or head (It the ..ehool

V Ice Pr Inc pa I ass 1st ant tdmlttlrt rater

I)el)rtrtment. Iltstd - t he head of a group ul feather; in ;1

0 !,;ttb] ec I area or d Ise fp I Int.

Spec f ul i:;t - ..:C11(.1()17b;1;11!d I'l!ad (14; r Uhl It :ipor Li I t

\
Teacher - a elassr)om Instructor

Consider what the person in ch rote actually does as you think

about each tank or function.

Record El provides leadership

contributes but does not provide leadership

0 leave box blank Lf L or C is not appropriate

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP TASK OR-FUNCTION

1. Articulates the instructional goals of the school.

2. Helps teachers to relate the school's instruc-
'tional goals to their curriculum units.

3. Clarifies the instructional responsibilities
of each professional role.

4. Selects instructional personnel.

5. Evaluates teachers.

6. Develops the school's master schedule.

7. Assigns teachers to specific classes or sections.

8. Allocates materials needed to accomplish
instructional goals.

9. Helps teachers to evaluate instructional
materials.

10. Helps teachers to develop appropriate instruc-

tional.materials that are not commercially

available.
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Record provides leadership

LIcontributes but does not .provide
leadership,

bleave box blank if L or C is not
'appropriate

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP TASK OR FUNCTION
rt

11. Sees to it that the necessary support personnel
(aides, secretaries: etc.) are made available
to assist teachers in accomplishing instruc-
tional goals.

12. Communicates to 'parents the importance of
skills instruction,in the school.

13. Organizes staff development programs that relate.
to instruction.

14. Analyzes standardized achievement test scores to
identify general institutional strengths and
weaknesses.

15. Schedules assemblies ;that have, an instructional

purpose.

-16. Secures additional funds for instructional
. purposes.

17. Observes teachers in their classrooms.

18. Encourages teachers to observe each.other's:
classes.

19. Communicates to all students the school's
. general concern for achievement.

20. Organizes teachers to work together on
instructional matters.

21. Provides help to teachers who want to improve
their teaching.

22. Approves new programs that have an institutional
emphasis.

23. Takes steps to improve student discipline.

24. Takes steps to develop a school climate conducive
to learning.

25. Coordinates instruction between teachers at
different grade levels.

26. Establishes a school polity on student
promotion.



Record 02 provides leadership

contributes but does not provide
leadership

0 leave box blank if L or C is not
appropriate
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP TASK OR FUNCTION

27. Helps individual departments to coordinate their
,curricula.

28. Gives teachers non-evaluative feedback about
their teaching.

29. Suggests alternative instructional methods
for children who are failing consistently.

30. Gives teachers feedback on their weekly lesson
plans.

31. Works with'teachers to improve the
instructional program of the school.
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instrumental Development: Sources of Instructional Leadership-

The instrument, Sources of Instructional Leadership (SOIL),

was developed to describe the instructional leadership in schools.

The original' draft by Norman A. Newberg and Allan A. Glatthorn was

based On a review of the literature on instructional leadership from

the last ten years. The original draft was modified by Newberg and

Philip D. Selim to create a preliminary draft. This draft, contain-

ing a demographic data sdction, directions, and thirty-one instruct-

ional leadership task items, was then shared with some practicing

educators for their reactions. Following some minor changes, to

improve clarity and the addition of a Response Form, SOIL was admin-

istered individually to twelve subjpcts. These subjec.ts from a sub-

urban middle school included three administrators, one of whom was

a principal, one counselor, and eight teachers from six different

academic disciplines. Thy subjects ranged in age from their early

7
1

thirties to their late fifties and had'teaching experience from a

Lfew yars to over twenty years. Minor modifications were made follow-

\ ./
ing this administration to create the draft used in the pilot study.

In early March, 1982, SOIL was administered by the same research

er to the professional staffs in a suburban elementary school, middle

school, and junior-enior _high school (129 subjects). The results

of the pilot were used to access each role scale of thirty-one items

for internal consistency reliability (Cronbach's Alpha). Reliabil-

ities were found to range from 0.90 for the teacher scale to 0.96
fi
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for the department head ar1d vice principal scales. The principal

and specialist scales were 0.93 and 0.94, respectively. A factor

analysis of each role scale was also performed to identify items

that repeatedlY'clustered on each role scale. No items were found

to consistently. cluster on each role scale. This was consistent

with the researcher's belief that each school would have a unique

instructional leadership pattern; and therefore, the same items would

not factor out or cluster together on each role scale.

A
,

Based on the experience in the pilot, instructions for the

administrationof SOIL were written and used to administer the instru-

;:'

ment to the professional staff& in four Urban junior high schools,

\fftwo urban elementary schools, and one su ban elementary school

07 subjects). The,se seven administrations were done by three re-

searchers beginning in mid-April, and ending in mid-May, 1982. The

data from these schools was combined with, the pilot data and analyzed

using discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis was used because

the researchers believe each school has a unique pattern of instruc-

tional leadership for the five roles across the thirty-one tasks and

therefore, it would be possible to classify subjects based on their

responses into their school a high percentage of the time. For all

ten schools, the percent of correct classification was very high,

94.02%. However, elementary schools tended not to have vice princi-

pals and department heads. This was thought to be a pOssible explan-

ation for the very high percent of correct classification,on the init-

ial analysis; therefore, the schools were separated into elementary

3 i7
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and secondary groups and the data re-analyzed. In the re-analysis

the percent of correct classification increased to 100% for elemen-

tary and 94.95% for secondary,. This would Suggest that the instruc-

tiOnal leadership patterns in elementary and secondary schools are

different in some important way. Clearly these analyses indicate

that the role scales are reliable and that SOIL is able to distinguish

between the instructional leadership patterns of different schools.

In order to identify subscales within each role scale, a factor

analysis was performed on each role scale f1;. the secondary school

data. This resulted in the thirty-one items clustering into five

or six'unique groups within each role scale. For each one of these

twenty-eight factors, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed.

ThiS procedure statistically significant differences among

the mean scores of the six secondary schools on each factor. This

information is recorded on the factor summary sheet.

The analysis of the data would suggest that SOIL maybe useful

for describing the perceived instructional leadership network in many

urban and suburban schools. The ten year literature review, on which

the instrument's content is based.provides substantial support for

SOIL's content vadity. The instrument's reliability was substan-

tiated in the pilot. The discriminant analysis indicated SOIL was

able to differentiate among the instructional leadership networks in

the ten selected schools. 4ile the construct validity of SOIL was

not directly assessed, the data is consistent with the general impres-

sions the researchers about the schools. Thus, while further re-
.

search is important, particularly in the area of construct validity,

31



Sources of Instructional. Leadership would'appear to be a useful

instrument for describing a school's instructional leadership nee-

work.
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